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ABSTRACT
This thesis questions the adequacy of the Department of the Interior's response to the
land claims of Metis settlers in Green Lake, Saskatchewan .
Metis people originally settled in Green Lake because of the pattern of development
of the fur trade . Green Lake was a major nexus on the fur trade transportation system, which
encouraged Metis settlement and community development . After Confederation, when the
national policy generated regional differentiation through uneven development, Green Lake
remained under fur-trade domination .
National policy expansion reached Green Lake with surveys in 1909 and 1911,
replacing fur-trade property relations with the Dominion Lands Act . The surveys revealed
Green Lake as a fur trade settlement with property claims consistent with the fur trade
economy. Prior treatment of such claims under national policy regulations promised
recognition of Metis claims based on prior settlement .
Economic recession and World War I led to the abatement of national policy
expansion. As a result, the department postponed action on the Metis claims until renewed
interest in national policy settlement . Legislation passed in 1919 provided new direction to
departmental consideration of the Green Lake claims. The only remnant of recognition of fur
trade settlement was reference to 1908 legislation requiring occupancy at the time of treaty .
The department subsequently disposed of Metis claims by offering most claimants only a right
to purchase claimed land .
Departmental response to Metis claims at Green Lake was inadequate on several
grounds. It failed to consider adequately property relations extant from the fur trade
economy. It acted without due consideration for established precedents associated with the
national policy. It acted ultra vires to carry out and justify a restrictive and mean spirited
response to Metis claims . The retroactive nature of 1908 legislation unfairly penalized
claimants in the Treaty Six area . The department's limitation of the eligibility of claimants by
constrictive criteria was compounded by its failure to examine seriously the evidence of Metis
settlement that would have met such criteria .
At the time of the 1930 transfer of land administration to the prairie provinces, the
land claims of the Metis settlers of Green Lake remained unsatisfied .
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INTRODUCTION
In the negotiations leading up to the Manitoba Act of 1870, Prime Minister John A .
Macdonald chided the Metis for wanting benefits "fitting for civilised men" while also
claiming "the privileges granted to Indians ."' One Red River delegate to the negotiations,
Father N.J. Ritchot, replied that "because these settlers wish to be treated like other subjects
of Her Majesty," it did not follow that "those among them who have a right as descendants
of Indians should be obliged to lose those rights ."' Ritchot's resistance eventually resulted in
the set-aside of 1 .4 million acres of land for the children of the Metis and the subsequent
identification of scrip payments as satisfaction of Metis Aboriginal title . Consequently, most
contemporary discussion of Metis land claims revolves around the issue of Aboriginal title and
the efficacy of the scrip process in relieving the Crown of the burden of Metis Aboriginal title
to land .
While not denying the importance of Aboriginal title to Metis land claims, this thesis
is not concerned with land claims arising out of Aboriginal title . Rather, it studies Metis
claims to land based on settlement, that most important element of what John A . Macdonald
would have held to be the qualities of "civilised men ." Macdonald had, after all, conceded
Canadian recognition of claims to land by the original settlers just before chiding the Metis
for claiming further land rights based on Aboriginal title .
Administration of land became the responsibility of the Department of the Interior,
which operated within the context of the larger set of policies gathered under the rubric of the
national policy. That policy, as the thesis describes, had brought on the annexation of Rupert's
Land by Canada. However, placing the national policy in an exhaustive theory of international
political economy lies outside the interest of this work . As a result, the work is guided, at
best, by a loose coalition of ideas perhaps best summed up by Wallerstein's assumption "that
there exists a concrete singular historical system which I shall call the 'capitalist world-
economy' . i3 Wallerstein identified the geographical and temporal origins of that system as,
respectively "Europe (or most of it) plus Iberian America" and "the long sixteenth century ."
From that origin the system "subsequently expanded to cover the entire globe ."' These central
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notions, with some subsidiary amplification, are "methodological or metaphysical premises"
to which must be added "a few substantive ones about the operations of the capitalist world-
economy."' The mode of production of the world-economy has been the process of using
capital to amass more capital, the process of capital accumulation through the
"commodification of everything ."' Some theorists have defined this process of capital
accumulation very narrowly, limiting it to the outlay of capital for the purchase of labour to
produce a surplus that the capitalist can then confiscate . Wallerstein expanded that definition
through emphasis on unequal exchange as the central process . Unequal exchange can be
internal in the axial relationship of labour to capital, or external in the relation between core
and periphery areas . For some purposes the divergence disappears in the international division
of labour and the subsequent uneven development between geographical regions . In some,
but not all, instances such core-periphery relations are ensconced in a political superstructure
of "so-called sovereign states" active within the framework of the world system .'
The uneven development implicit in world-system theory was central to the national
policy response to interstate competition between the United States and Canada
. The
establishment of a Canadian frontier of investment was a means to the accumulation of capital
by a particular class within a specific sovereign state in the expanding world-system . That
policy provided the framework for departmental decisions, including those imposed on the
original settlers in Green Lake .
National policy objectives initially acknowledged original settler claims as a means to
the peaceful resolution of Metis\Canadian conflict and its discouragement of immigrant
settlement. Such loss of land to original settler claims was not critical: Vernon Fowke said of
agricultural lands as investment opportunities, " . . . there were so many more acres ."' By the
1920s, however, Metis resistance over original settler claims was no longer a threat to further
settlement and the number of available acres for such settlement had greatly declined . It was
in that context that the Department of the Interior dismissed the bulk of Metis claims to land
in Green Lake .
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CHAPTER ONE
THE ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF METIS SETTLEMENT
AT GREEN LAKE, 1670-1870
Metis settlement on the shores of Green Lake began because of the pattern of
development of the mercantile fur trade . That pattern of development reflected a combination
of geographical features and the social organization of the efforts to meet the demands of the
European fur markets . Three eras mark the historical development of the fur trade and its
effect on settlement in western Rupert's Land . The first one hundred years of the fur trade
in western Rupert's Land, 1670-1770, was an era of Aboriginal control of the inland
collection and transportation systems .' Trade with Europeans occurred primarily on the
shores of Hudson Bay . This period saw limited settlement in Rupert's Land beyond the shores
of Hudson Bay. The Aboriginal-controlled flow of goods developed during the protohistoric
period, a time of indirect contact and then middleman activity by Aboriginal participants .'
Competitive expansion inland marked the second period of the fur trade, 1770-1821 . The
Hudson's Bay Company (BBC) and the North West Company (NWC) built competing
collection and transportation systems that displaced Aboriginal control of transportation . As
Arthur Ray put it, the extension of non-Aboriginal transportation inland " . . . required the
maintenance of large, spatially fixed settlements, together with rigid time schedules for cargo
shipments along set routeways . i 3 These "fixed settlements" became the predominant sites of
year-round human occupation in most of Rupert's Land . By the end of this period Metis
settlement was evident in Green Lake . The BBC monopoly and the Metis anti-colonial
resistance to that monopoly in the form of the free trade movement defined the third period,
1821-1870. A cohesive regional economy based on the fur trade became the context and
rationale for continued Metis settlement at Green Lake. Such settlement generated
corresponding de facto recognition of Metis property rights within the community .
The lay of the land
The story of settlement in Green Lake began with the physical geography of western
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Rupert's Land . The height of land that marked the western boundary of Rupert's Land was
of particular significance to the historical importance of Green Lake (Fig . 1 .1) . Rivers to the
northwest of the divide flowed north as part of the Mackenzie River drainage to the arctic .
Rivers to the southeast of the divide were part of the Hudson Bay drainage system and flowed
essentially east toward Hudson Bay. The Churchill River and the Saskatchewan River basins
were the major drainage systems west of Hudson Bay and defined most of western Rupert's
Land .
Two significant crossing sites on the height of land affected Green Lake, the first at
Methye Portage, northwest of Ile-a-la-Crosse, and the second near Lac la Biche . Methye
Portage provided entry into Rupert's Land for Lake Athabaska fur transported by Dene and
Cree middlemen. Their destination was usually the Hudson's Bay Company's forts that 'slept
by the frozen sea' of Hudson Bay . The customary Aboriginal route to Hudson Bay from the
height of land at Methye Portage followed the Churchill River east from Ile-a-la-Crosse . It
then went "down the Sturgeon-Weir River and Lakes Namew and Cumberland to the
Saskatchewan and back along the Grass River route from York Factory ."' The headwaters
of that Aboriginal transportation system attracted the first non-Aboriginal traders to Ile-a-la-
Crosse. Trade in Ile-a-la-Crosse meant greater control over the transportation system back
to the home market . The second significant crossing site, Lac la Biche, was located near the
most westerly end of the Churchill River drainage area . West of Lac la Biche lay the
Athabaska River and Lesser Slave Lake. Travel north down the Athabaska River provided
a second route to Lake Athabaska. Travel west up the Athabaska River led eventually to the
Athabaska pass, entry to Caledonia and access to the Columbia River . The Columbia fell first
south and then west to the Pacific Ocean at Fort Vancouver in present day Portland, Oregon .
Just south of Lac la Biche, the Beaver River flowed first east to Green Lake, and then north
to Ile-a-la-Crosse where it joined the Churchill River and flowed eastward again .
The Saskatchewan River lay just south of a second height of land that ran generally
parallel to the Beaver River. That height of land divided the Churchill and North
Saskatchewan River drainage areas (See Fig . 1 .2) . Travel south from Green Lake provided
an important connection between the two drainage basins . Green Lake was thus a nexus for
both east-west and north-south travel . Both Lac la Biche and Green Lake, like Ile-a-la-
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Crosse, would become sites of permanent Metis settlement .
'First contact' : pedlar/HBC competition moves inland
The intrusion of non-Aboriginal fur traders into western Rupert's Land was the direct
result of long-standing competition between the Hudson's Bay Company (HBC) and first
French and then English traders out of Montreal by way of the Great Lakes . That competition
drove the site of direct trading constantly farther inland ; waterways provided local direction
to the expansion . The so-called pedlars established posts ever farther northwestwards during
the second half of the eighteenth century, replacing Aboriginal delivery systems and diverting
the Aboriginal flow of fur away from BBC posts on Hudson Bay.' To outflank the BBC, the
Montreal-based traders continually moved the sites of trading inland, extending their
transportation system out of Grand Portage on the north shore of Lake Superior . From there
the fur flowed to Montreal and then European markets .
The BBC's establishment of its first inland post at Cumberland House in 1774
concluded a twenty-year period of exploratory travel by BBC servants . The period had begun
with Anthony Henday's notable 1754 journey into Alberta by way of the Saskatchewan River .
In the period 1763 to 1774, BBC servants made more than forty separate journeys into inland
wintering grounds.' Many of those travels resulted in seasonal stays on the upper waters of
the Saskatchewan and Churchill River systems.' As early as 1763 BBC servant Joseph Smith
wintered near Prince Albert . Smith reported that the deserted remains of La Come's fort just
downstream from the forks had been burned to the ground .' Smith returned to the same area
in the 1763-64 season and witnessed the dispatch of seventy-one canoes carrying furs to Fort
York at the end of the season . However, Smith died soon after beginning the return voyage
to Hudson Bay . 9 Events after Smith's death revealed two points about the nature of the trade
at this date. The first point concerned the "Leader," the senior-ranking Aboriginal member
of the large canoe flotillas ostensibly under the direction of the trader . The fact that Joseph
Smith's Leader delivered the flotilla to York Fort without benefit of Smith's direction
underlined the autonomy of the Aboriginal transport system . 10 A second point worthy of note
in Joseph Smith's case regards his "canoe and tent mate."" She returned to York with Smith's
personal possessions and their son . The Governor later paid to her the value of Smith's
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personal furs in "Necessarys for the Support of her Self and his child ." 12 That recognition
suggested increased acceptance and encouragement of such liaisons by the HBC . The growth
of that acceptance accompanied the increased need for labour as trade routes and settlement
moved farther inland ."
The five-year period from 1763 to 1768 saw increases numbers of pedlars and HBC
servants on the Saskatchewan and the first European at Green Lake . Isaac Batt, the second
inland winterer for the HBC in 1763-64, likely spent the winter close to the Pas . The
Governor at York reported that BBC servants had seen no pedlars inland, presumably either
by Batt or Smith." In the 1765-66 season Batt and Louis Primo wintered inland . At the end
of the season they relayed the news of the presence of pedlars along the waterways they had
travelled . In the 1766-67 season, no fewer than six HBC servants wintered inland . Louis
Primo ventured closer to Green Lake, having been "sent to 'the famous . . . Beaver River,'
which had not yet been seen by European eyes . He must have travelled up the Churchill River,
with which he is later reported as being familiar ."" Batt moved inland farther south,
apparently following the North Saskatchewan River route travelled by Joseph Smith . Morton
thought that he wintered at the Sturgeon River just west of Prince Albert ." In the 1767-68
season William Pink returned to the Saskatchewan to pursue the north branch farther . He
then travelled north from the Saskatchewan either by way of "the valley of the Shell River"
northwest of present day Prince Albert, or alternatively by way of Jackfish and Turtleford
Lakes north of present-day North Battleford . l ' At any rate, on 19 August 1767, "he was on
the bank of the'Amisk-o-Cepee,' the Beaver River itself, 'a noated river for Beaver' ."' If Pink
did ascend the Shell River, he was likely the first non-Aboriginal trader to pass by Green
Lake. He then continued west up the Beaver River, wintering near Edmonton before returning
to Hudson Bay the following year.
In the summer of 1768 the British colonial administration declared that it would no
longer constrain the fur trade to the west of the Great Lakes . Morton marked this event :
"Now began the rush of the English into Rupert's Land . . . X19 The consequence would be
increased pressure on the HBC to compete farther inland, thus moving the site of trading and
settlement sites to the western reaches of Rupert's Land and Green Lake .
James Finlay had been the first of the Montreal Englishmen to reach the
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Saskatchewan, and he wintered in 1768-69 in charge of "twelve Frenchmen" at Nipawi on the
Saskatchewan ." His personnel suggest a dual linkage, forward to the Green Lake Metis
population, and back to the Great Lakes mixed-blood population from which they were likely
drawn. He used competitive hyperbole to describe BBC men "collecting the Indians and
driving them like slaves down to York Fort ." Finlay likely meant to justify his disregard for
the BBC Charter; his traders held up the returning flotilla of BBC servant William Pink for
a week while bargaining for the best of the flotilla's furs ."
An absence of pedlars inland marked the 1769-70 season . Their absence was the result
of the confiscation of their inland-bound supplies by the Indigenous residents of the Rainy
Lake area just northwest of Lake Superior . The lack of competition showed up in the returns
to the BBC at York Fort, where trade of 34,000 Made Beaver represented a one-third
increase over the trade of the prior year .' The next year, Louis Primo and three other BBC
servants traded up the Churchill and the Saskatchewan . Again they met few if any pedlars .'
The following season (1771-72) only Isaac Batt and Louis Primo wintered inland . However,
returning with a flotilla of 160 canoes, Batt and Primo saw their usual success reduced by the
presence of Montreal traders at Cedar Lake on the lower Saskatchewan. By the time they
made it back to York Fort, pedlar trade had reduced their retinue to thirty-five canoes ."
In 1772 the BBC's Matthew Cocking travelled up the Saskatchewan to the forks of
the Saskatchewan. He then went south to the area of present-day Batoche, west to the North
Saskatchewan, southeast to the Asquith-Biggar area, and then back to the Forks in May of
1773. He reported pedlars all along the Saskatchewan . Cocking returned to York Fort with
only sixteen canoes because of the loss of furs to the pedlars ." Perhaps the best indicator of
the growing inland influence of the pedlars was the desertion of Louis Primo_ in 1773 from the
BBC. After several years of advocating a more permanent Company presence inland, Primo
recognized the turn in the tide of the trade and joined the stronger forces of the pedlars .' The
next year Isaac Batt joined him .' In the spring of 1774, Primo and Joseph Frobisher
established a "log tent" on the Churchill at Portage du Traite, where the Sturgeon-Weir River
led south to the Saskatchewan at Cumberland House . Primo capitalized on his HBC
experience to direct the descending canoes to Frobisher's post with near complete success,
getting "as many furs as his canoes could carry . "I One month later, Samuel Hearne left Fort
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York with instructions to establish an inland post . That post marked the permanent move of
the BBC to Cumberland House in 1774 . 29 This began what was to become a pattern of the
construction of a series of competing posts at important inland sites . Cumberland House was
only the first of many fur-trade posts that were to become permanent settlement sites in what
is now northern Saskatchewan.
In June of 1776 pedlars Thomas Frobisher and Alexander Henry the Elder successfully
travelled up the Churchill River to meet the incoming middlemen transporting fur east ." The
two groups met on the shores of Ile-a-la-Crosse and exchanged some 12,000 beaver pelts,
and numerous otter and marten pelts ." To insure sufficient provisions to feed the brigade on
its return journey eastward, Frobisher "sent a packet overland" to his brother Joseph, who at
the time traded at the mouth of the Sturgeon River near Prince Albert . Thomas instructed
Joseph to meet him at Cumberland with provisions derived from the readily available buffalo
herds that Joseph could reach on the plains to the south . Morton described this as "the first
use in history of the track by Green Lake to the Saskatchewan .
X32
The success of Thomas Frobisher at Ile-a-la-Crosse in 1776-77 encouraged others to
join him. Alexander Mackenzie said "in the spring of the year 1778 some of the traders on the
Saskatchiwine river finding they had a quantity of goods to spare agreed to put them into a
joint stock, and gave the charge and management of them to Peter Pond, who, in four canoes,
was directed to . . . proceed still further; if possible to Athabaska, a country hitherto
unknown but from an Indian report ."" From that time on, Ile-A-la-Crosse served as a major
nexus on the transportation systems of the northwest fur trade . During the 1780s "Alexander
Mackenzie and Patrick Small, quickly followed by Roderick Mackenzie and Duncan
M'Gillivray, established themselves at Ile-a-la-Crosse .X34 Green Lake was first established as
an outpost of lle-a-la-Crosse in 1782 . 35 The first recorded Metis child born in lle-a-la-Crosse,
Charlotte Small, arrived in 1785 . 36 Although Charlotte would eventually marry David
Thompson and leave the northwest, she was but the first of many mixed-blood children born
in western Rupert's Land from 1785 on . Most would remain to form the nuclei of Metis
settlement .
A 1785-86 North West Company (NWC) journal and account book places ninety men
in the English River district, which at the time included the upper Churchill and Athabaska
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regions ." It listed thirty-one as at Ile-a-la-Crosse, including Patrick Small
. The Athabaska
region hosted the most NWC personnel, forty-eight men under the direction of Cuthbert
Grant and Peter Pond . The NWC posted the smallest number of men for the winter in the
seasonal outpost at Lac La Ronge . That outpost's occupants included Francois Aubichon and
Nicholas Laliberte, evidently new to the service." Based on their relationship to Toussaint
Lesieur, Laliberte and Aubichon may have helped establish the first permanent NWC post in
Green Lake in 1786. Lesieur, Patrick Small's second-in-command at Ile-a-la-Crosse in 1785-
86, was in charge of Laliberte and Aubichon at Lac La Ronge that year
. When Lesieur
established the "new post up the Beaver River" in the Fall of 1786, his confreres of the
previous season likely accompanied him." The Laliberte and Aubichon surnames became
permanently linked to Green Lake : 125 years later (1912), the Aubichons and Lalibertes
would be the two largest family groupings in Green Lake .
Holding the fort: NWC/HBC competition in Green Lake
By 1787 the "infernal quarrelling of petty Canadian pedlars" began to subside with the
increasingly effective organisation of the operations of the NWC . lle-a-la-Crosse became "the
heart of the inland fur trade ."' To tap the riches of the upper reaches of the Athabaska River
and the Lesser Slave Lake fur country, the NWC_expanded its base of operations . It
organized expeditions to establish posts west of Green Lake by further travel up the Beaver
River. Thus they established posts at Lac d'Orignal (Moose Lake), "within easy reach of Fort
George on the North Saskatchewan,i 41 and at Lac la Biche on the Athabaska drainage .'
To the south, the site of trade expanded westward up the North Saskatchewan .
Following the earlier lead of the pedlars, BBC Inland Master Thomison had established both
Manchester House and Carlton House in 1794 . 43 By 1795 the BBC had established itself near
Edmonton, thus completing the competitive occupation of the North Saskatchewan . For the
NWC, annual returns in those years justified the employment of "a hundred or so men" along
the North Saskatchewan.' This was at least partly because since 1793 it had become the
practice to provision lle-a-la-Crosse with pemmican from the various Forts des Prairies of the
time . 45 During the winter, dog sleds carried provisions north to lle-a-la-Crosse by way of
Green Lake.'
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William MGillivray's 1793 journal described the NWC operations as seen from Ile-a-
la-Crosse . From that location, his "immediate concern was with the posts on Reindeer Lake,
Lac la Ronge, and Lac d'Orignal, and with outposts at Green Lake and Waterhen Lake .i 47
Morton added: "The post on Green Lake, and . . . Lac d'Orignal, besides gathering furs of
the several regions, acted as links connecting the English River Department with that of the
Forts des Prairies (Saskatchewan) ."" In 1795, for example, pemmican that originated at Fort
St. George on the North Saskatchewan relieved the NWC personnel at Green Lake, whom
starvation had reduced to "making soup out of the fish bones cast out in the autumn ."" As
well, pemmican from the Saskatchewan provisioned both the immediate needs of the post at
Ile-a-la-Crosse and the Athabaska Brigade as it headed east down the Churchill toward
Cumberland House.' The same "express" that had delivered the pemmican from St . George
returned laden with "goods from Green Lake, much needed for the summer trade at Fort
George.
"51
In 1798, David Thompson reached the upper course of the Athabaska River by means
of the Beaver River . Along the way, he visited the NWC post at Green Lake, noting its
position "two-thirds of a mile east from his entry into the lake ."" That site would remain the
centre of the settlement at Green Lake for some 150 years . Elliot Coues, editor of
Thompson's journals, emphasized the importance of the Beaver River as a route to (and
from) the upper Athabaska River :
Before quitting Alberta again, Beaver r . is joined by Little Beaver r ., and in this last
small stream is found the feature which makes the Beaver r . so important a waterway .
For this northern tributary heads'so close to Lac la Biche or Red Deer 1 . that the
intervening distance is easily portaged, and the lake discharges by the river of the
same name into the Athabasca, thus establishing a remarkable connection . It was a
regularly travelled route for many years,
53
In effect, the Beaver River allowed the NWC to encircle the Athabasca fur country . The
NWC became "the masters of Athabasca," and by that "enjoyed its most prosperous years,""
Thompson's journey during the winter of 1798-99 followed the Beaver River-
Athabaska River route to its junction with the Clearwater River . He then turned upstream to
Methye Portage and from there south again to reach Ile-a-la-Crosse in May of 1799 . One
month later he married Charlotte Small, the fourteen-year-old daughter of Patrick Small and
the first recorded mixed-blood child born in Ile-a-la-Crosse (1785) . 55 Thompson's journal of
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that year was notable for two observations . First, Thompson verified the continued presence
of the Laliberte name in the region by recording the presence of a "La Liberte" as part of his
party travelling west up the Beaver River between Green Lake and Fort George in 1799
.
56
Thompson's second contribution was the mention of agricultural pursuits . The first in a long
line of optimists about the agricultural possibilities in northern Saskatchewan, Thompson
wrote: "after the ice has left the Lake [lle-a-la-Crosse] has a fine warm summer ; Barley, Oats
and sometimes Wheat come to maturity, and good gardens of all the common vegetables ; for
the Lake moderates the frosts and cold of Autumn . X57 Thompson's interest in the agricultural
possibilities reflected the subsistence nature of agriculture in the fur trade economy . The large
gardens of the posts provided a necessary supplement to the diet that helped provide the
ability to stay in one place and have access to an adequate diet . By the 1800s, the question
was no longer whether post sites would be permanent settlements ; the question became
which company would occupy the best sites .
Whatever respite had been found from quarrelling traders by the formation of the
NWC, the peace was to be short-lived . By 1799 the BBC (under the direction of Peter
Fidler) 5 ' had set up a post in Ile-a-la-Crosse and the competition began anew: "a series of
offensives was directed against points already occupied by the Canadians - Green Lake, Essex
House,59 Lac la Biche (Greenwich House), Lesser Slave Lake
."' At each point, they
established an BBC post ." With the attempted intrusion of the BBC, several independent or
former NWC traders amalgamated under the banner of the XY Company . The result was
"unremitting competition between 1800 and 1804 . X62 The XY Company joined the existing
NWC and BBC establishments in Green Lake, building a depot there to complement its depot
in Ile-a-la-Crosse and thus better provision posts in Athabaska .`3
Initial BBC attempts to set up in Ile-a-la-Crosse came to a stop with NWC efforts to
make life miserable for BBC's William Auld and a contingent of six men . Auld withdrew to
Green Lake in early 1800. The post at Green Lake fared little better . When Fidler returned
from Athabasca to lle-a-la-Crosse' in 1804, "he was informed that the Northwesters had
destroyed the Company's garden at Green Lake and burnt the house to ashes ."' By 1805
open hostilities broke out between the BBC employees and those of the newly re-
amalgamated NWC, which had reabsorbed the XY Company in 1804
. An 1804 list of
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employees of the NWC included Gerard, another surname later identified with the Green Lake
community."
Continued BBC attempts to maintain permanent residence in Ile-a-la-Crosse were
abandoned in 1806, and then resumed by Fidler in 1809 . Constant bullying, especially by the
infamous Samuel Black, again drove the BBC out of Ile-a-la-Crosse in the spring of 1-814 .`
Events in the Athabasca region parallelled those in Ile-a-la-Crosse, Green Lake and Red
River. BBC journals tell of the seizure of BBC goods and personnel by NWC Indians, noting
"their Half Breeds in charge of them .
"17
NWC agents seized the BBC post at Green Lake
twice, in December 1816 and March 1817 . 68 The NWC'bully' in the Green Lake incidents was
Peter Skene Ogden: "To the Hudson's Bay men he was 'that murderer Ogden,' accused of
holding a Hudson's Bay Indian in the water and then shooting him at Green Lake in 1816
.
"69
Giraud noted that " . . . the worst [attacks] were committed at Green Lake, around Ile-a-la-
Crosse and at Lesser Slave Lake
."' It was not until 1818 that the HBC reestablished posts
at Ile-a-la-Crosse and Green Lake ."
In 1819 the British Admiralty involved Green Lake in its attempt to establish the
fabled northwest sea passage and secure a commercial transportation link to the Far East . As
part of that effort, "Lieutenant John Franklin was sent on an overland journey to establish the
whereabouts of the northern coastline of the North American continent in the hope of guiding
the seaborne expedition toward its destination . " 72 Franklin arrived in Hudson Bay ill-equipped
and undermanned, essentially dependent upon the goodwill of the quarrelling companies to
provision and transport his party ." Setting off from York Factory on 9 September 1819,
Franklin reached Cumberland House after forty-four days of travel . His party stayed there
until January 1820, when they set off "with carioles, sledges, dogs and drivers" on the two-
week journey to Carlton House ." From Carlton they headed north toward lle-a-la-Crosse .
After one week of travel (from ten to twenty miles per day), the party approached "Pelican
Lake" (Chitek Lake). There "finding almost immediately a firm track," the party "met an
Indian and his family who had come from the houses at Green Lake ." They informed Franklin
"the track [to Green Lake] was well beaten the whole way,"" The party reached Green Lake
the next day, and was " . . . honoured with a salute of musquetry . X76
Franklin described the
Green Lake posts :
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These establishments are small, but said to be well situated for the procuring of furs ;
as the numerous creeks in their vicinity are much resorted to by the beaver, otter, and
musquash. The residents usually obtain a superabundant supply of provision . . .
Green Lake lies nearly north and south, is eighteen miles in length, and does not
exceed one mile and a half of breadth in any part . The water is deep, and it is in
consequence one of the last lakes of the country that is frozen. Excellent tittameg and
trout are caught in it from March to December . . . ."
Like Thompson's earlier description of agriculture, Franklin's emphasis on the fish of Green
Lake underscored another basis for settlement at the site . The substantial fishery provided an
important subsistence base for a settled population; the commercial value of the fishery to the
fur trade (and later export markets) was important to community development in Green Lake .
Franklin's 1820 visit to Green Lake was only for two days, but he reported being
"much amused by the novelty of the salute given at our departure, the guns being principally
fired by the half-breed women in the absence of the men."" The gender bias of Franklin's
amusement should not obscure his documentation of a settled mixed-blood population
occupying Green Lake at the time of his visit. In "Woman as Centre and Symbol in the
Emergence of Metis Communities," Jennifer Brown reminded us of the necessity to consider
the Metis descendants of Metis mothers . Brown expressed interest in investigating "how many
metis families by the late nineteenth century looked back to an apical woman ancestor who
. . . combined femaleness and a European father's surname . X 79 Franklin's report suggested that
such an investigation could profitably begin in Green Lake and similar communities of western
Rupert's Land at the beginning of the nineteenth century .
Green Lake and the HBC monopoly
As Morton described it, the amalgamation of the NWC and the HBC in 1821
"inaugurated a new phase in the history of the Canadian West ."" This was to be as true for
Green Lake and the other small Metis communities as it was for the larger economic and
political structures of the fur trade . The NBC's important Northern Department included the
upper Churchill River drainage area, including the Beaver River and Green Lake .
The
Northern Department was to be governed by George Simpson, who "had played the
Northwester's game successfully without losing their respect for him and without awakening
personal rancour . " 81 Simpson oversaw the transition in the northwest from an economy based
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on competitive oligopoly to one based on the efficiencies of monopoly .
Throughout the northwest the BBC and the NWC had each established posts at
critical junctions of the transportation networks created by the trade . The maintenance of two
posts at the same site was no longer necessary after the merger . In Athabaska, where the
NWC had been dominant, the HBC posts near NWC posts were all closed. The upper
Churchill River posts seem to have generally followed the pattern of those of Athabasca. At
Ile-a-la-Crosse, the former HBC's Fort Superior gave way to the NWC post . In Green Lake
the BBC abandoned its Essex House in favour of the NWC post on the northeast shore as
described by Thompson . 82 On the Saskatchewan, the HBC posts predominated
; the NWC
Fort Augustus gave way to the BBC Edmonton House, and the BBC Carlton House eclipsed
the NWC La Montee .83 Locations occupied only because of the competitive search for a
geographical advantage simply lost their posts no matter their previous affiliation .
The excess capacity engendered by competition went beyond the number of buildings ;
the companies had overstaffed posts to provide protection for those who worked there .
Simpson estimated that there were "twice too many men for the service
."" The end of
competition released many employees whose positions in the trade the competition had
previously required . Simpson also directed the restructuring of the transportation routes
between the posts as well, often after his personal inspection . Simpson's brief pass by Green
Lake in 1824 exemplified just such a downsizing of the transportation system .
Simpson had arrived in Ile-a-la-Crosse after "having performed the voyage from York
in 22 Days . . . the quickest passage ever made ."" The next morning, Simpson left Ile-a-la-
Crosse to travel south up the Beaver River past Green Lake and then westward toward the
Athabaska River and Lesser Slave Lake . He did not mention Green Lake, but the Beaver
River became the target for his displeasure : "On account of its lowness, the people almost
constantly in the Water dragging the Canoe ; the Weather cold raw and disagreeable thick fogs
and raining at intervals Daily ."" His experiences on the River Biche only exacerbated
Simpson's aggravation with the Beaver River route, which descended from Lac la Biche
toward the Athabasca . As he put it, " . . . A more disagreeable navigation or piece of Road
I never travelled ; the River itself was nearly dry so that it became necessary to carry the
Baggage at least four fifths of the way . . . iS7 Not only had the entire journey from Ile-a-la-
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Crosse been miserable, but on reaching Fort Assiniboine on the Athabaska River (north of
Edmonton House), Simpson discovered that the Saskatchewan Brigade had reached there
before him." His failure to get to Fort Assiniboine first " . . . shews how much shorter the
route is by the Saskatchawaine than by the Beaver River and accounts for some arrangements
I am about to suggest . . . X 89 Simpson ordered the unification of "the Lesser Slave Lake
Brigade and the Columbia Express transport with the Cumberland House and Saskatchewan
transport as far as Edmonton House on the North Saskatchewan" ; from "Edmonton House
the. Lesser Slave Lake Brigade and the Columbia Express could reach the Athabaska River
by means of a horseroad which Cardinal, the freeman, was to cut ."' In effect, Simpson had
removed Green Lake from the major east/west trade route of the HBC when he established
the new route in 1825 . He claimed the change saved the BBC 1000 pounds per year, and cut
the personnel of the combined brigades by some 35 men out of the original 79 . Simpson had
been conservative in his initial estimate that there was "twice too many men for the service"
in the northwest ." Innis later claimed : "The number of servants employed by the contending
companies was triple the number required in quiet times, and, more especially, when the
business came to be managed by one firm . . . . " 92 Under Simpson, it was clearly to be the
economic interests of the Company that were to be the primary concern of governance, and
the efficiency of monopoly led to redundant employees .
There has been some tendency to focus on the ex-employees who retired to Red River
after the merger and to fail to recognize those who did not . The BBC encouraged the
movement to Red River, the London Committee asserting that if the unemployed were
"allowed to remain in their present condition, they will become dangerous to the Peace of the
Country and the safety of the trading Posts .i 93 The Company provided religious instruction
and education in the colony for ex-employees, along with plots of land of various sizes ."
Some have even argued that this was the beginning of Metis settlement ." The focus on Red
River has, however, tended to obscure the settlement already in process farther west in
communities like Green Lake . At Green Lake all the necessities for continued settlement were
available : continued opportunity for seasonal labour on the north/south transportation system,
soil open to agricultural activity, a noted fishery and a plentiful supply of fur-bearing animals .
The settlement begun during competition continued after the merger .
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After the 1824 loss of the traffic of the Lesser . Slave Lake and Columbia Express on
the Beaver River, the east-west flow of goods and personnel had shifted from Green Lake
to the north branch of the Saskatchewan River . Green Lake lost its Company connection to
the Lac la Biche area . However, lle-a-la-Crosse retained its importance on the Churchill River
route to Lake Athabaska . As well, during the 1830s "Fort Carlton, near the wintering ground
of the buffalo, was a great pemmican post in its southerly aspect, while it drew an abundance
of peltry from the woods to the north."' Green Lake as much as ever remained the mediating
point between these important posts . Provisions from Carlton would be "carried overland to
Green Lake in the winter, and thence by canoe to lle-a-la-Crosse in the spring . X97 Green Lake
would remain an important halfway point between the Saskatchewan and Churchill River
systems for as long as Rupert's Land remained a coherent regional economy based on the fur
trade. Labour on the transport of goods would remain an important economic feature to those
who resided there, providing continued rationale for occupation of the Green Lake site .
According to A.S . Morton, Simpson learned the value of agriculture to Company
posts during his stay in Athabasca in 1820 . There, said Morton : "When pemmican was not
to be had at the posts of either company, the Northwesters got their canoes up to the Peace
River forts on potatoes grown in that region, and were trading with the Indians before the
Englishmen, who had to hunt by the way, could arrive."" Drawing on that experience,
Simpson's administration included the encouragement of agricultural production at posts such
as Green Lake. Morton added that such encouragement "needed to do no more than stimulate
and regulate a development already existing" at several locations, as Thompson's 1799 journal
had noted with respect to Ile-a-la-Crosse . 99 While agricultural attempts at Red River in the
early 1800s were less than successful at provisioning the broader trade, small gardens
proliferated across the northwest . "Potatoes; cabbage, and the like, were grown, even at Fort
Wedderburn on Athabaska Lake ."" Franklin noted five acres of "wheat, barley, oats and
potatoes" during his 1820 visit to Carlton House ."' Agriculture was widely practised as a part
of settlement at the time of the merger . Morton concluded that, where "the soil could be
brought under cultivation without the toil of clearing it of woods, agriculture was the simplest
means of finding a livelihood for the surplus labour cast off from the posts after the Union .
They lived on fish and the proceeds of the chase, but they ensured themselves against
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periods of scarcity by cultivating gardens ."" Although later dwarfed by the commercial
agriculture of the prairie economy, subsistence agriculture found its place early in fur trade
settlements like Green Lake .
Despite his advocacy of post agriculture, Simpson saw many drawbacks to the growth
of Metis settlement that such agriculture supported at the inland posts . The increased
population exhausted local resources at an accelerated pace: The fisheries declined and a
growing post population pushed game out of the easy reach of post hunters . "Above all,"
contended Marcel Giraud, Simpson "feared that the Metis, once they were gathered in
villages, would carry on the fur trade on their own account .""' Simpson cited settlements like
Green Lake, where discharged Metis "occupied themselves with hunting, simple cultivation,
and free trading."" Most worrisome for Simpson was that "by virtue of their birth [they]
claimed a 'right to settle where they please and to deal with the natives as they think
proper' .i 105 Metis settlements like Green Lake were to become the focus of much of the free
trade campaign as "centres of commercial opposition to the Hudson's Bay Company ."" The
Metis occupants of the settlements welcomed the free traders out of Red River, from whom
they could expect better payment for their furs than available at the local post . The threat, of
course, was to the monopoly position of the HBC . So it was that Simpson "fought against the
tendency of the freemen to put up houses in the neighbourhood of the trading forts . i 1°7 Giraud
concluded that Simpson was not very successful in stopping the practice . In Green Lake
subsistence agriculture, available fur-bearing animals, a strong fishery and the need for a
seasonal workforce for transportation purposes all combined to encourage settlement .
Besides employment in the free trade economy, openings began to appear again for
Company employment . As early as 1825, the BBC experienced difficulties .recruiting outside
Rupert's Land and began to re-engage servants inland ." Company activity in Green Lake was
evident in the Minutes of Council of the Northern Department . In 1822 HBC downsizing was
evident in an attempt "to remove the establishment of Green Lake to Cold Lake ."" However,
by 1824 the BBC assigned James Heron as Clerk at Green Lake for the winter, and a "Clerk
& 2 men including an Interpreter" the next summer . 110 In 1825 they reassigned Heron to Ile-a-
la-Crosse and Northern Council minutes were silent regarding staffing at Green Lake until
1831 . That year the Company assigned an Interpreter to manage the trade there for the
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winter . That arrangement remained in place through the Council of 1836, when "Thos .
Hodgson" was assigned as Interpreter at Green Lake . It is likely that he was the "T . Hodgson,
later of Fort Edmonton, [who] in the winter of 1822-23, built the first York boats" used in
the Athabaska drainage." By 1840 Hodgson had achieved the rank of Postmaster at Green
Lake."' In the summer of 1843 he served as Postmaster at Ile-a-la-Crosse when Chief Factor
Roderick Mackenzie took furlough. Hodgson also served as Postmaster at Ile-a-la-Crosse in
the summer and Green Lake for the winter the following year ."' That system of management
showed the ongoing relationship between the communities of lle-a-la-Crosse and Green Lake
in that period. Both belonged to the English River District of the Northern Department, which
also included posts at Portage La Loche, Rapid River and Deer Lake when in operation . As
an administrative centre for the English River district, "lle-a-la-Crosse exported many young
people to remote centres which in turn began to raise new families with the old family
name .
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Whether from emigration or immigration between the two posts, 17 of 40 'Ile-a-la-
Crosse' employees of the BBC circa 1870 carried surnames prevalent in Green Lake at the
time of survey in 1912 . 115 For example, by 1866 a Samuel Laliberte had become Chief Factor
at He-a-la-Crosse. 116 A Pierre Laliberte served as one of six clerks in the District, and a second
Pierre Laliberte worked as a servant . Either might have been the Pierre Laliberte born in 1844
at Green Lake or his father who became known as 'old' Pierre Laliberte and was a resident
in Green Lake until his death in 1903 . 117 Such generational connections would have been
consistent with the century-long history of regional cohesion between the two centres .
Increasingly, as the HBC monopoly entrenched itself, there grew a parallel fur trade
structure based on free trade with American traders . Ron Bourgeault put it : "In the 1840s,
overt opposition by the Metis commercial class to the economic and _political colonial
structure took place with the struggle for free trade in fur.""' This independent trade included
many smaller fur trade communities of Rupert's Land . Marcel Giraud directly linked the
growth of Metis nationalism in Rupert's Land to the role played by small settlements like
Green Lake. The various BBC brigades first created a link between the people of the Red
River colony and the western settlements based on prolonged periodic contact ."' Trade with
the brigade personnel prepared local populations for the arrival of the Red River free traders
as they spread westward along the transportation systems . Additional circumstances forged
2 1
ties between the colony and the far-flung settlements . As the century wore on, men from Red
River often worked at the local posts; other young men travelled out from the colony "in
search of adventure" ; men from the forest fringes "were engaged to take to Red River the
cartloads of meat and fins," and toward the end of the monopoly there began the exodus from
the colony to the newly established missions in the west ." For Giraud, however :
. . . it was the traders from the colony who most developed the relations
between the West and the Red River . The growth of the cartage industry
particularly favoured the increase of free trade . Even if he had only scanty
resources at his disposal, the trader could equip a cart with merchandise and
set off for the West, where he could install himself near a settlement of
freemen or in the vicinity of a fort, and . . . succeed in accumulating a
considerable amount of furs .
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Giraud concluded that the residents of the settlements became accustomed to trading with the
free traders . They "reserved their best furs . . . to await the arrival of the free traders in their
carts."" Such arrangements were more than an occasional temporary phenomenon
: "It was
the same at Lac la Ronge, at Cold Lake, at Green Lake, in the valley of the Qu'Appelle River
and that of the Swan River, at Le Pas, at the mission of Rossville near Norway House, and
everywhere the freemen or Indians gathered together ."" The settlements provided the
infrastructure that made possible the trade linkages between the Metis petit bourgeoisie of the
Red River colony and their hinterland clientele .
The dominance of the BBC monopoly and the monolithic nature of the fur trade
economy created a sense of regional unity in Rupert's Land
. However, a parallel sense of
national unity evolved out of opposition to the BBC and became centred in Red River
. Within
the settlements growing in the hinterlands, two additional developments completed the
parallel structures of the free trade movement . The first was the development of local traders,
sometimes in conjunction with transportation subcontracts with the HBC
. A good example
was Desjarlais of La Loche, who combined transport of Company goods over Methye
Portage with a private trade in furs . Contracting with the brigades to bring him goods besides
those they carried for the Company, Desjarlais could "trade with the Indians at terms more
advantageous than either the Company or the merchants from the colony could
offer."
Desjarlais carried out the trade without fear of Company interference because of his critical
role in the transportation link, "and he used the Company's horses without scruple to transport
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the merchandise he received .
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The second development in the establishment of secure transportation for free-trade
goods occurred when the western Metis began to travel on their own to the colony . Whether
by birch-bark canoe or Red River cart or by foot and horseback, the traders and travellers
completed the links that created a network of both trade and nationalist sentiment between
the Red River metropolis and its western hinterland." The 1859 introduction of steam boats
on the Red River south to the United States augmented east-west travel . That in turn
encouraged a slow attrition of Metis cartage enterprises from the United States route . They
moved out onto the Canadian prairies where steam travel was less accessible. The trails led
northwest to Fort Carlton and Fort Edmonton by way of Fort Ellice and posts on the Swan
River during 1860s-70s . 127 The once remote forts of the northwest were "served by the
caravans whose trails traversed the wide plains and the gentle hills of the prairie, and extended
into the parkland.""' The growth of economic unification caused by regular and constant
trade and travel fostered a growing sense of national unity that complemented the regional
unity created by the monopoly. That sense of national unity reached its highest expression in
the events of 1869-1870 in Red River, just as the BBC abandoned the monopoly that had
created regional unity .
Behind the formation and entrenchment of representative government in Red River
by the Metis resistance, there stretched the rivers, trails and Metis settlements of the greater
northwest. The loss of both the regional unity born of monopoly and the national unity born
of opposition to that monopoly set those settlements on different roads, depending on where
they fell in the new arrangements of power being created in Rupert's Land now that it had
become part of the Canadian state . By 1870, the stage had been set for the creation of uneven
development within the northwest, an internal state of uneven development that was to match
in its disparity the old contrast between the British colonial homeland and its mercantile
colony of Rupert's Land .
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CHAPTER TWO
I HE NATIONAL POLICY AND GREEN LAKE
The previous chapter emphasized the cohesive nature of the fur trade in Rupert's Land
before 1870 and Green Lake's historical position within that regional unity
. Until the transfer
of Rupert's Land to Canada in 1870, regional differences within Rupert's Land depended
primarily on geophysical features. Uneven development brought on by economic and political
influences was significant primarily with respect to Rupert's Land's relationship to the colonial
motherland through the BBC. Before 1870, Rupert's Land had evolved as an underdeveloped
hinterland subject to the European metropolis .
Two features of the uneven development characteristic of the pre-confederation
period would change because of the transfer . The first change would be the assumption of
colonial dominance over much of Rupert's Land by central Canada . This east-west
differentiation would replace the older Britain-Rupert's Land dichotomy typified by HBC
dominance after 1821 . However, the change to colonial domination of Rupert's Land by
Canada would foster a second instance of uneven development that was equally important
:
regional differentiation would develop between north and south, coincidental with east-west
differentiation due to the national policy . As Canada assumed dominance in the agricultural
territory of the former Rupert's Land, the BBC would largely retain economic control over
much of the northern area . East-west uneven development has received considerable attention
in the study of the political economy of Canada . The north-south division has received less
attention. This was at least partially due to the primary cause of north-south differentiation
:
the failure of the national policy to extend its scope beyond the fertile belt of the Canadian
prairies .
The disparity in the analytical effort expended on the two instances of uneven
development parallels a similar disparity in many studies of the Metis people
. Following the
transfer of Rupert's Land, those accounts treat the BBC as essentially irrelevant with respect
to the Metis. Two factors contribute to this treatment . The first is the assumption of a decline
of the fur trade commensurate with the rise of industrial agriculture . This assumption is based
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on a myopic focus on the prairie at the expense of northern forests and, to a lesser extent,
parkland areas . The second factor arises when such accounts focus solely on the Metis of the
plains, who wrongly become representative of all Metis . That perspective reduces fur trade
history to irrelevancy as it focusses attention on the 1885 resistance of the Metis in the fertile
belt against the incursion of government forces driven by the national policy .
The limits of the national policy created the conditions leading to north-south
differentiation. For that reason it is necessary to first describe the national policy and its
creation of east-west uneven development before turning to the north-south variant .
Subsequent chapters will then describe how the interplay between those variants affected the
land claims of the Metis in Green Lake .
Uneven development: the east-west articulation
The following discussion of the national policy owes its conceptual structure to the
first four chapters of Vernon Fowke's The National Policy and the Wheat Economy
.' Fowke
began with a very narrow definition of the national policy, one for which he reserved capital
letters, as in National Policy. That narrow definition referred to the tariff protection for
Canadian manufacturers associated with the 1878 election campaign of John A
. Macdonald .
The newly elected Conservative government put the National Policy in practice in March of
1879. Its implementation represented the abandonment of the mercantilist assumption that
tariffs were only for government revenues .' The Macdonald National Policy was an
"ambitious business-state coalition,i' designed to help the "nascent Canadian Bourgeoisie,i 4
a group of wealthy businessmen who Macdonald could then count on to support the
Conservatives with their financial contributions . A second, broader, definition equated the
national policy, now without capitals, with larger, though still specifically national,
development strategies. Those included
: the Canadian Pacific Railway, chartered by new
legislation in 1881 ; western settlement, defined primarily by the
Dominion Lands Act, 1872;
pro-immigration policies; harbour development ; and subsidization of steamship service to
Europe and Asia to help the export of Canadian products .
For Fowke, however, a third sense of the national policy predated Confederation
. That
national policy included as the central purpose "to form and develop in British North America
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a political and economic unit on a national basis ."' That new Dominion was to include all
British territory in North America to "more effectively cope with alterations which had taken
place in Imperial and continental relationships and which rendered the old arrangements
obsolete if not wholly inadequate ."' Internal political forces prompting confederation grew
out of the failure of the Act of Union . The 1840 British legislation had joined Upper and
Lower Canada into one province, but the practice of duality had not worked well .
Confederation was to resolve the difficulty by loosening the bonds between the two former
provinces.' Representation by population was to govern the new national effort, while local
purposes were to be left to the local government of the individual provinces .' External
political forces promoting confederation centred on Britain's increasing reluctance to carry
the costs of the defence of both the maritime colonies and the St . Lawrence. There had been
increasing friction between Britain and the United States, and friction between the United
States and individual provinces . The new federation of the previous dependencies would
assume the former British burden of Canadian defence .
While the political forces leading to confederation did not directly affect Rupert's
Land, related economic factors did . The economic forces leading to confederation had both
North American and European elements . United States expansion westward after 1814 had
already once reduced trade through Montreal when the North West Company had lost its
lucrative Great Lakes fur trade . As the Great Lakes developed the first wheat economy, the
assumption by Montreal mercantilists of the continental nature of their commerce again fell
victim to U .S. expansionism .' American canals and railways drew western agricultural
commerce to New York rather than the St . Lawrence. In an attempt to compete, Canadian
provinces had overinvested in The Grand Trunk Railway and the St . Lawrence Canal,'
0 The
financial instability added to the political instability of the Act of Union and provided added
impetus toward confederation . British reluctance to carry the costs of defence parallelled the
laissez-faire stance of the British government in economic matters epitomized by the repeal
of the Corn Laws in 1846 . The British refusal to continue trade preference for its colonies
forced the colonies to "find a new development strategy ."" Already engaged in competition
with a growing neighbour to the south, the British North American colonies lost the hope of
father economic integration with the mother country . Confederation provided, at a minimum,
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the attraction of solidarity in a world increasingly careless of the colonies' individual well-
being. It also added an opportunity for expansion .
Confederation, "the framework of a second national state in North America," required
three major elements." The first, political unification, came about with the
British North
America Act of 1867 . The second element was the requirement for economic integration of
the individual dependencies, based both on free-trade between the provinces and on
development of the inter-colonial railways . The third requirement was a new area for
exploitation of resources, "a new frontier of investment ."" The new country would fulfill this
last requirement through the annexation of Rupert's Land and the Pacific colonies .
In the period before Confederation, developers had recognized immigration as a
means to capital growth . Immigrants paid transportation fees, both to gain entry to the
country and then to reach their destination once within colonial boundaries . They brought
capital resources with them, either as cash or the tools and implements they transported ." As
pioneer settlers gathered in sufficient numbers, their presence and the meeting of their needs
resulted in the development of local mixed-product market centres . 15 These factors meant that
immigration and settlement were commercial as well as agricultural ; the proponents of the
national policy saw "the economic effectiveness of migration and settlement" at yielding
greater development in both Upper and Lower Canada ." Despite the perceived value of
increased immigration, Canadian immigration dropped in the 1850s and 1860s . 17 As the united
provinces had grown in population, there had been a corresponding decrease in the availability
of good land. That "land hunger . . . had become one of the most persistent traits of farmers
in Canada West in the 1850s and 18605.i 18 Simultaneously, a distinct lack of Canadian
competitiveness with the American westward expansion had become evident
. The
geographical wall thrown up by the Precambrian Shield added to the claustrophobic sense that
there was not sufficient land available to draw the required number of capital-generating
immigrants .
l9
By as early as 1860, it had become evident to St
. Lawrence merchants that they
would have no share in the U .S. agricultural trade. As a result, creating an agricultural export
area, a hinterland of their own, would be necessary . Three facts, however, were just as readily
apparent. First, no agricultural expansion westward would be possible with the BBC
in
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control of Rupert's Land . Second, Canadian control over such expansion would not be
possible without a railway extending westward . Finally, expansion westward was beyond the
capability of any single province . News of another development only exacerbated frustration
with these factors: the Fraser and Caribou gold discoveries of the middle of the century added
one last impetus to the drive for expansion westward .'
It is always suspect to lay at the feet of any individual the causative role in historical
events, but sometimes one individual is active in several facets of change. One such man was
E.W. Watkin, a member of the British House of Commons ." Watkin presided over the Grand
Trunk Railway, whose British investors had engaged him to pursue their best interests . In that
endeavour, Watkin secured British support for consideration of both the union of the British
North American colonies and a coast-to-coast railway. He promoted the 1864 Quebec
Conference for the consideration of revival of the flagging inter-colonial railway and "to
further the union of the provinces . "22 Perhaps most importantly, Watkin was the chief
organiser of the International Financial Society which bought a majority interest in the
Hudson's Bay Company. Watkin thus contributed "to at least four of the segments of national
policy: disposal of the Hudson's Bay Company's barrier to the West ; a Pacific railway ; union
of the British territories ; and development of the West from the Red River settlement to the
Pacific Coast."' Fowke suggested that all of this activity "can be fully appreciated only by
reference to the age-old quest of Europeans for a short route to the Indies. X 24 The idea of the
great northern sea had once supported the search for that route . The fact that the British now
knew such a sea route did not exist did not dilute the need for the shorter route. Britain by
mid-century had extensive commercial contacts with China . There was no Suez Canal, no
Panama Canal . The route around Cape Horn was dangerous enough to bring into question
the possibility of profit in the face of calamitous losses . Now that railway technology was
available, the possibility arose of its use to go overland across the American land mass rather
than sailing around it . Nonetheless, that same possibility opened a new danger in the uncertain
nature of British-American relations . Watkin phrased it :
Try for one moment to realize China opened to British commerce ; Japan also opened
;
the new gold fields in our own territory on the extreme west, and California, also
within reach; India, our Australian Colonies -
all our eastern empire, in fact, material
and moral, dependent (as at present it too much is) upon an overland communication
through a foreign state ."
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That "foreign state" was, of course, the United States . The alternative was, just as obviously,
the confederation of British territories that was to become the Dominion of Canada .
Westward expansion was not an afterthought . As David Smith put it, "The colonies of British
North America had to unite in order to expand ."" The annexation of the west, and
coincidentally, the subjugation of its Aboriginal inhabitants, was woven into the very fibre of
the new Canadian state .
Two related elements of westward expansion hold special interest for this thesis : the
extension of federal power as internal colonialism in the North West Territories (NWT) ; and
federal control of land to carry out the disparate aims of the national policy in both the NWT
and the new province of Manitoba . Both elements were evident in the negotiations between
Canada and the Metis of Red River which led to the entry of Manitoba into confederation.
Legislation introduced by John A. Macdonald in June 1869 provided for the
colonization of the soon-to-be-acquired BBC lands . Introduced at the end of a busy session,
the legislation passed easily, at least partly because it cited the temporary nature of the
essentially colonial administration the legislation proposed : "a governor and council appointed
in Ottawa."' Macdonald's private correspondence suggested a more permanent restriction
of provincial powers until "the present residents will be altogether swamped by the influx of
strangers .X28 The subsequent application of the legislation to the Northwest Territories, the
area of the former Rupert's Land not covered by the Manitoba Act, belied its "temporary"
nature. There, "It was re-enacted in 1871 as permanent without any alteration whatever .""
Only the negotiators from Red River saved the "postage-stamp" province of Manitoba from
the same fate, and then only partially. Macdonald's opening gambit in the negotiations over
the institutions of governance for the newly acquired territory was in fact that of the
legislation of 1869 . The chief negotiator from Red River quickly refused that proposal ; Abbe
Noel Ritchot was set on securing responsible government as instructed by his Red River
constituents." Ritchot refused several Macdonald overtures designed to limit the political
aspirations of the "present residents ." He rejected as inadequate both a promise to shorten the
time before the introduction of democratic institutions and a proposal to salt the proposed
advisory council with territorial representation . Ritchot's insistence on an elected assembly
essentially forced the concession of provincial status. At that point the negotiations turned to
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the limitations on the size of the new province, with Cartier emphasizing "the need for several
provinces in the North-West ."" Provincial status was muted for the remainder of the former
Rupert's Land and Northwest Territory .
The second critical restriction on provincial exercise of power affected both Manitoba
and the remainder of the territory the BBC was about to transfer . The issue was the control
of public land; Macdonald denied Ritchot's insistence on control of public lands by the local
legislature as practised in the original provinces . Instead, the federal government would
administer those lands, As Chester Martin put it in 1929, "Manitoba was the solitary
exception within the British Empire to accepted British practice with regard to control of the
crown lands and it still remains, in respect of public lands, literally not a province but a colony
of the Dominion ."" Federal control of crown lands was the price paid by the Metis of
Manitoba for the 1 .4 million acres set aside for their use in Section 31 of the
Manitoba Act.
The "purposes of the Dominion" cited in that act were clearly the purposes of the national
policy. Provincial control of land, said Macdonald, "might be obstructive to immigration," and
therefore should be "under one control and that the Dominion legislature ."" Westward
expansion would proceed under federal control . Uneven development of the west for the
benefit of the east would be the first of the geographical differentiations affecting land claims
in Green Lake .
After 1870, the question was no longer whether the spatially-specific process of
internal colonization of the west by the east would proceed . What remained uncertain was the
rate of and limits to that colonization process . Janine Brodie has pointed out that "there was
a considerable lag between federal government initiatives to make the western hinterland
constitutionally and structurally compatible with the new national design" and substantial
prairie settlement .' The slow rate of development of the west raised the issue of the import
of a policy that appeared not to achieve its ends for some years
. The "failure" of the national
policy until the 1890s has provided fodder for the anti-tariff critique by John Dales . 35
Dales
essentially argued that those who sang the praises of the national policy were far too taken
with its mythology of nation-building and too little aware that most of the policy's supposed
accomplishments would have occurred anyway . The economic basis of Dales' argument
stemmed from the distinction between growth in gross national product (GNP) and GNP per
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capita . Growth in GNP, or extensive growth as Dales described it, was typical of the national
policy: "geographical expansion, immigration, the exploitation of new resources, railway
building, and the extension of manufacturing and service industries to keep pace with the
growth of the national economy."" In contrast, GNP per capita, or intensive growth "involves
better job opportunities rather than more job opportunities, more highly trained people rather
than more people, better use of capital and land rather than more capital and land - in brief,
a better performance rather than a larger one ."" Dales applauded the interest of economic
historians and theorists in intensive growth, praising "improvement of resource quality as a
third path to the wealth of nations ."" Dales offered his critique of the national policy with
respect to national development, but it seems equally true of regional development . The
critical element, however, is the availability of optional development strategies inferred by
Dales' critique . The assertion that the national policy may not have been economically sound
would be of little surprise to the Aboriginal inhabitants of Rupert's Land and the many
subsequent agricultural occupants who engaged in struggles against the CPR and other
eastern corporate interests .
The point of the above is not, however, to play historical might-have-been; the
question is why the elements of the national policy were chosen despite, as Dales argued, their
economic ineptitude with respect to larger national interests. The question reflects some
ambiguity about the relationship of the state to capitalist development . Reg Whitaker
described the heart of the anomaly : "the Canadian state and the Canadian nation were not one
and the same ."" The national policy "had far more to do with the creation of a viable national
bourgeoisie . . . than it had to do with a 'public sector' . X40
The active government
involvement in western settlement related little to the well-being of western populations by
way of government intervention ; it was, "from the outset, biassed in terms of its impact both
on social classes and class fractions and on geographic space . " 41 Hierarchies arose within
western populations
. Immigrant settlers added to the capital accumulation process in a way
that Indigenous populations did not; no Metis or Indian paid transport to reach the west, and
few added capital value by importation of equipment or cash
. That the land had to be cleared
of Aboriginal subsistence and mercantile interests to accommodate the new frontier of
investment could be justified by what "taker described as "the claims for British racial
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superiority and the celebration of militarism and the longing for war which characterized
much of the imperialist writing and agitation . " 42 Class, not race, was the fundamental driving
force; but theories of racial superiority added justification for the class-induced exploitation
of geographically specific resources .
Whitaker makes an additional point relevant to Dales' critique of national policy
shortcomings. It is entirely possible for governments to make mistakes and to be inadequate
in "their capacity to develop appropriate collective forms of behaviour to achieve concrete
objectives set by their conception of their class interests ."" Immigrants did not immediately
fill the western spaces created for them by the national policy . Nonetheless, the national policy
proceeded under the apprehension that development would occur quickly . It preferred
extensive growth over the potential of intensive growth to enable participation by Indigenous
populations in capitalist growth. Again, the question was not one of race, but of opportunistic
preference for quick profit by non-Indigenous class interests . In the process, the national
policy "failed to develop a nationalist basis for the state system ."' Instead, the "singularly
economic basis of the instruments of the new nationality" led to the east-west uneven
development characterized as internal colonialism." In the geographical regions dominated
by the national policy, Aboriginal marginalization through the treaty process was one of the
more obvious consequences of the haste to generate extensive growth . 'Settlement' of Metis
land claims served the same purpose.
Uneven development: the north-south articulation
The developmental divergence of northern Rupert's Land from its southern area was
presaged in the early 1850s by the Canadian government "putting forward the possibility that
some of the Company's territory, suitable for settlement, might be made over to Canada .""
E. E. Rich added that in 1856 "Simpson thought the Company could do as well without the
Charter as with it" by relying on economic competence alone .' That same year Governor-
General Sir Edmund Head suggested "Canada might acquire some of the Company's
territory," though he wondered how Canada could manage any territory it might get ." The
Chief Justice for Canada West, William Henry Draper, went to London to put Canada's case
before the Parliamentary Enquiry regarding the BBC . He opposed any BBC rights that might
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prevent Canadian occupation "of tracts adapted for .settlement ."" Draper recognized the
BBC's need for a monopoly of the fur trade, but "suggested that the fur trade should be
moved further north, so as to leave the prairie lands open for settlement . X50
The Select
Committee appeared to accept some partition of Rupert's Land, recommending " . . . Canada
to be enabled to annex to her territory such portion of the land in her neighbourhood as may
be -available to her for the purposes of settlement . . . . "51 The Company likewise appeared
amenable to division, noting however that to continue to administer the northern lands it
would need to remain solvent despite the loss of pemmican supplies from the settled territory .
It also expressed concern that Canada ensured order in Red River and prevented it being used
"as a spring-board" for fur trade competition with the HBC .
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In the late 1850s proposals had been made for intercontinental telegraph lines to cross
both the Atlantic and the Bering Strait
. In 1862, Canada approached the HBC to share the
burden of a transcontinental line
. The BBC demurred, citing disruption of the pemmican
supply areas and lack of funds for that purpose. More proposals for telegraph and railway
lines, including offers associated with Watkin and his attempts to advance the Intercolonial
Railway and revive the fortunes of the Grand Trunk, finally resulted in the Company's
Governor Berens retorted : "If these gentlemen are so patriotic, why don't they buy us out?"
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Eventually, a buyout of BBC shares occurred in 1863 engineered by the International
Financial Society (IFS) . Consideration of a north-south division of Rupert's Land clearly grew
in intensity after the IFS purchase of BBC shares . The prospectus jointly authored by the
BBC and the IFS had told the new buyers the southern district would be opened to settlement
and existing southern posts would serve as nuclei for such settlement ." The prospect of the
realization of capital gains through sale of settlement lands had clearly dominated any
consideration of the fur trade in the IFS purchase of stock . The purchasers would expect the
Company to realign its geographic interests accordingly
. The HBC traders viewed the new
management structures with justifiable suspicion, especially in view of imminent attempts to
limit their profit-sharing capacity in the Company. Nonetheless, they shared in the advocacy
of a geographic division to the extent that "the new management would confine the fur trade
to the more profitable areas ." Their hope was to remove the drag on profits in "the plain
districts" and those to the east and on the west coast
." Changes brought on by the IFS
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purchase added to growing technological change ; Rupert's Land was being drawn closer to
Canadian settlement by steam on the waterways and railway development. The new corporate
management was "determined to exploit the change as fully as possible," for the interests of
the Company "had been placed in the hands of men whose first object was to realize the
values of the southern parts of Rupert's Land rather than to manage a trade to the north .
"56
The question remained of how to provide good government over the newly articulating
economic relationships developing in the region(s) . The British North America Act would
answer part of the question; the Deed of Surrender would complete the equation .
Governor-General Sir Edmund Head's earlier proposals for a jurisdictional reversion
from the Charter back to the Crown were prophetic. Head proposed that "a Crown Colony
should be set up at Red River"; although the Company could still manage its own affairs,
"royal government had become necessary for the settlers ."' The northern boundary suggested
by Head was even more important to this thesis: he proposed "the North Branch of the
Saskatchewan . . . or a line from the Rockies to Edmonton and Cumberland and thence to
Lake Winnipeg and on to the Canadian frontier somewhere north of Lake Superior or Lake
Huron."" Although it would take several years, and both the terms of transfer and the actual
area transferred would change significantly, Head accurately predicted the general line of
demarcation for north-south uneven development after the transfer to Canadian jurisdiction .
Uneven development and the Metis Resistance
In August of 1870, as the Canadian troops slogged on toward Red River to defeat
Metis aspirations, Donald A . Smith plotted transportation changes designed "to avoid the
necessity of again trusting to French halibreeds . X 59 The La Loche Brigade was the immediate
target of Smith's ire for having left four boatloads of Mackenzie district supplies sitting on the
banks of the Grand Rapids on the lower Saskatchewan. With the aid of Chief Factor
Lawrence Clarke of Carlton, he arranged that some replacement goods would be immediately
sent north from Carlton to La Loche to supplement the Mackenzie district . Smith pointed out
to the Committee that with the introduction of steam transportation on the Saskatchewan
between Grand Rapids and Carlton, they could abolish the La Loche Brigade and the
Saskatchewan district "would be relieved from the necessity of providing vast quantities of
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provisions to man these mutinous brigades . X60 Meanwhile, in the English River district, the
"lower posts" at Rapid River, Deer's Lake and Pelican Lake would continue to ship to and
from Norway House "by the District brigade, which however, instead of eight boats, will
include only three ."" For the 1872 season, goods for the "Upper Posts" would come from
Red River "overland in carts via Carlton to Green Lake . "62 The fact that "A cart road has now
been completed between Green Lake and He a la Crosse" would ensure speedy passage of the
supplies for the Mackenzie district by the new route through Green Lake .' Although created
out of immediate expediency, the change to the more southerly route matched the national
policy's westward expansion .
After two failed attempts, the BBC in 1874 succeeded in having the 150-foot
Northcote built above the Grand Rapids." The Northcote successfully arrived at Carlton
House ten days after setting out; it "had recouped much of its cost in a single trip
.
"65
Improvements to the trail from Carlton to Green Lake and at Portage La Loche enhanced
Carlton as "the steamboat supply depot for the northern trade ."' On the other side of the
height of land at Portage La Loche, a small steamer was placed on the Clearwater River ."
Made possible by the southern improvements in east-west transportation, new north-south
trade routes developed . By 1878 the HBC could send goods north by way of Cumberland
House, Carlton and Edmonton." Those options fulfilled Smith's desire to avenge the
resistance of the La Loche Brigade . The last brigade carrying a shipment of northern goods
from Cumberland House to La Loche left in 1883 . 69 From 1870 to 1885 the Green Lake
route prospered, though eventually the rail line to Edmonton would designate that city as the
point of northern shipment .' The addition of steam vessels in the Athabasca River/Mackenzie
River area contributed to the decline of traffic through Green Lake. By 1888, the
sternwheeler Athabasca travelled north from Athabasca landing, rendering obsolete the
revised traffic pattern through Green Lake ." Capital had replaced labour, and the old arteries
of traffic that had created regional unity disappeared . The lighter veins of north-south traffic
only emphasized the diverging interests across the regional boundaries proposed by Governor
Head in 1863 .
The importance of Green Lake in the immediate post-transfer era was apparent in the
schedule of land grants annexed to the Deed of Surrender. Although the total land to be set
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aside in the entire English River District was only 190 acres, the Company retained 100 of
those acres in Green Lake .' Whether increased traffic or hopes for agriculture prompted this
set-aside is not clear. Green Lake was not without its problems from a Company perspective
.
Free traders were active in the area in 1875, especially "a Metis named La Ronde . X 73
Increasing prices paid for furs would meet that immediate problem, but the wider problem of
competition would only get worse for the BBC as the improved transportation provided
easier access to the community. Green Lake remained on the northern edge of the territory
in which extensive cash buying increased as competition grew through the 1880s and 1890s .74
That position with respect to the cash economy would prove typical of Green Lake's position
on the boundary between the two developing economies : the fur trade solitude to the north
and the industrial-agricultural frontier of investment developing in the south
.
The separation of north from south was evident to one traveller who left behind his
impressions of the Green Lake route in the post-transfer era . John Macoun travelled south
from Methye Portage in 1875, and he related :
On reaching Green Lake, Mr. [James Nicol] Sinclair, the officer in charge of the post
. . . received me most kindly and at once took steps to enable me to continue my
journey. The only available animals were an old ox and a miserable horse, and with
these and a young Cree for guide, who was never over the road before, I was to start
the next day, from the southern end of the lake, for Carlton, a distance of 140 miles ."
The next morning, Macoun likely had his fears of the journey south magnified by the birch-
bark canoe manned by Sinclair to ferry him to the southern end of the lake ; he claimed to have
been "afraid for my life," and that only by helping to paddle could he "take my mind off the
danger" of tipping the unsteady craft . 76 James Nicol Sinclair would play a significant role at
Green Lake at the time of the 1885 resistance. Beal and Macleod noted that after the
confrontation and shootout at Duck Lake, Lawrence Clarke raised considerable concern in
Prince Albert that "the Green Lake depot bulged with nearly a hundred thousand kilograms
of supplies" ready to move north ." The shipment included "two hundred guns and large
quantities of ammunition . X 78 However, someone had forewarned Sinclair on April 15 of
possible danger . He "immediately began emptying the warehouse and caching the contents
at various places along the banks of the Beaver River . X 79
On April 26, the same day that Cree
from Big Bear's band encouraged local Cree to sack the BBC post at Lac la Biche, an
unidentified group of raiders appeared at Green Lake: "Sinclair pacified them with food from
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his remaining stocks . He claimed not to have any arms or ammunition and they left without
troubling the settlement further ."" Given the quantity of goods, there is some difficulty with
the impression left by Beal and Macleod that Sinclair acted alone . George Stanley, however,
offered an even more creative version of events :
On April 26th, the greater part of the stores having been cached, the whites at Green
Lake . . . embarked in their boats when the Indians appeared
. The savages were
intent upon plunder rather than slaughter and, without molesting the whites, only
forced the Hudson's Bay Company trader to open the Company's shop . The Indians
gave themselves over to pillage while the trader escaped to overtake the bateaux with
their terrified human occupants ."
The similarities between Stanley's account and that of Beal and Macleod were likely because
both depended upon information provided by Lawrence Clarke
: Neither mention the local
Metis population, yet the only record of non-Aboriginal residence in the settlement is that of
the occasional traveller or itinerant Oblate priest
. James Nicol Sinclair was himself eligible for
and received scrip in 1889 .
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Friesen has suggested that many saw the attack on Green Lake at the time as part of
a larger Indian/Metis threat . It is not surprising to find that at least one source of that concern
was the arch-provocateur Lawrence Clarke advancing the interests of the BBC
. In his attempt
to raise troops to march on Green Lake from Prince Albert, Clarke stated that "Riel's success
at Green Lake" would create "a very undesirable impression" on the northern Indians,
implying that the whole north would then be open to Indian aggression
." Friesen, however,
goes on to point out that Clarke's claims (and gullible historians) "have created a concerted
Indian-metis war where, in fact, sporadic raids for food and violent acts by a few young
Indian rebels happened to coincide with the metis uprising
."" The apparent divergence of
interests between the Metis residents of Green Lake and the raiding party seem to confirm
Friesen's version of events
. Just as importantly, it underlines an apparent divergence of
interests between the Metis population of Green Lake and that of the St
. Laurent community .
Uneven regional development had created quite different circumstances for the Metis
population of northern Saskatchewan in comparison to those farther south
. South of the
North Saskatchewan, surveys driven by the expansion of the national policy directly
confronted Metis claims to land
. Around Batoche, for example, those Metis who had left
behind the full-scale application of the national policy in Red River began to see that same
4 1
policy reflected in their treatment on the South Saskatchewan . By comparison, in the north
the fur trade economy remained relatively intact, and land usage patterns remained
unchallenged. The primary discernible change that had taken place with the transfer was the
change in transportation routes . For some time, those changes may have marginally improved
the position of the Metis settlement at Green Lake .
Metis national unity had been born of united opposition to a unitary opponent, both
having a single epicentre at Red River . In the fifteen years between the transfer and the Metis
armed resistance to the national policy in 1885, uneven regional development fragmented that
singular focus . From a southern perspective, the Metis of the north became as marginalised
as the Aboriginal peoples being isolated on the reserves . In fact, the Metis people of Green
Lake continued to function within a colonial fur trade economy dominated by mercantile
interests like the BBC . Their direct contact with the expansionary force of the national policy
would be delayed for another twenty-five years . By that time, any hope of a unified national
resistance had long been laid to rest .
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CHAPTER THREE
THE NATIONAL POLICY TURNS NORTH
As suggested in the last chapter, the settlement envisioned by the national policy was
slow to develop despite government activity to encourage expansion
. However, when the
expansion did occur, it arrived with enthusiasm . Janine Brodie has described the period
of
1890-1910 as "the period of frontier expansion, . . . the so-called Golden Years of the
National Policy, or the Wheat Boom ." 1 Similarly, Donald Smiley has written of "the buoyant
years of the fulfilment of the national policy from 1896-1911 ." 2
From the beginning of the
twentieth century to the First World War, more than 2 .5 million immigrants arrived
in
Canada.' Some 900,000 took up residence in the prairie provinces, where two thirds of the
population was then involved in agricultural production.' During the same period, "settled
lands in the prairies increased seven-fold .i 5 Brodie added: "By 1913 the value of wheat and
flour exports alone were greater than the value of all exports in 1896 . "The growth of Central
Canada reflected the regional growth of the prairies : there, secondary manufacturing had
increased by 150 percent." As well, B .C.'s lumber production doubled between 1908
and
1911, with 90 percent of that production travelling inland. Smiley concluded : "The objectives
of the Macdonald-Laurier national policy had been achieved by about 1914," especially with
respect to the fact that "By the beginning of the First World War all but a small part of the
arable lands in Canada were under cultivation ." 8 The impressive economic expansion of the
era had specific regional effects on the frontier of settlement to the south of Green Lake .
After 1885 Prince Albert gradually became the central point . of departure for
northwestern Saskatchewan. It replaced Fort Carlton as the primary distribution point
for
goods destined northward to the Lac La Ronge area and northwesterly to Ile-a-la-Crosse
via
Green Lake . In 1890 the Qu'Appelle, Long Lake and Saskatchewan Railway linked Prince
Albert to Regina and the rest of the world economy .' Prince Albert seemed poised to live up
to its promise as the gateway to northern Saskatchewan. The merchants of Prince Albert saw
the 1897 discovery of gold in the Yukon as an economic development opportunity . Local
boosters promoted the Prince Albert - Green Lake trail as "the best, safest, and withal the
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poor man's route to the El Dorado of the north ."" The "poor man's route" set out from the
rail head in Prince Albert, then followed the 140-mile wagon road to Green Lake . From there
it went north through Ile-a-la-Crosse and over Methye Portage on its way to the Mackenzie
River. Near the Arctic Ocean, the "poor man" could then head up the Yukon River into the
gold-bearing streams of the Yukon . The new route was, of course, the old route that the BBC
had abandoned five years earlier ."
Winter of 1898 saw increased activity in the retail sector of Prince Albert : the town
chipped in $800 to advertise the route, an increase in canoe and scow building for
transportation along the route became evident, and merchants stocked miners' and
prospectors' supplies . In Regina, the Legislative Assembly formally requested that the
Dominion government display the Prince Albert route to the Yukon on maps showing the
gold-bearing regions . In the summer of 1898, the Territorial Commissioner of Public Works
inspected the trail to Green Lake . He then ordered his department to improve the trail by
cutting trees and shoring up bridges along the route ." No more than a steady trickle of miners
chose the arduous overland route through Green Lake into the north. The local Board of
Trade blamed spring breakup: the South Saskatchewan River had carried away two spans of
the CPR railway bridge in Saskatoon . 13 Despite this early setback, regional expansion began
to reflect the larger trends as the new century began . Nothing was more symbolic of that
expansion than the surveys that the Department of the Interior carried out in preparation for
the arrival of settlement .
Factors leading to the surveys
Three economic sectors conspired to drive the frontier of commercial expansion
northward during the first decade of the twentieth century : forestry, the fishery and
agriculture. Forestry activity in northern Saskatchewan was quite limited in 1900 . Five camps
employing about 100 men produced less than one million board feet per year ." Even when
counting these seasonal intruders, four hundred was "an overgenerous estimate" of the total
non-Aboriginal population of the forests of northern Saskatchewan ." This began to change
with the 1903 sale of Timber Berths 1048 and 1049 to William Cowan and the Big River
Lumber Company. Each timber berth gave the licensee cutting rights in 250 square miles of
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forest to be selected in not more than 25 blocks ." Cowan paid a $5000 "bonus for a license,"
then began the selection and survey of prime blocks of white spruce, including a substantial
block bordering on Green Lake . The largest blocks, however, surrounded the soon-to-be rail
head at the village of Big River on the south end of Crooked (Cowan) Lake ."
Fitzgerald reported that pressure on the forests was also evident north of Battleford .
By 1907 " . . . urgent demands for lumber by parklanders, north of the Battlefords particularly,
and north and east of Lloydminster, encouraged the establishment of small saw mills" as far
north as Turtle Lake ." The Department of the Interior granted a few homestead entries at
Meadow Lake, but soon cancelled them because of failure to fulfil homestead duties .
Fitzgerald noted : "Great swarms of mosquitos forced residents to leave some low-lying
northern areas each spring."" Despite the most northerly cancellations, the smaller lumber
mills enabled a larger homesteader population all along the forest fringe as the mills cut into
the forested areas ." Southeast of Green Lake, Crooked Lake became the means of getting
logs to the steam-driven sawmill built in 1908 at Big River on the south end of the lake . The
owners established the mill to process timber from timber berths 1048 and 1049 . Building a
rail line to Big River would then avoid the long overland hauls increasingly faced by
lumbering operations as they moved farther north and west from the mill and rail head at
Prince Albert. As well, the Canadian Northern Railway company was by 1909 building their
line in the direction of the mill at Big River . They had laid the track as far as Shellbrook, and
graded the roadway a considerable distance beyond that point . Work was to resume in the
spring of 1910 .
21
Expansion along the Prince Albert to Green Lake trail greatly accelerated with the
completion of the rail to Big River. In 1912 the Big River Lumber Company had two
thousand men cutting trees. It produced five million board feet of lumber from fire-kill alone,
and a total of twenty-three million board feet was recorded on-site at Big River, with more
in the bush ; they cut an estimated 1 .3 million logs in 1912 . 22 The bulk of the logging activity
was limited to blocks near the rail head at Big River. Both the rail line and the logging activity
appeared ready to move on to the more distant blocks on the shores of Green Lake
. As' well,
the availability of forestry employment encouraged northern settlement : "Bushwork was
regarded by most settlers as a means by which they could improve their farms : obtain seed ;
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a cow; some hens; a new harness; or put a down-payment on a plough . . . such employment
was necessary, if farms were to develop and prosper . . . .i23 Fitzgerald estimated "Over
ninety-five per cent of pioneers, until the outbreak of war, worked for at least part of the
winter in the bush for the lumber companies ."'
The commercial fishery started developing in small lakes north and west of Prince
Albert during the 1890s to serve the local retail market in Prince Albert ." The construction
of the Big River rail line expanded the commercial fishery northeast of Green Lake to Dore
Lake. Most of the catch "was sent to other parts of the province, the rest to Chicago . X 26 Like
bush work, the expanded commercial fishery drew the fringe settlers north for winter work
to supplement homesteading." The extent of the participation of the original Metis settlers
in the commercial fishery remains undocumented for Green Lake. However, at Ile-a-la-Crosse
the commercial fishery "played a vital role in the livelihood of the Metis," and the
occupational data for Green Lake supports that interpretation ." Nonetheless, as the
commercial catch grew, as far north as Buffalo Lake it would increasingly be "largely taken
by white people working independently or for fish companies . The non-Aboriginal fishermen
were largely from the northern fringe of settlement and they camped in the region for the
fishing period only."' The change in the fishery was both indicative and supportive of the
northward push of commercial agricultural settlement, the third factor leading to the surveys .
Praise for the agricultural potential of the forested regions of Saskatchewan began
long before the actual need for such lands for agricultural settlement . Irish geographer John
Palliser's negative reports of the late 1850s on the prairie triangle are well known, but
commentators less often discuss his optimism regarding settlement in the forest lands ."
Although primarily interested in the establishment of an agricultural economy, Palliser
recognized the abundant fish and wood resources as natural allies for the agricultural settler .
He noted as well the potential for abundant hay crops and access to good grazing land . The
frequent fires would accelerate the clearing of the forests that paved the way for cultivation ."
John Macoun's 1875 journey through the Green Lake area had encouraged him to
write: "There can be no question about the value of the land north of the Saskatchewan
.
Settlers going there are assured of three essentials - wood, water and hay for cattle.""
Macoun thought conditions might be even better farther north of the Churchill-Saskatchewan
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River divide : "The low altitude and the long day are great advantages . . . . I was at Ile-a-la-
Crosse almost due north of Battleford . . . and saw some potatoes still as green in September
as they were in July . I was told . . . that these potatoes hardly ever were killed by frost in
September . . . I am told that all kinds of grain are grown successfully .
X33
In 1879 BBC Chief Factor Christie, on a trip from Prince Albert to Fort Pitt, wrote :
"This magnificent country is beautifully timbered, well watered and supplied with much
fish . " 34 After visiting Green Lake Post, Christie was enthusiastic : "What a really splendid
country to settle in! " 35 J. Burr Tyrell examined the Beaver River Plain in 1893 and 1894 ; he
seconded Chief Factor Christie's endorsement of Green Lake . On his way to Green Lake,
Tyrell likened the land along the Prince Albert - Green Lake trail to the land in "Manitoba to
the west of lakes Manitoba and Winnipegosis, including Duck and Riding mountains . .
. .
"36
The difference in latitude between the two regions did not deter Tyrell's enthusiasm .
Travelling north along the Beaver River between Green Lake and He-a-la-Crosse, Tyrell
praised the land as "well adapted for agricultural purposes," and advised : "the rank vegetation
gives promise of abundant harvests ."" However, agricultural settlement north of the North
Saskatchewan River was slow to develop . Farmers just south of Prince Albert experienced
several years of low moisture in the late 1890s . This prompted them to examine the lands
beginning to open north of the North Saskatchewan . However, according to Fitzgerald the
Nisbet and Pines forest reserves and the presence of the three large Indian reserves at the east
end of Sturgeon Lake discouraged settlement before the twentieth century,"
As early as 1900 the Dominion Government had begun to consider the necessity of
turning northward "to pursue its policy of filling the great empty spaces of the west.""
Various representatives of the Department of the Interior ranged widely through the forested
regions. They issued reports that "found a way into newspapers, settlers guides, political
speeches and, especially, were passed between prospective settlers by word of mouth . . .
the optimistic passages of the surveyor's writings encouraged farmers until the 1930's ." 40
Positive descriptions of gardens in the settlements encouraged prospective settlers to look
ever northward, while the current Settler's Guide often omitted cautious or unfavourable
reports by investigators . 41 Worried that a shortage of available lands might put off
prospective immigrants, the Department of the Interior in 1908-09 sent Frank Crean to detail
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the agricultural potential of the "The New Northwest .i 42 (See Fig . 3 .1) Crean's employers
were not disappointed ; his remarks about Green Lake were typical of the agricultural
boosterism of the era, but they also provided a look at Metis settlement in Green lake :
At and around the Hudson's Bay Company's post on the north end of Green Lake
there is a considerable settlement of half-breeds. A Roman Catholic mission is
established here . Revillon Freres have also a post . The priest has a good garden
having all kinds of vegetables, and also a small fruit garden growing currants,
gooseberries, raspberries and strawberries . These all thrive and mature . Green Lake
is important as a stopping place for freighters in winter and consequently large
quantities of hay are stacked. Some oats and barley are grown but no real effort has
been made to farm . Father Teston of the mission says that he has grown oats and
barley for fifteen years in succession and so far has not had a failure . I interviewed a
native named Morin, who said that he had grown potatoes, oats and barley in small
quantities for thirty-five years and could not recall having ever had a failure . He has
never kept a record of when he sowed or when he harvested, neither has the Reverend
Father. Morin owns thirty-five head of cattle and twelve head of horses . He has sown
wheat on six or seven occasions and it always ripened . In his opinion there is no doubt
that wheat could be raised anywhere in the locality . The ice in Green Lake goes out
early and it is generally very late before it freezes . The summers are always warm and
there is ample rain. The gardens, which I saw here, were certainly fine although they
were not cared for as they should have been . Weeds were allowed to grow in
profusion."
On further examination of the west side of Green Lake, Crean added :
The Crops were not very far advanced when I was there, nor indeed did any resident
sow grain to any extent . There was a small field of oats, a small field of barley and the
usual gardens . The gardens, as is customary in the fur country, are neglected ; but yet
the vegetables seem to grow in profusion. Lettuces and radishes in fourteen days
grow from seed to a size fit for table use . On Sunday, July 14, I saw some radishes
one and one-half inches in diameter, fourteen days' growth ."
With the support of enthusiastic commentators like Crean, the advance of the agricultural
frontier appeared destined to follow the path set by forestry and the fishery . The survey of
potential agricultural lands as far north as Green Lake began in 1909 with the survey of the
sixteenth base line, which crossed Green Lake just south of the settlement .
Baseline surveys, 1909-10
The survey of the sixteenth baseline east from the third meridian began in late March
1909, under the direction of surveyor Arthur St . Cyr. The survey started from the north east
corner of township 60, range one (approximately 60 miles north of Prince Albert) and headed
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toward Green Lake, some seventy miles due west . Essentially, the survey found more
agricultural land the closer it got to Green Lake .
The first ten miles the survey party travelled had burnt over several times, exposing
the soil of what is today the northeastern portion of Prince Albert National Park . St. Cyr
judged the soil to be of poor quality for agriculture, as it was "generally stony."45 The many
lakes of the Montreal Lake drainage "could be seen in every direction .""' Once the survey
party crossed over the height of land near Pelican (Lavallee) Lake, good soil for agriculture
was first noted . At Pelican Lake St . Cyr reported: "Louis Lavallee a half-breed has resided
for many years. He has a large garden where he raises vegetables."' The lake was more than
six miles long, promising a large winter fishery . Hay meadows surrounded the north end of
the lake, promising feed for both horses for transportation and the wintering of cattle .
The survey party encountered "extensive swamps and bogs" on the twenty-mile
stretch between Pelican Lake and Stony (Delaronde) Lake . However, "good and fairly level
land" was found northeast of Stony Lake, some twenty-five miles east of Green Lake ."" The
previous year St. Cyr had picked up at Stony Lake "supplies which had been left by the
freighters at a squatter's house as the only place where they could be safely cached .""' At the
southern end of Stony Lake, a five-mile portage led to Crooked (Cowan) Lake . An important
feature of Crooked Lake was its 30 mile length and its northwesterly angle, well suited for
transportation of people and goods north toward Green Lake. The land between Crooked
Lake and Stony Lake was "good and level with some prairie spots and hay meadows."50 The
north end of Crooked Lake was the site of large hay meadows, and was "connected with
Green Lake by a road principally used by freighters during the winter."" Although the lands
adjoining the lakes were generally wooded, St . Cyr suggested that some "would be neither
difficult nor expensive to clear . Good hay is plentiful everywhere and would provide fodder
for numbers of cattle ."' St. Cyr assumed that the railway would continue north and bring
additional settlement activity. He noted that the farmers in Shelibrook, sixty miles to the
south, had raised "phenomenal crops, principally oats ."' New settlers to the region would not
have to rely on agriculture alone for their first year's income :
During the winter months employment at remunerative prices could be secured by the
newcomers either from the lumber companies who always hire a large number of men
or by freighting merchandise for the two fur trading companies at Green Lake which
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still remains the gateway to the northern fur trade and where immense quantities of
supplies . . . have to be brought for distribution to their distant outposts
. 54
St
. Cyr did not mention the fate he intended for the Metis freighters engaged in the
distribution system, although he recognized the importance of freighting to the Metis of Green
Lake :
Their chief occupation and that on which they mostly depend for a living is to freight
goods from Prince Albert to the south end of Green Lake where they are loaded in
barges and brought across the lake to the Hudson's Bay Co. and M.M. Revillon Bros
fur trading posts for distribution to their northern outposts ."
He might have added the importance of the ranching activity of the Metis in an era when
animal power pulled sleds in winter and wagons in summer .
The promotion of the use of new non-Aboriginal homesteaders to replace the
traditional Metis transportation of goods may have reflected the difficulty surveyors
experienced in securing freighter services. Given both the Metis ranching operations and their
regular employment by the fur companies, it is not particularly surprising that they were
hesitant to adjust their customary seasonal occupations for the benefit of the new but
temporary labour markets created by survey parties . St. Cyr complained from Big River
:
"Several freighters (half breeds) arrive from Green Lake and after long argument decide their
[sic] to load some of my supplies & horse feed, but they won't promise to take them past
Green Lake."' Whatever St . Cyr's difficulty with employees, his reports gave ample evidence
of widespread Metis settlement in the survey region and the assistance of those settlers to the
survey endeavour. Typically, St. Cyr "Went to Sled Lake & borrowed a sled & set of harness
from Narcisse Lafleur,"
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"Paid off Joe Paquin, the head packer," 58 and having returned to
Green Lake, was "Trying to hire Major Laliberte as a labourer to replace men who did not
return as promised ."" The long Metis experience in the region provided an accumulation of
both knowledge and the appropriate tools . St . Cyr related having "continued my travels along
the North Shore of Dore Lake and came to Michael Desrocher's ." b"
Desrocher informed St .
Cyr of an old trail connecting Dore Lake with Lake Laplonge ." b' The importance of Metis
ranching activity was evident in St . Cyr's description of his predicament in the 1910 survey
season :
On the point formed by the junction of the two streams live a few families of Indians
and one half-breed name J . Bte. Aubichon, on whom I relied much to put up sufficient
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hay for my pack ponies in the summer of 1910
. But when I came to his place in the
month of December, I could not procure enough to feed my ponies sufficiently, and
had to discontinue my survey during part of the winter .'
St. Cyr goes on to describe the location as "Aubichon's stopping place," suggesting a
provision of wider services by Aubichon to Metis freighters .
On 23 August 1909, the survey of the sixteenth baseline reached the Green Lake
settlement . St. Cyr described it as "grouped around one of the oldest and most important
trading posts established by the Hudson's Bay Company in this country . i b3 Father Teston gave
St . Cyr a tour of the Roman Catholic Mission's garden
. Obviously impressed, St. Cyr
concluded that it was "well known that the cultivation of the soil was begun here very many
years ago and that barley, oats and potatoes and all ordinary vegetables have since been
successfully grown . . . Father Teston . . . cultivates several kinds of small fruits such as
currants etc .ib4 St . Cyr described the settlement as "peopled with half-breeds who all own
horses and cattle, it being easy to provide fodder by cutting wild hay of which there is an
abundance along the Beaver River and especially at a place call[ed] 'Flu Hill' at the confluence
of Meadow River with Beaver River ."b5 Having described Green lake and environs, St
. Cyr
continued into Alberta with the sixteenth baseline survey .
When St. Cyr surveyed the seventeenth baseline in 1910, he reported that "On the
north shore of Sled Lake [northwest of Green Lake] . . . some half-breeds took up land
twelve years ago. They have comfortable houses and on the land they have cleared they grow
all the ordinary vegetables and some have raised oats and barley . . .
they also own horses and
cattle for which they procure feed from the hay meadows around Lizard Lake ."' He also
reported "Good land . . . in range 12 near Beaver River," and that the Beaver River was the
"only one in the country explored which is suitable for driving logs ." 67 He failed to mention
that at the seventeenth baseline the river flowed north, away from the sawmills of the
approaching industrial development to the south .
The surveys of 1911-12
In anticipation of homesteaders taking up agricultural land around Green Lake, the
Department of the Interior engaged Dominion Land Surveyor (DLS) W .H
. Powell to survey
township and section lines. On 25 September 1911, Powell took a Statutory Declaration from
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Edward Beatty in support of Beatty's claim to a quarter-section of land near Green Lake . That
declaration was the first entry in the Department of the Interior's record of claims to land by
the settlers of Green Lake . During such activity, the DLS was to record people who had taken
up residence in the area before the survey. The department provided the surveyors with
statutory declaration forms designed to record evidence upon which the Department could
base decisions regarding the nature of the claimants' settlement on the land . It was both ironic
and prophetic that the first official claimant under the new land title system in the Green Lake
area was one of only two non-Aboriginal settlers in the area, and likely the most recent . The
other, Father Jules Teston, had been a resident since 1890 . 68 The nature of Beatty's residence
in Green Lake in 1912 remains uncertain . Waiser identified Beatty as an "BBC clerk" in
The
New Northwest, but Beatty declared himself a farmer in his 1912 declaration' Beatty may
have done that in recognition of the importance of agricultural claims to land as compared
with claims based on fur trade occupation of land .
Some two months later, on 4 December, Powell gathered the declarations of eight
more land claimants resident in the Green Lake area . All but Teston were Metis . All the
claims were to land on the east side of Green Lake and Green River (Fig . 3 .2) . Five claimants,
Antoine and Clement Laliberte, Pierre Laliberte, Louis Morin and Jules Teston were close
neighbours. Their houses gathered along the shore of Green Lake in close proximity to the
Roman Catholic Church and the HBC property . If the village of Green Lake had a core area
in 1911, these five claimants resided there . A sixth claimant, Antoine Kennedy, lived about
a kilometre north of the church, where he occupied a river-front area on the east bank of the
Green River . This could also be considered part of the core occupational area . Pierre
McCallum, on the other hand, claimed residence another couple of kilometres to the
northeast. Powell took the eighth claim, that of John Fraser, a day later than the other
declarations . Fraser resided some 2 kilometres south of the Church/HBC complex
. Eight of
the nine Powell declarations were taken in the Green Lake settlement . Teston witnessed all
declarations but his own and Beatty's . Teston's further involvement in negotiating the
recording of the claims and the gathering of eligible claimants remains a matter of speculation,
especially in light of the general lack of detail in the remaining papers of surveyor Powell
. The
declarations reached the Surveyor General's office on 13 December 1911 .
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The nearest office of the Department of the Interior to Green Lake was that of
Battleford Agent of Dominion Lands (ADL), L .P.O. Noel. In what appeared to have been the
ordinary course of his duties on 23 February 1912, ADL Noel informed Pierre McCallum :
Township 61-12 . . . is open for homesteading . It has been reported to this office that
you have settled and made bona fide improvements upon the North-East quarter of
Section thirty in the said township, and I have therefore to inform you that, to secure
your right to this land, it is necessary under the provisions of the Dominion Lands Act
for you to appear before me and make entry therefor withinsixmonths of the date of
this notice . Should you fail to make entry within the time specified, any applicant may
thereafter, obtain entry for the land in question irrespective of any claim of yours .'
Noel sent similar notices to Antoine Laliberte for SE 18-61-12,71 Jules Teston for NE 18-61-
12,72 Louis Morin for SE 19-61-12, 73 and possibly the other five claimants in the newly
surveyed township (61-12) . No record of any response to the directive was found .
Apparently when he was preparing the above notices, Noel discovered a discrepancy
in the Green Lake claims . The problem was the close proximity of the settlers' homes to each
other. Of the nine recorded claimants in the area, six were involved in conflicting claims to
quarter-sections . Clement and Antoine Laliberte both claimed an interest in the southeast
quarter of section 18 in Township 61, Range 12 (SE 18-61-12) . Similarly, Louis Morin and
Antoine Kennedy both had an interest in SE 19-61-12, and Pierre Laliberte and Jules Teston
had what appeared to be conflicting claims to NE 18-61-12 . Because of those conflicts, Noel
requested Homestead Inspector George H. Clouston to visit the disputed quarter-sections .
Noting that "Township 61, Range 12, West 3rd M will be open to the public on 1st April
next," Noel asked Clouston "to come to some arrangement with these . . . Parties . . . . If not
you will kindly offer your suggestions." Noel provided a "Copy for Head Office, Ottawa ."'
Three weeks later, Homestead Inspector Clouston filed the requested reports on
Antoine Kennedy,'3 Antoine Laliberte,7 Clement Laliberte,77 Pierre Laliberte,
8
Louis Morin79
and Jules Teston . 8° These reports essentially confirmed the information included in the settlers'
respective statutory declarations . In addition, at least two of the reports showed the number
of acres "fit for cultivation" on the respective claims ."' The term "squatter" was handwritten
on the top of the report . The appearance of the term in the record as a replacement for
Clouston's use of the word "settler" was ominous .
Besides the individual reports, Clouston had also sent a "Homestead Inspector's
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Report, Supplementary Form," to accompany the Homestead Inspector's Reports . The
supplementary report addressed to "L .P.O . Noel Esq, Agent Dominion Lands" reads :
Sir
I visited these lands S .E. of 18.61 .12 W3[,] N.E 18.61 .12W3 & S .E19.61 .12W3
I Found a few Settlers along the East and West Side of Green Lake[ .] These
Settlers are all Old Timers and make their living by Hunting and Fur Trading. They
were Employed Some years ago by the Hudson Bay Co .. There is a Small Strip of
Cleared land along the East and West Side of the Lake . Which has been Cleared of
Brush by these Settlers and used for gardens . Behind the Clearing is a dense mass of
Willows Poplars (etc) extending for miles . The Soil is of a very light sandy nature and
not fit for Agriculture . I met the Rev Father Teston who is in Charge of the R.C.
Mission at this point, accompanied by several of the Settlers, and after talking the
matter over they made the following proposition :
That The Department have a Survey made along the East and West Side of the
Lake, Say 1 1/2 Miles long by 1/2 or 1/4 mile Wide . This Strip would take in the
Cleared Land which slopes to the Lake Shore .
They made the proposition that this Strip be divided into plots giving each Settler
Say 5-6, or 10 acres each . That is the Head of each Family and they requested that
these plots be given as a free grant, and also that they retain the right of
Homesteading in Some other district if they desired to do so . I informed them that I
would forward their proposition to the Department. This Strip of land is the only
clear piece for miles around and is composed of ravines and Hills running to the Lake
Shore.1 might say these Settlers would be Perfectly Satisfied with these plots, as it has
been their Home for 30 or 40 years . I am sure they would consider it a great Hardship
if their request was not granted .
There is a large R.C.Church on the East Side of the Lake and the Settlers are all
living close to it comprising a Small Settlement with the exception of Five Families
on the West Side. I might suggest that these plots if Surveyed be sold to the Settlers
for One Dollar or Fifty Cents per acre as it is humanly speaking useless."
Clouston's account of his meeting with the Green Lake settlers was instructive on many
counts. The first is the settlers' insistence on their right to their land as a free grant ; that is,
they should not have to pay for what was already theirs . Their insistence on retaining
additional homestead rights indicated an awareness of existing practice under national policy
administration of lands and their potential participation . The antiquity of Metis settlement in
Green Lake was evident from Clouston's report that Green Lake "has been their Home for
30 or 40 years." Clouston felt impelled to point out the depth of their attachment to the land,
emphasizing the "great Hardship" they would feel at the refusal of their proposition . Later
events made it appear likely that Clouston may have averted such feelings of hardship by
promising more than he could deliver during the meeting with the settlers . It is worth noting
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Clouston's indications that Green Lake was simply a small gathering of mostly aging ex-HBC
employees gathered about the church of their confessor . His understatement of the nature of
the settlement and his general dismissal of the value of the land seemed meant to encourage
acceptance of the agreement by the Department .
Six days after Clouston completed his report, ADL Noel forwarded the report to "The
Secretary, Department of the Interior, Ottawa ."" On March 25, Noel sent in the Homestead
Inspector Reports on Antoine Kennedy and Louis Morin, both of whom claimed an interest
on SE 19-61-12. Noel again included a copy of Clouston's supplementary report of 13
March." By 6 May 1912, the reports worked their way to the desk of Surveyor General E .
Deville . He in turn advised N .B. Sheppard of the Department of Interior that if the
department wanted to survey lots in Green Lake, "the surveyor who can make the survey will
be on the ground shortly ."" The next day N .O. Cote, Chief of the Lands Patent Branch,
Department of the Interior, sent W .W. Cory, the Deputy Minister of the Interior, a description
of the duplicate claims to quarter-sections in Green Lake and a copy of Clouston's report .
Cote concluded :
In view of the inadaptability of the lands for agriculture and also in view of the long
occupancy of the plots by the different settlers, I should think it advisable to have a
survey made defining all the lands claimed by the different settlers at this point in
Green Lake, as has been the practice in similar cases in other localities ."
Unfortunately, Cote did not include any further description of "the practice in similar cases"
or which cases he viewed as similar . On May 11, the Deputy Minister approved Cote's
recommendation of a survey." Cote then relayed the Deputy Minister's approval of the more
detailed survey of lands in township 61-12 back to the Surveyor General ."
While the arrangements for the survey were moving up and down the bureaucratic
chain of command, the department decided to suspend the opening of homestead applications
in the two townships on either side of Green Lake. Assistant Secretary Pereira of the Land
Patents Branch wrote C .J. Steers, Survey Records Branch :
I am directed to advise you that it has been decided to make a special survey of the
squatters claims at the north end of Green Lake in township 61, ranges 12
and 13,
west of the 3rd meridian, under a suggestion made by the homestead inspector in
respect of these claims .
"
Pereira also confirmed to ADL Noel an earlier telegram to ADL Battleford that read : "Do not
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grant any entries in township sixty-one, range twelve, west third meridian until further
advised." Pereira added " . . . I am directed to advise you that in view of the above report
[G.A . Clouston's 23 March Report], it has been decided to make a special survey of the
squatter's claims at the north end of Green Lake."' Battlefield ADL Noel subsequently
advised "The Secretary, Department of Interior," confirming that " . . . no entries will now be
granted in Township 61, Range 12, West 3rd Meridian, until further advised ."" It is not clear
whether they carried out the closure of 62-13 at the Battleford office .
By the end of May the way had been cleared for the settlement survey . On May 28
Surveyor General Deville instructed CF . Miles, Inspector of Surveys, " . . . to lay out the land
occupied by the settlers into settlement lots in such a manner as will best meet their
requirements."' As well, Deville instructed Miles : "The extent of the survey is to be
determined by the actual requirements of the settlement ."' Miles also received more detailed
instructions regarding proposed lot sizes (five to ten acres), road allowances and so forth .
Finally, Miles was to " . . . take declarations to show the lot claimed by each settler . "94 That
same day, Deville notified Cote that following Cote's memo of 22 May, he had instructed
Miles to do"the survey of settlement lots in township 61, range 12, west of the third
meridian."95
After reviewing Powell's survey of 1911, Miles moved his camp into Green Lake
settlement 30 July 1912 .96 The next day he began the survey of the settlement lots . He
immediately telegraphed Deville to ask after an errant assistant and to enquire " . . . shall I
confine survey on west side to the five settlers . . . . ? i97 By return telegram, Deville instructed
Miles "Lots are to be laid out for all settlers in actual occupation along Green Lake and River .
No objection to survey of additional lots if you think they will be required ."98 Miles later
pointed out that he did not receive this directive "until after my party had left Green Lake
.
"99
Whether the delay affected his method or the extent of the survey is not known . In the middle
of August Miles began the task of taking statutory declarations from the settlers that Powell
had not recorded. He collected six more declarations from Metis residents on the west side
of the lake on August 16 : Celestin Merasti, 10° Jean Baptiste Aubichon,'
°
' Mathias
Aubichon, 102 Norbert Fraser,'03 Francois Laliberte, 104 and Philomen Aubichon. 10' Miles then
recorded two additional Metis settlers on the east side : Josette Sinclair on August 17, 106 then
6 1
Napolean Girard on August 19 .
10'
Miles' presence in Green Lake elicited three more claims to land for which he had not
taken declarations . As those claims originated outside the two townships closed to entry, their
manner of filing and subsequent handling differed from those in the closed townships . On July
15, a time when Miles was likely inspecting the area, Louis Desrocher filed an Application for
Entry and an Affidavit in support of his Entry for a Homestead on SE 2-62-13 " . . . by a
person who has settled and made improvements upon Land 'in advance of Survey . " 108 The
quarter-section claimed by Desrocher contained the point at which the Green River flowed
into the Beaver River . Desrocher travelled to Battleford to file his claim and pay his $10 .00
at the Dominion Lands Office .
The claim of Marcel Desrocher followed Louis Desrocher's claim about one month
later. Marcel may have been following the example of Louis in filing his Application for Entry
and paying his $10 filing fee in Battleford . 109 He did so by the following undated note :
To the Land Agent, Battleford . Sir. The bearer of this note, Marcel Desrocher, has
been living on N.W. quarter.Sec. 1-62-13-3rd for six years, and has one dwelling
house and three stables, one hay yard, one pasture and there are about 140 acres of
farm land, blufly, the rest swamp land, surrounded by willows, has 5 head horses, and
5 head cattle[.] he has a wife and two children . his own age is 42 - age of his wife 37.
name of his wife, Marie. the one boy is 8 years of age, name Joseph, one girl six years
name Anne. There no other improvements on this quarter . I am sending this
information as the Bearer talks no english . or french. [signed] Peter Villebrun . P.S .
this man was born at Green Lake and always lived there . he is a british Subject .
P.V .
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The attempt by Peter Villebrun and Marcel Desrocher to register properly Desrocher's claim
indicated local problems with the new way of describing land holdings . The NW quarter of
1-62-13 was actually unoccupied land with no significant features . The SW quarter of that
same section, however, contained both the course of the Green River and the original Green
Lake Trail heading north to lle-a-la-Crosse . It also contained the land and buildings described
(erroneously) by Marcel Desrocher's note as in the NW quarter . One week after filing his
initial claim, Marcel Desrocher (through Villebrun) wrote to the Dominion Land Agent
Battleford ; his letter described his difficulties with the new system :
This is to say that I was in Battleford on the 20th of August . inst. and entered the
North West quarter of Section one . (N.W.S .1 .-62-13-3-rd) township 62-range 13-
West of 3rd M. Since coming back here I find that my house and all my improvement
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are on the S .W. quarter Sec . 1 township 62-13-3r_d The mistake arose from myself
and P. Villebrun not having looked at the posts before going to the land office and it
has now become necessary for me to cancel and abandon this N .W. quarter in order
to enter and get the S.W. quarter of the same section and township . I shall have to do
this for the following reasons - I I have lived on the South West quarter for a long
time. 21 have all my improvements in the S .W. quarter. 3 I made entry for the North
West quarter by mistake. 4 The N.W. quarter is not good for agricultural Purposes .
And now Sir. as to cancelling and abandoning the N .W. quarter S .1 .62-13 and
entering the S .W. quarter of the same section .
1st How? am I to proceed about it . Is it necessary for me to go to the land office in
person in order to cancel and abandon the N .W. quarter above described? or can I
authorize my own son to go and cancel my entry for the N . W. quarter .
2nd And then after my entry for the North West quarter has been abandoned and
cancelled how long will it be before I can enter for the South West quarter of the
same section
3-rd Is there any danger of any person jumping or entering the S .W. quarter. where I
have my house and improvements and where I am now living, before I can abandon
and cancel my entry for the N .W. quarter .
Praying that you will be kind enough to let me have the information . I so much
need and Trusting that you will take this matter into consideration, and thanking you
in anticipation. I remain Yours Truly,
Marcel x Desrocher his mark
Witness to his mark Peter Villebrun"
Desrocher's letter completed the list of formal applicants for 1911-12 . In October of 1912
Edward Beatty filed an Application for Entry at the Battleford Dominion Lands Office, paying
a $10.00 fee for his claim to SE 14-62-13 . Beatty built his house on this quarter about the
same time."' Each of these three applicants (Marcel Desrocher, Louis Desrocher and Edward
Beatty) filed in township 62-13, which meant that the closure of townships 61-12 and 61-13
did not impede their entry . They also were the only applicants to gain entry to their land
successfully . In this sense, these claims served as a reference for comparison with the claims
in the reserved townships 61-12 and 61-13 . Their disposition occurred earlier and with far
greater success than the claims in the closed townships .
By the time Miles filed his report on his survey activity in the Green Lake area, 19
claimants had registered with the new land system . Three townships were involved in the
claims. Two had been closed, ostensibly to protect the claims of the settlers already in the
townships. Later claims would identify three more settlers in the area in 1912 : Narcisse
Lafleur, Pierre Aubichon and Josephine Kennedy. Of those 22 claimants, 20 were Metis and
two were Euro-Canadian. All but three claimants had settled in the two closed townships .
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CHAPTER FOUR
METIS SETTLEMENT AT GREEN LAKE, 1911-12
The survey of 1912 designated the Metis settlement at Green Lake for inclusion in the
territory directly affected by the national policy . Nonetheless, Green Lake remained firmly
entrenched in the fur trade economy . As a result, property claims consistent with that
economy remained in place in Green Lake . With the survey, the question became how
national policy institutions governing land title would recognize those fur trade property
relations. Previous practice in similar circumstances suggested a variety of possible answers
to that question .
There exists some misconception that the transfer of Rupert's Land to Canada meant
the end of the fur trade . Even before the transfer, debates existed within the HBC about the
future of the trade. After the transfer, however, any decline of the fur trade was at most a
relative phenomenon . The absolute volume and value of the trade simply rose and fell with
general market conditions. If anything, the market for furs was often better than general
economic conditions suggested it should be . Fur markets only partially reflected the general
depression that had slowed national policy expansion between 1873 and 1896 . Fur-price
recovery began in 1881, and as early as 1884 fur sales surpassed those at the beginning of the
slump.' Once the economies of Europe and North America began expanding after 1896, the
fur trade, rather than declining, "boomed . "2 Prices of luxury furs rose sharply between 1895
and 1911, and "stocks of luxury furs were no longer adequate to meet mushrooming
demand."' As an active participant in the fur trade economy, the settlement at Green Lake
could be considered marginalised only with reference to development in the south . In absolute
terms, however, the settlement retained its fur trade vigour . Increased traffic after 1870 and
increases in fur prices after 1885 supported the long-standing practice of settled occupation
of the land around the lake. Data taken from the declarations of the settlers at the time of
survey provided a detailed look at the nature of that settlement .
As described in Chapter Three, the surveys identified twenty Metis households and
two non-Aboriginal households (Beatty and Teston) . Table 4.1 lists the twenty Metis
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Table 4.1 : Birth and settlement data
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Name Date and Place of Birth Date settled
Pierre Laliberte 1844 Green Lake 1870
Louis Morin 1845 Isle-a-la Crosse 1866
Antoine Laliberte 1846 Red River 1889
Philomene Aubichon 1849 Red River 1869
Josette Sinclair 1852 Pelican Lake 1872
Napolean Girard 1862 Lake Athabaska 1907
J.B. Aubichon 1869 Green Lake 1888
Francois Laliberte 1870 Portage la Loche 1906
Marcel Desrocher 1870 Green Lake 1900?
Celestin Merasti 1872 Green Lake 1900
Norbert Fraser 1874 Green Lake 1899
Antoine Kennedy 1877 lle-a-la Crosse 1900
John Fraser 1880 Lac la Biche 1909
Mathias Aubichon 1882 Green Lake 1906
Clement Laliberte 1882 Lac la Biche 1906
Louis Desrocher 1887 7 1911
Pierre McCallum 1888 Green Lake 1911
Narcisse LaFleur
9
?
7
Pierre Aubichon 7
9
Josephine Kennedy
9 7 ?
households by the surname of the head of family, including the three widowed heads of
households . In a few cases research revealed birth names (Jourdian, Collings and Lafond) of
spouses of household heads . Those names do not appear to have continued in use in Green
Lake in the 1912-1930 period. Research also identified three other surnames (Payette, Roy
and Villebrun) in Green Lake circa 1912 . As these names did not figure in land claims, little
information has been found about them; as a result this analysis did not include them . With
the above exceptions the study treats the surname and household lists as exhaustive for the
townships surveyed in 1912 . Table 4 .1 lists household heads according to dates of birth . This
arrangement of the data has proven useful in revealing certain characteristics of the Metis
population of Green Lake, and subsequent figures maintain that order for ease of comparison .
The birth places of household heads in 1912 reflected the fur trade origins of the
community. Of the sixteen known birthplaces, seven household heads were born in Green
Lake. Besides Green Lake, household heads reported six other birth places : Ile-a-la-Crosse
(two), Red River (two - both in the 1840s), Lac la Biche (two - 1880s), and one each from
Lake Athabaska, Portage la Loche and Pelican (Chitek) Lake . Clearly, the kin ties of Green
Lake with other communities were predominantly oriented north and west toward the
Athabaska fur trade country . The exceptions suggest wider fur trade connections : the first to
Red River, and the second to the nearby Cree village at Pelican Lake .
In the post-1912 handling of Green Lake claims, residency before treaty was
significant . The land record showed that before 1876 and the signing of Treaty Six, births at
Green Lake included five family surnames : Laliberte, Aubichon, Desrocher, Merasti and
Fraser. The birth of a McCallum in 1888 added an additional surname recorded in Green
Lake before the 1889 adhesion to Treaty Six . In addition, the date of settlement of household
heads (Date settled, Table 4 .1) revealed that both the Morin and Sinclair surnames were
present in Green Lake before treaty in 1876 . Those eight surnames represented 16 of the 20
households identified in 1912, the exceptions being the Girard, Kennedy (2) and LaFleur
households. Of these last three surnames, both Girard and Kennedy appeared in a list of
"Heads of Families and Others, 1888" for Green Lake.' The Green Lake Index to the Register
of Baptisms, Marriages and Funerals corroborated and added to the land record .' For
example, the church recorded the baptism of a McCallum in 1876, the baptism of a Kennedy
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in 1880, and the marriage of a LaFleur in Green Lake in 1885 . Overall, then, all of the
households in Green Lake in 1912 had probable ancestral ties to Green Lake that predated
the Treaty Six Adhesion of 1889, and most predated the 1876 signing of Treaty Six . The
origins of the Metis population of Green Lake in 1912 were thus indicative of both the
antiquity of Metis settlement at Green Lake and the continuous nature of that settlement .
The settlement dates in Table 4 .1 require a further comment, as the determination of
these dates may have been conservative . First, the dates may have represented settlement at
a specific site rather than in the general locale of the community . Even more conservatively,
the date may have represented the occupation of the present structure on a given site; log
housing required frequent reconstruction . Finally, the dates cited may have been the dates at
which heads of households had established themselves as independent householders . An
example would be Mathias Aubichon, born in Green Lake in 1888, but settling there in 1908 .
The conservative nature of the settlement dates was also evident in the case of Pierre
McCallum. His 1888 birth in Green Lake suggested the possibility that he assumed a parental
occupational site in 1911, and then used that year as the date of his settlement in Green Lake .
Such conservative interpretations of settlement dates would become important in the claims
process in later years .
Occupational data (Table 4 .2) revealed the multiplicity of tasks undertaken by
individual workers in the community . Sixteen individuals reporting occupational information
filled forty-one occupational niches . However, the youngest group of workers (age 15 - 25)
was generally absent from the list of household heads . Fully three-quarters (twelve of sixteen)
of the residents claimed trapping as an occupational activity, the single most widely reported
occupation. The continuing importance of the fur trade in the Green Lake economy was also
underscored by the presence of three household heads claiming trading activity as an
occupation. All but one of the sixteen household heads reporting occupations indicated an
economic relationship to the fur trade, and that one household head reported "hunting" as his
sole occupation. The second most reported occupational activity was fishing, with ten of
sixteen residents reporting such activity. Only four individuals considered hunting as part of
their occupation . It is likely more hunting served as an adjunct to the reported activities, but
that it was not considered as an occupational activity for the purposes of the declarations .
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Name
Pierre Laliberte
Louis Morin
Antoine Laliberte
Philomene Aubichon
Josette Sinclair
Napolean Girard
J.B . Aubichon
Francois Laliberte
Marcel Desrocher
Celestin Merasti
Norbert Fraser
Antoine Kennedy
John Fraser
Mathias Aubichon
Clement Laliberte
Louis Desrocher
Pierre McCallum
Table 4.2: Occupational data
Occupation(sI
Fisherman, Rancher, Trapper
Rancher, Trader
Rancher, Trapper
Farming, BBC Trader, Ranching
Fisher, Hunter, Labourer, Trapper
Fishing, Labourer, Trapping
Trader
Hunter, Trapper
Fishing, Freighting, Haying, Hunting, Trapping
Fishing, Freighting, Haying, Trapping
Fisherman, Trapper
Fisherman, Trapper
Fishing, Freighting, Trapping
Fisherman, Trapper
Hunter
Fisherman, Trapper
7 1
Five individuals reported some form of wage labour activity. Employment was apparently
evenly divided between the transportation and agricultural sectors . Two workers reported
both freighting and haying. One reported freighting and two reported the more generic
"labourer" as an occupation. Since the two individuals indicating haying as an occupation
owned few cattle or horses of their own, it would appear others employed them for that
purpose. Ranching was an occupation of four household heads, and a fifth described farming
as an occupation .
Further analysis of the forty-one occupational niches provides another look at the
community economy in 1912 . Table 4 .3 displays economic activity in a given sector expressed
as a percentage of the total number of occupational niches reported . Direct fur trade activity
predominated, with over one-third of the respondents reporting trading or trapping activity .
Fishing and labour activity when combined provided more occupational opportunities, but
both were historical adjuncts to the fur trade . Ranching and farming occurred less frequently,
but the declarations did not reflect the upkeep of eight of the nine reported gardens . Like
hunting, gardening was not considered as an occupational activity for the purposes of the
declarations .
Dates of birth appear to have been of some consequence with respect to occupational
activity. All of the household heads described as ranchers were born between 1844 and 1852,
with an average age in 1912 of sixty-five . Two of the three traders belonged to this age
group. Those employed as labourers were, with one exception, between the ages of forty and
sixty. The six youngest household heads, all between the ages of twenty-four and thirty-five,
displayed the least occupational diversity. Only one worked at freighting, four depended only
on fishing and trapping and one hunted as his sole occupation. This narrowing of the range
of occupational activity among the younger household heads would be consistent with
Dobbin's contention that after 1885 in northern Saskatchewan " . . . the native population
became more homogeneous . i6 Dobbin stated that " . . . the Metis voyageurs and post
employees- remnants of the Metis working class - gradually disappeared . . . " into a single
class of trapper/hunters .' A generational aspect of that homogenization process may have
been at work in Green Lake in 1912 . Animal husbandry and agriculture (Table 4 .4)
concentrated in a manner similar to occupations . The five households headed by those over
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Table 4.3: Work-force data
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Occupations as Percentage of Total Reported
Trading and Trapping 15/41 37%
Fishing 10/41 24%
Labour 7/41 17%
Ranching/Farming 5/41 12%
Hunting 4/41 10%
Table 4.4: Agricultural/animal husbandry data
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Name Acres Cows Horses Dog Team
Pierre Laliberte 5 25 6 X
Louis Morin 10 30 6
Antoine Laliberte 2 12 X
Philomene Aubichon 1 .5 5 3
Josette Sinclair 2 8
Napolean Girard .5
J.B. Aubichon 1 .5 2 5
Francois Laliberte
Marcel Desrocher 5 5
Celestin Merasti 2 3
Norbert Fraser
Antoine Kennedy
John Fraser 3
Mathias Aubichon 1 4 2
Clement Laliberte 4 4
Louis Desrocher ? ? ?
Pierre McCallum
sixty owned eighty percent (80 of 101) of the cows, nearly sixty percent (22 of 38) of the
horses and two of the three dog teams . The same households owned eighty percent of the
land in agricultural production .
Table 4.5 displays the estimated dollar value in 1912 of capital improvements to
settlement sites. It confirms the accumulation of local wealth in the names of an aging
ownership group . The rancher/trader group again predominated . They owned housing stock
that represented more than sixty percent of the total value of housing in Green Lake . The
survey valued other structures in the community (excepting those of the church and the BBC)
at close to the same value as the housing ; nearly ninety percent of the value of those
additional buildings belonged to the same five household heads . Similarly, nearly three-
quarters of the dollar value of the fencing in the community belonged to the same households .
When the total dollar value of such additions to real property is considered, close to three-
quarters of the dollar value belonged to the same one-quarter of the households identified .
The concentration of wealth may be partly dependent on the items measured ; that is,
no dollar evaluation was done on dog team sleds, wagons and sleighs, hand tools for either
agricultural or fur trade occupations, boats and canoes, nets and so forth . The items measured
were to some extent consistent with the longevity of tenure in a given location . Other things
being equal, one could expect that the oldest settlers would have the greatest accumulation
of fixed wealth as measured in Table 4 .5. The same seems true for ranching activity with
respect to the time required to build a herd. As expected in a settled community, a strong
relationship existed between age and length of time settled in Green Lake . From that one
would expect the relationship between age and the quantity of settlers' effects .
A second factor that contributes to the illusory nature of the data is the lack of
information about household size . The fact that Louis Morin had two adult sons living with
him (who were not themselves considered as heads of households) might reduce the
impression that Louis himself ran the biggest ranching operation in Green Lake . In reverse
fashion, Antoine Laliberte filed a separate claim from his son Clement, with whom he shared
the same settlement site though each maintained his own household . This lessened the
reported wealth of Antoine, which would have been greater had he claimed all the fixed
capital and livestock in the manner of Louis Morin . Reconstruction of actual household size
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Table 4.5: Fixed capital assets
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1 Marcel Desrocher had 1 house and 3 stables . No dollar value is available .
Name $ House $ Other $ Fencing $ Total
Pierre Laliberte 200 400 50 650
Louis Morin 300 500 50 850
Antoine Laliberte 150 300 450
Philomene Aubichon 85 18 12 115
Josette Sinclair 200 75 275
Napolean Girard 20 20
J.B. Aubichon 75 48 15 138
Francois Laliberte 90 25 115
Marcel Desrocher ? ? ? 1
Celestin Merasti 45 80 36 161
Norbert Fraser
Antoine Kennedy 150 150
John Fraser 100 100
Mathias Aubichon 40 20 68
Clement Laliberte 100 100
Louis Desrocher ? ?
Pierre McCallum -
in 1912 has not been possible, although the surveys reported on the number of children born
to each household head and their age range (Table 4.6) .
Despite these two sources of concern about the data, the apparent concentration of
wealth suggests a gerontocracy, or perhaps a local petty bourgeoisie . Nicole St-Onge pursued
the latter description in her analysis of the Metis village of Pointe a Grouette south of Red
River.' St-Onge argued that not only had an elite arisen, but that this "affluent class" was so
separated from the hunting/labouring class with which it shared the village that the idea of a
nation was not applicable to the Metis. She suggested that the hunting/labouring class was
a "people-class" defined as "a social group with a specific economic function ."' The elite of
"Metis traders and farmers came to identify more with incoming French Canadians . . . ; that
they were of mixed-blood ancestry was secondary to . . . their class position ."" Combining
the two disparate groups into one 'nation' (as in Tremauden)," or 'society' (as in Sprenger),"
"may not be applicable ."" Evidently, the residents of Pointe a Grouette experienced their
community as wider than the village itself, that is, the hunter/labourers identified with the
larger hunter/labourer group associated with White Horse Plains, while the local "affluent
class" identified by St-Onge found its community in its shared class interests with the growing
influx of petty bourgeois farmers and merchants in the Red River region. Class interests
drowned any sense of community that otherwise might have emanated from either biological
or historical commonality of origin .
However, to paraphrase Carol Judd, Green Lake in 1912 was not Pointe a Grouette
in the 1870s . 14 Southern Manitoba became the target of large-scale settlement by outsiders,
but Green Lake had remained relatively isolated from the settlement program associated with
the national policy . The Hudson's Bay Company retained its importance to the economy of
Green Lake; staple production may have changed to wheat in the south, but fish and fur
continued to be important in the economy of Green Lake. St-Onge found no intermarriage
between the two classes she identified in Pointe a Grouette . However, while the community
of Pointe a Grouette transformed into the French-Canadian community of St . Agatha, Green
Lake strengthened its sense of community because of both relative isolation from the settler
society to the south and intermarriage between family units . No evidence has been found of
class constraints during community formation in Green Lake ; the interweaving of family lines
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Table 4 .6 : Number and ages of children
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Name # of children Ages
Pierre Laliberte 11 10 - 47
Louis Morin 9 15 - 46
Antoine Laliberte 9 6-30
Philomene Aubichon 9 24 - 48
Josette Sinclair 14 21 - 40
Napolean Girard 6 1-20
J.B . Aubichon 10 1-21
Francois Laliberte 4 5-24
Marcel Desrocher 2 6 - 8
Celestin Merasti 8 1-19
Norbert Fraser 7 ?
Antoine Kennedy 5 1 - 11
John Fraser 2 1 - 5
Mathias Aubichon 2-10
Clement Laliberte 2 ?
Louis Desrocher 2 6-16
Pierre McCallum 1
(see Appendix A) was more suggestive of egalitarianism, as was the presence of offspring
across occupational differences and economic specializations . Perhaps because of the
attenuated development of class distinctions, community and kin seemed to predominate in
the Metis settlement at Green Lake .
The continuation of the fur trade economy in Green Lake ensured the continuation
off property relations developed in conjunction with that trade until the 1912 survey . The long-
term settlement of the area and the individualized property holdings as revealed in the survey
data meant that individual households had developed attachments to specific locations around
the north end of the lake . While the data did not always provide a complete historical record
of the duration of those attachments in Green Lake, the general nature of the attachment to
real property that arose under the fur trade economy was implicit . In the Red River
circumstance, Mailhot and Sprague have written of the few Metis who had claims recorded
by the BBC land register, but also of "The hundreds of others without official ownership (but
with possession no neighbour disputed) . . . . X15 They go on to record the consistent demands
by settlers in 1869-70 "for recognition of the 'usages' that required no written title to
guarantee possession of the land ." 16 In Red River, fur trade property relations gave those
settlers similar rights to their land as those with formal company sanction: "If nobody
objected, they developed their land in the same manner as the recognized settlers .
"17
Sprague
has summarized customary land tenure : " . . . Metis land tenure assumes a system of
customary demarcation of boundaries and descent of rights by community consent . People
allotted what they needed . They owned what they used."" The customary system of land
tenure, though replaced by national policy directives in Red River in the 1870s, was still active
in Green Lake at the time of the 1912 surveys . The establishment of Roman Catholic Church
property provided a specific instance of the customary system of land tenure in the Green
Lake settlement. Writing in 1923, Father Jules Teston related :
In the year 1890 in June I was appointed to stay here. Since that year I had trouble
to clear up big trees etc . One day the late Pierre Laliberte in 1891 calling to me to
show me where I could mak [sic] a fence. Well since that time the fence is at the same
place south side of the Mission where his son Pierre Laliberte is located actually .
Since that time I have always believed bona fide this land belonging to the mission for
that side south . If in the past time some one making objection for that, that man is not
acting openly with me . Everyone in Green Lake is looking as the Mission land is
alright . 19
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Teston's conviction that occupation and community recognition equated with bona fide'
ownership of the land reflected the continued prevalence of the customary system of land
tenure in Green Lake . The supplementary survey ordered in Green Lake in 1912 recognised
the need for what Sprague described in Red River as the "transition from the customary to
the formal system of land tenures ."' At issue was the question of how to translate adequately
a claim to land under the prevailing customary system to a comparable claim to land under
the new system . Several significant precedents existed .
The first precedent for recognition of customary land tenure in the new national policy
system occurred at Red River . Like Green Lake some 40 years later, a negotiated agreement
preceded the Red River transition from fur trade customs to national policy institutions .
Those 1870 negotiations spoke to the question of land occupied by settlers before the
transfer. Having achieved the objective of responsible government on the first day of
negotiations, Ritchot reported on the second day : "We spoke a little of the land question in
general and particularly of property held at the present time . It was agreed to leave secure the
lands held by Company title and to treat liberally those who were on ungranted lands .""
According to Ritchot's journal, the Canadian negotiators expanded upon the intended liberal
treatment :
Sir John [A Macdonald] and Sir George [Cartier] offered the following, that is to say :
3 . The same possession (gratis) for those who possess lands of the Company
without having a contract or a connection with the Company ought to be granted to
them - after some objection on the part of the ministers ; they agree to that third
clause .
After prolonged discussion they grant the same possession gratis to all settlers
possessing lands outside the lands of the Company .'
Following the negotiations, the passage of the Manitoba Act purported to enshrine the
agreement with respect to occupied lands in Section 32 of that legislation. Considerable
disagreement followed, first between the negotiators and then between historians, about
whether the attempt to carry out the agreement was successful . Fortunately, resolving that
debate is not necessary, as it has largely been about implementation rather than policy . Nor
is it necessary to rely on advocates of the Metis to find clear statements of the intended
policy. Thomas Flanagan and Gerhard Ens, noted opponents of Metis claims, provide
adequate statements of policy for the purposes of this thesis.'
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Flanagan is quite adamant with respect to Section 32 of the Manitoba Act : "Only in
the case of so-called staked claims was there any divergence between what the government
did and what the Abbe' Ritchot desired it to do ; . . . X24 Flanagan pointed out that although
Section 32(4) had only promised a right of pre-emption for those occupying lots outside the
settlement belt, Cartier's letter of 23 May 1870 overcame this failing by promising Canada
would require no payment under 32(4) . 25 No matter how heated the dispute between Flanagan
and Sprague about the implementation process, both seem to agree that the substance of the
policy was that free grants under the new Dominion land system would recognize the
customary system of tenure. Ens's support of that same interpretation is implicit in his
enthusiastic approval of the government's implementation process :
In the two parishes studied in detail there were very few cases of nonrecognition by
surveyors, and no evidence that claims were refused because of lack of evidence about
occupancy. All that was necessary to prove occupancy in most cases was the sworn
affidavit of a neighbour that the claimant had been the recognized owner of the lot
previous to 1870 .
26
As Flanagan phrased it, "The very fact that patents were issued under the Manitoba Act [sic]
demonstrates that the Dominion government recognized the occupancy of those who had
lived on the land prior to 1870 .t 27 It is possible for the moment to join Flanagan and Ens in
ignoring whether the right people received the benefit of the grants and yet applaud the
principle espoused. Despite the disastrous loss of Metis lands in Manitoba, the principle
established, if applied to Metis lands in Green Lake at the time of conversion from customary
tenure systems, would have provided free grants to every claimant registered by the surveyors
in 1912. Red River thus provided a very attractive precedent, however unlikely it was to be
adopted in Green Lake .
In one sense, the Red River precedent was a double one ; new settlers received nearly
as good treatment as the old settlers were supposed to . J.W. Dafoe described the process
following the transfer :
Pending the necessary legislation and the surveying of lands, the Dominion
government announced that bona fide settlers would have the rights to their lands
recognized upon completion of the survey ; which resulted in large amounts of land
being taken up by squatters in 1871 . 25
Even the old settlement belt was not specifically excluded .' Sprague pointed out that by 1873
delayed implementation meant that no old settler's claim to a river lot had been patented,"
8 1
while new settlers enjoyed the protection of having their claims recognized "so long as they
filed their claims within three months of being found by the surveyors,""
The question of how to deal with settlement in advance of survey had been written
into legislation several times between 1870 and 1912 . In dealing with new settlers, it generally
confirmed the principle of recognition of settlement rights at the time of survey . As early as
18,72 legislation had stated that those settling in unsurveyed land had three months " . . . after
such land shall have been surveyed . . ." in which to file and thus protect their claims.
12
In
1876 legislation changed the deadline for filing to " . . . within three months after due notice
has been received at the local office of such land having been surveyed and the survey thereof
confirmed."33 In 1879 the proviso was added that for such settlement before survey " . . . the
Government shall not be bound to protect any person found to have settled on land which
. . . may be claimed by the Hudson's Bay Company."34 In 1880 a similar proviso was added
with respect to " . . . railway land, or for any other special purpose . . . ." 35 Legislation passed
in 1908 read :
A person who has bona fide settled and made improvements on agricultural land
before the survey thereof and is in occupation of and ordinarily resident on the land
at the time of survey shall, if he is eligible under this Act to make entry for homestead
. . . have a prior right to obtain entry for the land so settled on .
. .
36
Application of this legislation required that the township be open for entry, in which
circumstances the settlers at Green Lake would at least have gained entry and the possibility
of patent on their lands . Despite its obvious design for new settlers, the legislation might then
have been of some use to the original settlers, especially when combined with the free
homestead policy in place at the time of survey .
Another set of precedents, this time of practice as much as of policy, was evident in
the treatment of claims in the Prince Albert settlement in 1884 . Demand for surveys had been
ubiquitous in the northwest, generated by a desire for surety of title in the face of new
settlement. The government had given priority to the regions along the proposed route of the
Canadian Pacific Railway and the increased settlement it was expected to generate ." The re-
routing of the CPR to a more southerly path had put the end to a land boom in Prince Albert
that had been largely based on expectation of the railway's arrival . With the resultant delay
of surveys, " . . . the mood of the settlers became ugly .X38 Lieutenant-Governor Dewdney
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warned Prime Minister Macdonald that anger in Prince Albert was due to the inability to get
land grants. Macdonald responded by ordering the immediate settlement of the settlers' claims
" . . . lest they all become Grits ."" The result was the assignment of William Pearce, the
Inspector of Lands Agencies with the Dominion Lands Board, to " . . . settle the land problems
as efficiently and as quietly as possible ."' Once in Prince Albert, Pearce quickly realized :
. . . land claims in the district were hopelessly confused . Many of the original squatters
had sold "their" lands before obtaining title while subsequent "owners" had in turn
sold to others . In effect they had sold land belonging to the public domain without
title, and legally Pearce was required to seize the land . He realized that such a course
of action would be both impractical and contrary to the settlement policies of the
government. He decided that because they were all squatters he would treat each of
the claimants equally and that he would accept the status quo of ownership claims ."'
In effect, Pearce accepted the original squatters' claims as transferable, recognizing the
assignment of their rights as valid transfers of interest in the land . He also went further,
allowing immediate issue of patent on lots where settlers had made their entry official only
at the time of survey. He generally accepted as truthful settlers' evidence about their term of
residence and value of improvements, based on the rationale that " . . . it could assist in the
settlement of claims[,] particularly as the present allocation of lands seemed to be acceptable
to the community as a whole."" Where necessary, Pearce augmented information about
claims by " . . . a lot of questioning, comparing of dates and ascertaining of facts from other
settlers."" Pearce predated all claims to the date of actual entry, and applied the terms of
settlement in legislation in force at that date ." To meet homestead requirements, he assessed
improvement values as they would have been at the 1882 height of the land boom, regardless
of when the settlers had made the improvements . Pearce credited settlers for their labour in
making improvements, and at the rate prevalent during the boom . Where payment was
required for acreage in excess of homestead amounts, it was assessed whenever possible at
the earlier rate of $1 .00 per acre rather than the prevailing $2 .00 per acre fee. 45 His report
later " . . . acknowledged that it would be unfair to charge settlers the 1882 price of land when
they had settled on it much earlier . . . . X46 Because of Pearce's efforts to be fair to settlers
who had occupied land before the survey, " . . . many settlers in Prince Albert district could
qualify for patent as soon as they made application . . . . It was on this basis that patents were
granted in 1884 as a result of the investigation by William Pearce . X 47 Enthusiasm for Pearce's
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leniency was originally tinged by some apprehension over his power to be so generous .
However, in April 1884 the Minister of the Interior approved Pearce's resolution of the claims
of the English-speaking people in the Prince Albert district . 48
Unfortunately, Pearce's largesse at Prince Albert was not evident in his cavalier
attitude toward the claims of the French-speaking population on the South Saskatchewan . On
an .earlier trip to the region in 1883, Pearce had reassured settlers in the eight-township tract
of the Prince Albert Colonization Company " . . . he would intercede on their behalf and
arrange for an exchange of lands when required . i d9 Yet upon completion of the 1884 work
in Prince Albert district, Pearce left the South Branch claims in the hands of underlings who
lacked his power to adjudicate claims. As a result, " . . . the Metis took his failure to visit them
as a slight upon their race and further evidence of government indifference to their plight
. "so
The following year their interpretation of events appeared to have been accurate. The South
Branch claims, forwarded to Winnipeg in June of 1884, had been sent to Ottawa in October
and then back to the Prince Albert land office in February 1885 . In sharp contrast to the quick
settlement in Prince Albert, " . . . the question of trespass on the lands of the Prince Albert
Colonization Company was unresolved ; thirty families were excluded from 'entry' as well as
from patents."" Added to the "peculiarly provocative" Order in Council of 28 January 1885
that indicated only 200 of 1,300 potential South Branch claimants were eligible, the contrast
with the Prince Albert settlement could only fuel Metis outrage . 52 Constant communication
between the settlements made the contrast the more evident . 53 Such provocation ignited the
Resistance of 1885, requiring the shipment of Middleton's army west to preserve the purposes
of the Dominion .
However shabby the treatment of the Metis on the South Branch, after the Resistance
Canada extended the liberality of Pearce's treatment of Prince Albert claims to the South
Branch. With respect to the families on the Prince Albert Land Colonization Company,
Sprague pointed out: "Their claims were taken up in the autumn of 1885, and accorded the
same entry privilege as the others ."" Overall, given that Metis claims to land in Green Lake
predated those in Prince Albert, the liberal recognition given by Pearce to the latter would
have seemed to auger well for the Metis settlers at Green Lake in 1912 .
Besides Pearce's pragmatic resolution of original settler claims, there existed an Order
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in Council that seemingly spoke to the situation. Four days after the first violent confrontation
of the 1885 resistance, Order in Council (688) authorized "an issue of scrip" in a belated
attempt "to satisfy any claims existing in connection with the extinguishment of the Indian
title, preferred by half-breeds resident in the North-West Territories . . . . X 55 About three weeks
later, Order in Council (688) was amended by Order in Council (821) of 18 April 1885, which
provided :
1 . That the small water frontages of which Half-breeds are at present in bona fide
possession, by virtue of residence and cultivation, be sold to them at one dollar per
acre, the area in no case to exceed forty acres, and payment therefor to be made
within two years .
2. That in satisfaction of their claims as actual settlers [emphasis added] upon these
small water frontages which are proposed to be sold to them, they be permitted to
select from lands open for homestead and pre-emption entry as nearly as possible in
the vicinity of their holdings one quarter section of 160 acres, more or less, the patent
for which however, shall not issue until payment has been made in full for the lands
of which they are now in occupation as aforesaid ."
These two clauses held great promise for the settlers at Green Lake . The explicit
differentiation between land due in satisfaction of Aboriginal title in Order in Council (688)
and land 'earned' by prior settlement in Order in Council (821) represented a reiteration of the
distinction between Section 31 and Section 32 of the Manitoba Act. The application of O .C .
821 in Green Lake would have resulted in claimants paying $1 per acre for their small lots and
then claiming an additional free grant of 160 acres in the nearest quarter-section . Acceptance
of scrip under O . C. 688 would not have barred such settlement, given the different sources
of the claims (i.e ., settlement and Indian title) . The use of the date of survey (as in the
settlement in advance of survey legislation) would have made the claim settlement
comprehensive and closer to the settlement negotiated with Clouston .
Department of the Interior officials haphazardly applied other legislation to the Green
Lake claims (described in Chapter Six). That legislation was part of a general revision of land
law in 1908, and stated the Governor in Council might :
c) upon the extinguishment of the Indian title in any territory or tract of land, make
to persons satisfactorily establishing undisturbed occupation of any lands within the
said territory or tract at the date of such extinguishment, by their own residence or
that of their servants, tenants or agents, in actual peaceable possession thereof, free
grants of the said lands, provided that an area not more than equal to a quarter-section
shall be so granted to any one person unless there has been cultivation of more than
8 5
that area ; 57
Similar sections had een part of the Dominion Lands Act since at least 1879. 58 The
settlement date referred to in 1879 was still the 15 July 1870 date associated with the transfer .
That anomaly was co ected in 1899, when legislative change updated the relevant date to
1 January 1899, evid ntly in keeping with the signing of Treaty Eight ." Although land
legislation again changed in 1906, it was not until the 1908 revision that the more generic date
of extinguishment of
the face of it, many
despite the retroactive
that the survey folio ed treaty by more than twenty years .
No shortage f available options hindered settlement of the Green Lake claims in
1912 . Besides the various pieces of legislation, the practical accommodation reached in Prince
Albert and the Orders in Council reviewed above, the general meeting between Homestead
Inspector Clouston
Clouston claimed to
the Department."
proposition for you,"
by the residents ." The
work.62 Both the Ho estead Inspector and the surveyors would appear to have had ample
precedents for expeg some form of satisfactory settlement for the settlers at Green Lake .
Forty-odd years of na ional policy advancement had generated an array of accommodations
to meet land claims c ming from property relations extant from the earlier fur trade period .
There appeared to be no reason to doubt that less would be done on the current frontier of
national policy implementation .
However, things were changing; the national policy had reached its peak, and previous
practices faltered along with the failing momentum of national policy expansion .
boriginal title replaced the specific dates of the previous versions . On
een Lake settlers were eligible for free grants under this legislation
ature of the residency requirement in the Treaty Six area and the fact
d the Green Lake residents appeared to have reached a settlement .
ve only told the residents that he "would forward their proposition to
ne resident would later recall Clouston saying "I will work that
terpreting the words to mean agreement with the proposal put forth
surveyors apparently confirmed this interpretation in the course of their
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CHAPTER FIVE
THE DECADE OF DELAY, 1912-1922
Between the survey of 1912 and the end of World War I, the Department of the
Interior failed to take significant action to recognise the claims of the original settlers in Green
Lake. The department had carried out the surveys in Green Lake at the peak of the
expansionary forces associated with the national policy. However, as Donald Smiley pointed
out, those forces had begun to fade after 1912 . 1 To varying degrees, the options that the
national policy had developed for the recognition of land claims of original settlers had
occurred in the context of expansionary forces . However, as expansion faltered after 1912,
the necessity of dealing with original settler claims would fade . No longer did it seem so
imperative to clear the land for further settlement . As a result, the Department of the Interior
did not attempt to settle the Green Lake claims until after World War I . By that time, the
Department developed options for treating the claims based on a new set of circumstances
which reduced to insignificance the fur trade claims of the settlers . The options developed
during the 1919-1922 period would then strongly influence the actual disposition of the
settlers' claims post-1922 .
Population data reflected the faltering of expansion on the prairies ; the phenomenal
growth of the first decade of the new century slowed during the second decade . Gerald
Friesen posited "five significant infusions of immigrants . . . . The third infusion of immigrants,
and by far the largest, occurred between 1897 and 1913	
2
Kenneth Norrie seconded
Friesen's identification of the 1897-1913 era :
Homestead entries began to rise in 1897, falling in only two of the next fifteen years .
They jumped from 1,857 in 1896 to 7,426 in 1900 and 44,479 in 1911 . The increase
in homesteads was matched by a jump in land sales by private companies . By the end
of the decade most of the potential agricultural area of the prairies was at least thinly
settled . . . . 3
While some thinly settled areas might continue to absorb immigration and natural population
increases, settlers had occupied most agriculturally suitable land by 1914 : "By 1885 only
8.8% of the eventual total net homestead entries had been recorded, and by 1900 only 20% .
By 1906, however, the proportion had reached 51 .4%, and by the outbreak of World War I
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nearly 89% . i 4 New homestead entries would continue, but new failures were assured as well
.
Most of the best land had been occupied by the time of survey in Green Lake .
The relative decline in the demand for land after 1912 was suggested by a slowing of
the growth of the prairie population . For the prairies, the 1901-1911 increase in population
was 220.7%, but in 1911-1921 the increase dropped to 47.3% . s
The contrast is even greater
for Saskatchewan, where the increase in 1901-1911 was a staggering 439 .5%, while the
commensurate figure for the next decade dropped to 53 .8% . 6 As well, the source of prairie
population increases changed after 1911 ; natural population increases supplanted increases
due to immigration.' The change in the source of population growth resulted in changes to
the birthplace of the prairie population . In 1911, 29% of prairie residents had been born on
the prairies, 48% were foreign-born and 23% had been born elsewhere in Canada . By 1931,
52% of prairie residents had been born on the prairies, 38% were foreign-born and only 10%
came from elsewhere in Canada.' The growth of the prairie-born population compared with
the foreign and other Canadian-born population showed a decline in the growth of
immigration pressures on land . A change in the nature of the immigrant population between
1910 and 1914 accentuated that decline . According to Friesen, railway construction required
"unsophisticated labourers," and :
. . . the result was free entry for 'foreign' navvies in 1910-11
. Because Robert Borden's
new Conservative government was equally sensitive to the demands of contractors,
mine owners, and lumber entrepreneurs, the policy was continued until the outbreak
of the war in 1914 . Untold thousands of immigrants in this era belonged to this
category of foreign navvy . . . .'
It might be added, that category of new immigrants added little to the demand for new lands
for agriculture .
Those immigrants who did want to take up land in the west were likely to be directed
toward the dry regions to the south . Friesen pointed out : "The next phase in prairie
agricultural history, the decade after 1908, was marked by a great error in Canadian domestic
policy," the opening to settlement of "the relatively dry regions of southwest Saskatchewan
and southeast Alberta. . . ." 10 Despite the optimism of northern advocates, pressure on land
remained primarily a southern phenomenon through the decade of the war . Kenneth Norrie
has broadened the national policy discussion by positing a "dry farming hypothesis .""
According to that hypothesis, new techniques of dry farming opened semiarid land after the
9 1
mid 1880s . "As wheat prices started rising again after 1896," semiarid land "was rapidly filled
in . . . . " 12 The new dry farming techniques, rather than the national policy as such, encouraged
the settlement boom and projected the pattern of growth onto the southern part of the
province rather than north toward Green Lake. To Nome, " . . . the availability of suitable
dry farming techniques meant another once-and-for-all shift in the extensive margin of
cultivation, this time a much larger one . . . . the actual margin of cultivation was extended to
meet the potentially feasible one ."" The lack of new settlers around Green Lake suggested
that the area was at or beyond Norrie's "margin of cultivation" for national policy purposes .
It was not, however, solely a shortage of good land that took the wind out of the sails
of the national policy. The "rapid economic growth" of the last decade "peaked in late 1912,"
followed by the "first major depression" of the twentieth century .
14
"By spring of 1913 the
economic downturn was clearly evident across Canada," and the depression would last "until
long after the outbreak of war ."" Heavy infusions of capital had marked the expansive phase,
especially for the infrastructure needed to take advantage of the wheat boom. Now, however,
"the prime source of much of that capital, the London money market, had dried up."" The
Canadian market was no longer able to absorb the expanded industrial productivity that the
railway and tariff portions of the national policy had created," Prewar Conservative tariff
increases " . . . brought scant relief to hard-pressed farmers, who since 1912 had suffered
falling agricultural prices, reduced demand and adverse weather conditions which brought
some wheat farmers in the west face to face with starvation."" Machinery had become a
necessary precondition to a thriving western agricultural economy, but lack of access to
capital to purchase such machinery constricted the ability of the farmer to produce :
Bankers refused to extend further credit, mortgage companies threatened to foreclose,
and a flight from the land, smaller certainly than that in the 1930's, but nonetheless
real, began. Farmers, their sons, their tenants and hired men, along with a continuing
flood of immigrants - over 400,000 in 1913 -
poured into the cities to join the
growing ranks of the unemployed in the fruitless search for work if possible, for relief
if necessary.'9
In the face of such conditions, the national policy could no longer push settlement onto new
lands .
The lack of expansionary pressure meant that there was no longer a perceived need
for the Department of the Interior officials in Ottawa to be in any hurry to resolve the issue
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of land ownership in Green Lake . No new settlers arrived to demand title, so there was no
immediate need to clear the land of Metis claims based on prior settlement . The armed
conflict of World War I re-enforced the lack of incentive . The land claims of a few aging
HBC employees (as Clouston had described the Green Lake population) troubled few of
those engaged in the administration of the country's affairs .
The lack of response: 1912-1919
Father Jules Teston, O.M.I., began to pursue the claim to land under the new land
system in December of 1912. Teston wrote to Dominion Lands in Battleford :
Dear Sir,
I am writing to you about a home Stead I will like to have that home Stead just where
is built the R.C. Mission. I am living here since 22 years ago and I have work up the
place about 15 acres . I have done a very hard work in the forest very bushy
. So, I was
getting animals . and next year I am to buy some ones . I am told that I can get my
home Stead just here in the woods. I don't know yet the number but close the H .B .
Post more north . There is no body yet asking a home Stead where I like to take it
.
Please write me as soon you can and according to your letter I will go to your office
myself this winter and give you more informations . 20
Teston unfortunately does not say who told him he could get a "home Stead." The fact was
that he could not. In what may have been the first formal statement by the Department of the
Interior with respect to then-current policy, Battleford ADL Noel replied to Teston :
. . . entries are not being made in Township 61, Range 12, W
. 3rd M., at the present
time, owing to the squatters claims around the lake, therefore no application can be
considered for you on the N .E. 1/4 of 18
. The Department are having a fresh survey
made of the Township and you will be advised later as to what portion you may enter
for. A note is on file to the effect that your improvements including the Church are
on the N. 1/2 of the N .E. 1/4, but one Pierre Laliberte claims the S . 1/2 of the same
section .
21
The promise that Teston would be "advised later as to what portion" he could apply for was
to be unfulfilled for some ten years . This was not for any lack of Teston's trying to get action
.
In March of 1914 Teston wrote ADL Battleford that the correct description for the land he
settled on was NE 19-61-12, not the west 1/2 as previously suggested .' A week later ADL
Noel confirmed receipt of Teston's letter, saying he would advise "Head Office ."' Apparently
in a continuing response to Teston's original request, Noel again wrote to Teston in July of
1914. He explained that until the 1912 survey was completed " . . .
and the squatter's claims
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in the Township disposed of no application can be considered from others ."" Township 61-12
remained closed not only to those who would usurp the claims of the old settlers, but to those
'protected' settlers as well .
Teston may not have succeeded in advancing his claim, but his requests of 1914
prompted some bureaucratic response to the situation. One month after Noel told Teston that
he would advise Head Office, N.B
. Sheppard of the Land Patents Branch asked Surveyor
General Deville if his branch had made the Green Lake survey and when they would issue the
preliminary plan " . . . in order that the remaining lands may be made available for entry
.
"25
Deville responded that "the survey of the settlement lots along the east and west shores of
Green Lake . . . was made in 1912 by C .F. Miles,
D .L.S ." and that the new plan would be " .
issued in about three weeks ."'
Evidently working at cross purposes with his departmental superiors, F . Nelson,
Assistant Secretary told ADL Battleford on 11 June 1914 that NE 19-61-12 requested by
Teston " . . . would appear to be vacant, and therefore as you state the land is under
reservation in the above mentioned Township, it will be necessary for you to furnish this
office on the first opportunity with particulars of the said reservation
."' ADL Noel seemed
unfazed by the lack of understanding of the situation expressed by the Ottawa-based Nelson
.
On June 18 Noel replied to "The Secretary," referring him to his "letter of 23rd May 1912 ."
In a patient tone, Noel added : "It is assumed the Department wished to sub-divide that
portion fronting on the lake, where so many settlers have resided for years
."" Nelson,
apparently having familiarized himself with preceding events, on July 13 confirmed Noel's
position regarding Teston's inquiry: " . . . the preliminary plan in this Township was recalled
by instructions and the lands cannot be thrown open until the survey of the settlers
[sic] claim
around the lake have been completed
. Kindly notify the interested parties accordingly . "' One
week later Noel relayed that message to Teston as previously cited .
The search for a map initiated by Teston's inquiry appeared to have stalled, for in
October of 1915 Sheppard again asked Deville " . . .
when the plan of Township 61, Ranges
12 and 13 . . . will be published, as it is desired to issue a patent to the Hudson's Bay
Company for their post at this point ."" Perhaps the influence of the Hudson's Bay Company
exceeded that of Father Teston, for Deville immediately informed Sheppard that the plan was
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" . . . now with the printers and is expected to issue by the end of this week . It will bear date
12th. October, 1915 . . . ." Deville also noted that the map (Fig . 5.1) showed Lot 2 East of the
BBC as 98.6 acres." However, there was no record of the use of a map to examine claims
until 1922 .
While the original settlers' claims in the closed townships were inactive after Teston's
failed attempt to claim a homestead, significant activity occurred in the settlers' claims in open
township 62-13 . Louis and Marie Desrocher built a new house on their quarter-section (SE
2-62-13) in 1913, and began cultivation of a 2-acre garden . 32 However, Louis Desrocher died
in 1915 at the age of 28 . 33 In 1919, by means of " . . . Letters of Administration of all and
singular," the property rights of Louis Desrocher with respect to the quarter-section were " .
. . granted . . . to Marie Derocher. . . . X34 Unlike the claims of the residents of the closed
townships, the department had recognised Louis Desrocher's claim to land as inheritable
ownership rights .
In 1913 Marcel Desrocher again attempted to record correctly the location of the land
he lived on (SW 1-62-13) . Desrocher requested the cancellation of his entry to NW 1-62-13 .
He declared :
That I made entry for the N.W. quarter of 1-62-13 by mistake . that my
intention was to enter the S .W. quarter of Sec . 1 .62.13 where I have been
living with my family for years . and where I have all my improvements
located . since I made entry for the n .w.q. of Sec.1 .62-13 .3rd I have
continually lived in the S .W. quarter. Sec 1 .62-13-3td. I have not put any
improvements on the N.W.q.1 .62-13-3rd. besides the above reasons, the
N.W.q.1 .62-13.3rrr is entirely unfit for farming owing to the low nature of the
land which is subject to spring floods, and, also on account of the heavy
timber. my intention is to re-enter the S .W.q.1-62-13-3 as soon as I can get
authority from the Dominion Lands office ."
Peter Vi Lebrun witnessed the declaration as Justice of the Peace and Catherine Villebrun as
witness to Marcel Desrocher's mark. In November 1913, the Department of the Interior
notified Marcel that his entry in NW 1-62-13 "will now be cancelled in accordance with the
abandonment you have executed ."' In contrast, it only granted entry to the Desrochers on
their actual settlement lands in 1921 . 37
In addition to the claims of the Desrochers, the third claimant in the open township
of 62-13 was Edward Beatty . In 1916 Beatty applied for patent to SE 14-62-13 . 38 Beatty filed
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a sworn statement in support of his application, saying he was a soldier " . . . living where duty
called . . . " in the "44th Battery C .F.A. 11th Bgde," but noted "Canadian Address Duck Lake
P.O. Sask .i 39 His wife and five children remained on the homestead . In 1915 he had two acres
broken and cropped; as well the family owned twelve cattle and four horses . Although Beatty
had six hogs in 1914, he disposed of them before going overseas . The Beatty house was
30x18 with an attached kitchen that measured 15x15 . The structure was valued at $500, while
his new stable, outhouses, and so forth were valued at $200 . He gave his half-mile of fencing
a value of $20 . At the time of the declaration he was stationed in County of London, England .
The declarations of two other settlers, John Sinclair and Peter Villebrun, supported
Beatty's application for homestead patent . They gave John Sinclair's address as "Squatter"
on NW 36-61-13,40 and Peter Villebrun's address as "Squatter" on SE 36-61-13
. 41
The
surveyors had not reported either of the two residents, nor was there any record that they
filed any further claim of their own for their respective lands . Villebrun appeared to have
shared what had been surveyed as Lot 12 East, nominally claimed by Josette Sinclair . John
Sinclair may also have shared in that lot . Telling from Mile's survey map which quarters were
in fact covered by the Sinclair settlement area was difficult, given that the site straddled the
survey line between township 61-12 and township 61-13 ; four quarter sections were
involved.' Given the constraining nature of the surveyed lots in comparison to the quarter-
section allocations under the Dominion Lands Act, the settlers would have fared better had
they filed as homesteaders rather than as original settlers in the 1912 survey plan
.
Beatty's 1916 application for patent received further support the next year . . In
September of 1917 Captain Geo . R. Peterson of the Saskatoon Military Convalescent
Hospital wrote that Edward Beatty " . . . has Rheumatism and Hallux Rigidus and in my
opinion it will be impossible for him to carry out duties of Homesteading and would
recommend that Patent of same be granted him ."" Shortly after that the Department of
Interior notified Beatty that in view of his being " . . . incapacitated from performing your
homestead duties, . . . " patent for SE 14-62-13 would issue in his name " . . . without calling
for the performance of any further settlement duties	
44
The open townships saw no further activity until 1919 . However, within the closed
townships two surprising developments played out despite the closure
. Revillon Freres was
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the operating name of a fur trading company that had established itself in the BBC's
"traditional heartland" ; by 1903 the company " . . . operated twenty-three establishments from
coast to coast .X45 Counter to the usual prairie image of the Metis as residents of road
allowances, in Green Lake it was Revillon Freres on the road allowance . Miles had surveyed
a small lot, Lot 5A East, evidently to reflect the use of that portion of Lot 5 East by Revillon
Freres. However, in 1914 Revillon Freres agent A . McWalton built some additional log
buildings on the road allowance between Lot 4 and Lot 5 East ; Theodore Morin later
reported that in the process McWalton " . . . had to run a few feet of their building (kitchen)
in to Lot 5, although my father [Louis Morin] and I strongly objected to them butting in on
our land, but they, Revillon Frere, did not take heed or take notice of our objections, although
the ground in question was fenced at the time ."' In Green Lake the Metis, as original settlers,
endorsed the land survey, and it was the fur trade company that did not comply with the new
land-use system . Despite being partially built on road allowance, the holdings of Revillon
Freres apparently were saleable; in 1918 they " . . . passed from Revillon Frere to J .C . Abbey
& Son, Merchants .
"47
Then in 1920 U.C . Abbey & Son sold the lot 5a [East] to A . Bell &
Son." 48 As Theodore Morin put it, "Apparently, no trouble was ever taken by any of the
different parties . . . as to the actual extent or size of the lot 5a. . . . X49 In fact, no title issued
to Lot 5A until A. Bell purchased the lot from the Crown in 1923
.50 It was evident from the
resulting conflict that Bell believed he had secured the lands that conflicted with the Morin
claim, although the department later ruled he had not ." The events begged the question of
what the vendors sold in the transactions that preceded the 1923 sale .
The government telegraph service generated a second transfer of land in the closed
Township. In 1914 Telegraph Agent Robt . P. White requested sale of Lot 6 East
. In his
request he explained that all other land in township 61-12 was not open for entry and that Lot
6 East was "a vacant piece of land .X52 In May of 1915, N .O
. Cote recommended reservation
of fractional legal subdivision 3, SW 19-61-12, containing 25
.90 acres to the Department of
Public Works, "for telegraph purposes ."' Privy Council 1702 (23 July 1915) announced "His
Royal Highness the Governor General in Council, is pleased to set apart, during pleasure,
fractional Legal-subdivision 3, of Section 19, Township 61, Range 12, West of the 3rd
Meridian . . . 25 .90 acres . . . for the use of the Department of Public Works in connection
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with its telegraph services. X54 Legal subdivision 3 included part of Lot 6 East . The closure of
lands to protect Metis claimants apparently did not deter appropriation of lands needed for
government purposes .
In 1916 G.M. Regan began residence in Green Lake as the Telegraph Operator ." A
second request for telegraph land appeared in July of 1917 when J .D.Noel, "District Supt ."
off the Government Telegraph Service, requested one acre of NW 18-61-12 where some
telegraph buildings were situated . Noel stated "I understand that these lands are still held in
the name of the crown."" Battleford ADL (L.P.O.) Noel forwarded J .D. Noel's request to
Ottawa, repeating that it was for " . . . one acre each on the North West 1/4 18-61-12 which
stands in the name of the Crown ."" No mention was made of the reservation of the
Township. However, the request came to nought when Cote responded to Noel that a request
for telegraph lands would only be considered when the Department of Public Works
requested it ." Apparently they did not pursue the matter .
Two events in 1919 presaged the end of the era of relative inactivity with respect to
the Green Lake land claims. The first was the coming of new agricultural settlement in the
Green Lake area, or at least the first hesitant attempts to establish such settlement . The
second event was the July 1919 passage of Privy Council No. 1450, authorizing the Minister
of the Interior to dispose of lots in remote settlements without inspection or valuation .
The arrival of new settlers in Green Lake reflected a general increase in immigration
and settlement after the end of the war . They represented the beginning of the fourth of
Friesen's "five significant infusions of immigrants" to the western interior ." Canada had
survived the war " . . . only to return to a severely deflated peacetime economy . X60 While, the
end of the war boom " . . . marked the end of the epoch of the First National Policy . . . . the
rest of the decade was 'devoted to an attempt to continue that epoch .""' Brodie typified the
policymaking of the era as "The Years of Drift . o 62
Several factors increased the demand for land, some of which also favoured the more
northerly areas . The primary factor in the growth of settlement was the policy of trying to
place returning soldiers on homestead land. Beginning in 1918, lands were specifically
designated as soldier settlement lands after being withdrawn for that purpose by the Soldier
Settlement Board.' In Saskatchewan, most of such lands were set aside in northerly regions,
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and as a result " . . . the frontier of population moved northward
."" A second factor related
to the increase in farm size . By 1921, more than sixty-seven percent of the farms in
Saskatchewan contained more than two hundred acres as compared with only thirty-eight
percent in 1901 . 65 The ability to pre-empt an adjoining quarter-section was greater in the less
settled northern districts . Finally, homestead land, as opposed to land available for purchase,
was more prevalent farther north . By 1923, immigrant settlers would find :
Little land remained in the longer-settled areas . Private holdings sold at impossibly
high prices for pioneers with little capital . The Hudson [sic] Bay Company, for
example, charged 15 dollars for an acre, irrespective of its quality . Even the Canadian
Pacific Railway, more anxious to settle pioneers and increase its business, offered land
at the rate of 8 to 10 dollars an acre ."
Again the Department of the Interior would focus its attention northward in response to new
settler demand .
A tentative foray into commercial agriculture preceded the 1919 homestead entries
in the Green Lake area . In August of 1918, John B . Forster paid ten dollars for a hay permit
on SW 18-62-12 " . . . for the purpose of barter or sale ." Peter Villebrun witnessed the permit
application ; by this time he had become Justice of the Peace. 67
Forster's application for a
temporary permit was followed the next year by the homestead entries of Jacob Hiebert (NW
12-62-13),68 Fred Paradis (SW 12-62-13),69 Henry Zumkehr (SW 12-62-13), 7° Jacob Peters
(NE 14-62-13)," Alexander Sinclair (SE 8-62-12), 72 and Gilbert Roy (SE 17-62-12) . 73 As
well as these homestead entries, two other settlers took up residence in 1919 : Alan Richard
Abbey settled on NE 2-63-13, 74 (a township which had recorded no previous entry), and
Victor Fulton began to ranch on SW 13-62-13 . 75 All of these entries were made in open
townships; no new entries were yet allowed in Townships 61-12 and 61-13
. Of those eight
entrants, declarations showed that only two (Sinclair and Roy) resided in the Green Lake
area. Their applications for entry represented the opening of formal claims to
a fourth
township (62-12) by Metis residents of Green Lake . The other six represented an in-migration
at the time of soldier settlement programs . The contiguity of the quarter sections with each
other and the earlier homestead of Edward Beatty (a veteran himself) suggested previous
camaraderie. On the other hand, the silence of the record left open the possibility that the
chosen area of settlement for these four claims simply reflected what might have appeared as
superior agricultural potential in the areas claimed . The claims of Hiebert, Fulton and Peters
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all had frontages on the Beaver River, thus supporting the latter thesis and possibly providing
a rationale for the "old log shack" and "old log stables" Hiebert found his newly claimed
homestead." At any rate, the new claimants suggested the northwesterly thrust of
agricultural settlement .
The new entries were not without their problems . Paradis and Zumkehr evidently
chose the same quarter-section . Paradis abandoned his homestead entry almost immediately
after attaining it," and Zumkehr immediately replaced Paradis on the quarter, ostensibly to
set up a dairy operation ." The record included some biographical information regarding Jacob
Peters. He was an American citizen from Kansas who declared "it is my intention to become
a British subject under the laws of Canada."" He was a widower with two children under the
age of twelve . His last place of residence was Meadow Lake, and he described himself as a
"Rancher . X 80
New administrative policy regarding land claims accompanied the new prospective
settlers, though it did not relate specifically to the new settlement . In July of 1919 the Privy
Council passed P .C. 1450 . 81 The policy order first cited the reports of the Minister of the
Interior regarding small lots surveyed over the years " . . . in the northern country, such as Fort
Smith, Fort Fitzgerald, Fort Norman, Fort Resolution and other points in the unsurveyed
parts of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and the Northwest Territories . . . for the purpose of
meeting the requirements of the settlers ." The order then pointed out that under previous
revisions (P.C . 1263, 1918) the sale of such lots required " . . . a valuation . . . placed on the
land by a competent officer of the Department of the Interion [sic] after a personal inspection
thereof" This additional and troublesome requirement superseded P .C. 1263, under which
"a sale of the lots might be made to the occupants at a nominal rate per acre in the discretion
of the Minister of the Interior ." Thus, P .C . 1450 restored the prerogative of the Minister to
approve sales, dispensing with "the inspections and valuations ." P .C . 1450 added one caveat
to the power of the Minister : the disposal of such lots was to be " . . . at a nominal rate but in
no case at a less rate than three dollars an acre." Over the next ten years the three-dollar
minimum would strongly influence the Department of the Interior's disposal of Metis claims
to land in Green Lake. Whether it should have been so used seems doubtful .
Janine Brodie has argued that although the wheat economy and the population of the
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western provinces continued to grow after the war, " . . the most dynamic sources of
capitalist accumulation had shifted elsewhere - to the mines, rivers, and forests of the
northern frontiers of Ontario, Quebec, and British Columbia ."" The driving force behind the
sale of northern lots may have reflected an interest in settling land titles due to the growth of
resource extraction rather than settlement needs. Whatever the motivation for the 1919 Order
in Council, its application to the Green Lake settlement was ultra vires: P.C. 1450 specifically
referred to application only in "the unsurveyed parts" of the provinces and territories . The
sectional survey had prompted the lot survey in Green Lake to satisfy original settler claims .
The application of P.C. 1450 to the settlement would largely ignore both the previous survey
and Metis original settler claims .
Defining the options : the Miles survey claimants, 1920-1922
For the claimants in closed townships 61-12 and 61-13, the new decade began with
much the same legal conditions as had characterised the previous several years . In February
1920 John B. Laliberte applied for a grazing lease for the West 1/2 and SE 1/4 of 13-61-12
.
In support of his application Laliberte listed "Farmer" as his occupation . Laliberte likely
intended to use the lease to provide feed for his fifteen cattle and seven horses
." Two weeks
after Laliberte's application, the Battleford ADL acknowledged receipt of his application and
$9.60 remittance, " . . . but as this land is under reservation by the Department,
. . ." he
returned the check. The ADL further noted that "As soon as this land is thrown open to the
public you will be informed of the same." Handwritten on the document was the notation to
"Inform Laliberte if land is thrown open ."" The land Laliberte was attempting to lease was
some five to six miles due east of the HBC/church complex, and was not under any other
claim at the time . The closure of the township, ostensibly to protect Metis claims, worked
against Metis consolidation of an agricultural land base in the Green Lake area . The land
record made no mention how Laliberte fed his cattle during the following months
. No doubt
remained, however, that 61-12 and 61-13 remained closed for the time being .
The department began preparing the first formal response to the claims of the Metis
in 1920. On 4 April 1920, some eight years after the filing of the claims in 1912, V
.L. Lawson
of the Land Patents Branch of the Department of the Interior requested the departmental files
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on the eight claimants whose declarations the Miles survey had collected in 1912 . Lawson
was evidently under the illusion that those claimants comprised the total of the Green Lake
claimants; his request listed the claims by lot numbers in sequential order, but without
reference to their location east or west of the lake . The list showed Lot 2 as patented,
evidently referring to the BBC title to Lot 2 East, which had been patented in 1915 . 85 It also
showed Lot 6 and Lots 11-14 as vacant without reference to location east or west of the lake .
The heading at the top of the document, however, claimed reference to both township 61-12
(east of the lake) and 61-13 (west of the lake) . Evidently working from Lawson's incomplete
list, Glidden, the acting Controller, Land Patents Branch, recommended to the Deputy
Minister of the Department of Interior, W . W . Cory:
Under the provisions of the Order in Council passed on the 14th July, 1919, the
Minister was authorized to dispose of the lots in the different northern settlements to
the respective applicants therefor without such lots having been previously inspected
and valued, at a rate not less than $3 .00 an acre, and I beg to recommend that Mr .
Jean Baptiste Aubichon be permitted to purchase the said Lot 3, comprising 2 .58
acres, at this rate . As the sale in this case will amount to less than $20 .00 the usual fee
of $10.00 for patent would be required ."
Glidden made essentially the same recommendation with respect to the other seven claimants
involved in the Miles survey: Napoleon Girard, Philomen Aubichon, Josette Sinclair, Norbert
Fraser, Mathias Aubichon, Celestin Merasti and Francois Laliberte. Four days later, letters
began going out to the claimants to notify them :
Respecting your claim to the above mentioned lot . . . it has been decided to allow
you to purchase the same . . . at the rate of $3 .00 per acre . . . . The whole of the
purchase price . . . should be transmitted to the Agent of Dominion Lands at
Battleford on or before the 1st December next ."
The department sent similar notices to each of the eight claimants Lawson had identified .
The first response from the Metis claimants looked promising for the Department's
action. Jean Baptiste Aubichon immediately sent in a payment of $18
.00, and became the first
of the Metis claimants to register ownership under the new land system : patent to Lot 3 West
issued in his name December 6, 1920 . 88
The second response to the "permission" granted to
the Metis to buy the land they claimed was far less amicable . With the help of Teston, in
whose handwriting the letter was written, Annie Girard attempted to set the record straight
:
Green Lake Settlement, Sask, N .W.T .
September the 27th 1920
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Dear Sir,
Referring to your letter, file No . 2908948 for a lot of land 8 Pt . Sec. 19-61-12-W . 3rd
Meridian, addressed to my late husband Napoleon Ge'rard who died about 6 years
ago. Now, I am a widow assisted by the government for rations every week to myself
and two of my young sons. The lot of land comprises 5 .25 acres in a place not
cultivable. There is my shack only on that piece of land . When, my late husband was
living, having by nature only one arm, I heard him talking in this way : "This piece of
land is given to my[sic] as I was present when a gentleman coming from the land
office of Battleford asking to the people by meeting said How you people of Green
Lake you like to agree yourselves? You are close to the lake of Green Lake and too
near each others to take homesteads. and what you think to do for the little places
where stand your houses? [underline in original] Well the place is no good for
homesteads too bushy around. Well there were about 20 men in that meeting . One of
them purposing[sic] this. Well to accommodate everybody I suggest this proposition .
"The first settlers established having a lot of land but the others having nothing ." Yes,
everybody approving this proposition, and they asked this . If so, the government must
give that piece of land to everyone and after asking more land arround[sic] their lots
to buy it from the government at 3 dollars or more an acre . So, this gentleman said :
"I will work that proposition for you ." Then, I tell you what my husband heard being
himself in that meeting .
Well, I ask you? how a poor widow as I am can pay the $15 .75 asked from
me? I am too old and no body helps me. The principle has been agreed by all and I
was thinking to be not troubled by no body in my lot of land .
What I tell you is the truth and I hope to receive an answer from you later on .
Yours truly a .
her
Annie X Girard
mark
Note She had one of her sons died in France and an other one was a soldier too . She
is the mother of two soldiers for the Canada."
When Girard's letter reached Lawson, he passed the matter onto his superior N .B. Sheppard,
who in turn requested the Surveyor General E . Deville " . . . to furnish me with a copy of the
instructions issued to Mr. C .F. Miles, D.L.S . . i90 Deville sent to Sheppard the Surveyor
General's 1912 instructions to Miles, Mile's general report and the Girard file 290894
.
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Sheppard then initialled a letter from the Acting Controller of the Lands Patent Branch W . S .
Glidden, in which Glidden asked of J .D. McLean of the Department of Indian Affairs :
Will you kindly advise me if you have any information to show that this woman is an
Indian, treaty or non-treaty, as if such is the case the land may be reserved for her
during her occupancy of the same under the agreement arrived at between the Deputy
Minister of the Interior and the Deputy Superintendent General of the Department of
Indian Affairs .'
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McLean responded that after a careful examination of " . . . the pay-list of Indian Bands
residing in the vicinity of Green Lake Settlement . . . . The name of Girard has not been found .
. . . X93 He then offered to search further if he were " . . . furnished with the name of the official
from whom this woman received rations . X94 Sheppard acted on McLean's suggestion by
initialling a letter from the new Controller of the Land Patents Branch, N .O. Cote, to Annie
Girard. Cote told Girard " . . . if you will furnish this Department with the name of the official
from whom you receive rations the matter of the sale to you of this lot will receive further
considerations."" Apparently no response came from Annie Girard .
By March of 1921 only two of the eight claimants from the Miles survey, Jean Baptist
Aubichon and Annie Girard, had replied to the September 1920 notices . The Land Patents
Branch sent a second notice to the six claimants who had not replied . Cote's letter to
Philomen Aubichon was typical :
I beg to call your attention to my letter of 1 st of September last, wherein you were
permitted to purchase Lot 4, Green Lake Settlement, containing 7 .06 acres at the rate
of $3.00 an acre, and as no payment has been received to request you to kindly advise
the Department at your early convenience of your intentions in the matter .'
Four of the six claimants notified this second time responded
: Philomen Aubichon, Norbert
Fraser, Francois Laliberte and Celestin Merasti . 97 All four indicated the same general
information and intent ; they wished to keep their lots, but were unable to make the required
payment at the time because of a lack of funds. Philomen Aubichon wrote that she would "try
and purchase this lot in about 2 months . " 98 She was the only one of the four to suggest a date
for payment; Norbert Fraser wrote that he would " . . . pay for it as soon as I get the money
.
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Francois Laliberte requested that Cote wait until " . . . later on when I will have some
money . " 100Celestin Merasti requested delay of payment until a time
" . . . when thinks[sic] are
brighter and I can make the amount required .""'
The department countered by asking Norbert Fraser " . . .
to kindly advise the
Department of the date when you expect to be in a position to make payment therefor ."
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However, the response to Philomen Aubichon's request differed in one respect . Apparently
because she promised a more specific date for payment, someone attached her letter to an
internal memorandum sent to W .S
. Glidden, now Assistant Controller under Cote of the Land
Patents Branch . The memo told Glidden of Philomen Aubichon's letter and that she would
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"not be able to remit the purchase price before two months' time .X 103 It then asked Glidden
to "kindly state whether this will be satisfactory to the Department .""' Four days later the
department sent a letter to Philomen Aubichon advising her " . . . that it will be satisfactory
to the Department if payment in connection with the permission granted you to purchase Lot
4, Green Lake Settlement, is made on or before the 1st July next .i 105 Only Philomen
Aubichon's claim appears to have been placed before the Assistant Controller and therefore
to have received departmental approval . Like that of Norbert Fraser, Francois Laliberte's
request of 5 June drew the response that " . . . if you will advise the Department of the date
when you expect to be in a position to make payment for the land above described, the
question of granting you an extension of the time will be given consideration."" Celestin
Merasti's request, made one day later then Francois Laliberte's, drew a new variation to the
policy: under circumstances of illness, the department could delay the payment
. However, but
interest would be added to the purchase price from 1 December 1920, three months after the
original permission to buy." The addition of interest to the original charges first appeared
in the correspondence with that letter .
Between September 1921 and May 1922 the department sent a series of letters to the
four claimants, first requesting " . . . if you are now in a position to make paymenti 108 and " .
. . if it is your intention to make payment," 109 then noting that " . . . payment has not yet been
received";" then later ones added the ominous request to " . . .
advise the Department at your
earliest convenience if you are still desirous of obtaining the same.""' Apparently, none of the
four replied . In an attempt to circumvent the lack of response, on 22 May 1922, Cote asked
the Agent of Dominion Lands at Battleford "to ascertain what are Mr . Fraser's intentions in
regard to making payment for this Lot .
,112
ADL Rose wrote to Fraser 7 June 1922, adding
his own twist to matters : " . . . notify this office within thirty days whether you still intend to
purchase this lot, otherwise your application will be cancelled .""' The new threat of
cancellation was no more effective than Cote's earlier attempts; Fraser did not reply within
the thirty days. The department took similar actions with respect to the remaining two
claimants who had never responded to Cote's notices. It sent Josette Sinclair a letter directly
on 31 May 1922 .
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Cote sought to reach Mathias Aubichon through the Battleford Land
Office, where Acting ADL Charles H . Price, acting on Cote's instructions, wrote to Mathias
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Aubichon 13 June 1922 . 115 Apparently neither claimant responded .
By May 1922, of the eight claimants registered by Miles in 1912, one claimant, Jean
Baptist Aubichon, had purchased a lot . A search had been initiated as to the identity of a
second claimant, Annie Girard. Of the remaining six, four had suggested a willingness to
purchase but an inability to pay, and then had not responded to further inquiries . Two
claimants had simply not responded to departmental letters at all .
It is not clear why, but an additional option for settlement of the Green Lake claims
developed in May of 1922 . On May 20 L.B. Taylor initialled a memorandum to Cote
suggesting the possibility of a free grant of land to Josette Sinclair :
Re Lot 10 Green Lake Settlement . . .
Mrs Josette Sinclair, made a statutory declaration, dated 17th August 1912,
before C.F. Miles, D.L.S., in which she stated that she had settled or made
improvements on this lot 40 years before, that is in 1872, also that she had gone into
bona fide residence thereon 22 years previous to the date of this declaration that is in
1890 .
The extinguishment of the Indian treaty in this locality was completed in 1876 .
Kindly inform me as to whether Mrs. Josette Sin[sic] Sinclair may be considered to
have established her claim to a free grant under Sub . sec. (c) Sec . 76 D.L.A.
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Section 76 (c) of the Dominion Land Act recognised the property rights of those who were
in possession of land at the time of the relevant treaty. Treaty Six of 1876 included the lands
west of Green Lake, while an adhesion to Treaty Six in 1889 covered those lands on the east
side of the lake . Cote evidently replied negatively with respect to Josette Sinclair's eligibility
for a free grant under Section 76 : at the end of May, Taylor, Sheppard and Cote all initialled
a letter from Cote to Sinclair noting the lack of payment and requesting her to " . . . express
your intentions in regard to making payment . X 117 No record was found of the basis for Cote's
denial of Josette Sinclair's eligibility for a free grant, but it appeared that-the date of "bona
fide residence" contributed to the denial .
The claim of Philomen Aubichon also came under the scrutiny of Taylor with respect
to Section 76. On 29 May 1922, Taylor initialled a memorandum from Sheppard to Cote that
recounted the granting of permission to buy, her reply that she was unable to pay, and her
failure to respond to further requests for payment . The memorandum then continued:
A statutory declaration . . . shows she had performed residence on this Lot for
40 years previous to the date of this declaration, that is since 1872. The
extinguishment of Indian title in this locality was completed in September 1876 . It
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appears therefore that Mrs . P. Aubichon is entitled to a free grant of this Lot in virtue
of her occupancy thereof at the date of extinguishment of the Indian title in this
locality under the provisions of Section 76, of the Dominion Lands Act . (Treaty No .
6, 1876 .)
Therefore I beg to recommend that the authority of the Governor in Council
be obtained sanctioning a free grant of Lot No . 4 to Mrs . Philomen Aubichon, and for
the issue of a patent for the same .
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The memorandum was annotated "Recommended N 0 Cote" and "Approved [initials not
decipherable] M.I ." (Minister of the Interior) and "Noted in reg'r LBT 6/6/22 ." On 17 June
1922, Cote recommended the free grant to W .W . Cory, the Deputy Minister of the Interior,
and appended a letter (initialled by Taylor and Sheppard) for the Minister of the Interior to
sign; it requested the approval of the Governor General in Council for the free grant ."' On
29 June, P . C . 1348, " . . . on the recommendation of the Minister of the Interior and under the
provisions of Section 76 of the Dominion Lands Act, . . . " authorized the free grant ." One
month later, Cote wrote Philomen Aubichon :
With reference to the permission granted to you to purchase the above mentioned
Lot, I beg to inform you that after further consideration it has been decided to make
a free grant of this Lot to you as you were in occupancy of the same at the time of the
Indian Treaty in 1876, therefore it will not be necessary for you to remit any payment
for this l
ot . 121
Patent for Lot 4 West of Green Lake issued to Philomen Aubichon on 26 September 1922 .
Her grant of slightly more than seven acres was the first recognition by free grant of the title
to land claimed by the Metis of Green Lake nearly eleven years earlier .
'22
Shortly after he had initiated action with respect to Philomen Aubichon's claim, L .B .
Taylor renewed the pursuit of Celestin Merasti . On 7 June 1922, he initialled a Cote
memorandum to the ADL at Battleford, enlisting his help in reaching Merasti .
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Acting ADL
Charles H. Price had dutifully written to Merasti (and also Norbert Fraser and Mathias
Aubichon), asking " . . . what your intentions are in regard to making payment for this lot .""
Evidently this letter reached Merasti, for on 7 August 1922, Battleford ADL D .J. Rose wrote
to Merasti regarding Lot 9: "I am in receipt of your remittance of $10 .00 being part payment
in connection with [Lot 9]." 125 The copy of the letter in the file was annotated "Time Sale
11354," the first indication in the files of this method of sale to the claimants . Time sales were
registered at Land Titles, showing partial payment with further payments scheduled .
In July 1922, L .B . Taylor initialled a letter from Cote to Annie Girard, whom they had
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not heard from since the futile effort to decide her status in 1920 . Cote asked Girard " . . .
whether you still desire to acquire this lot . " 126 The department sent a copy of the letter to the
ADL at Battleford as a request for " . . . a full report by a Homestead Inspector . i 127 The ADL
duly requested Homestead Inspector Dan Anderson to visit Green Lake and report " . . .
whether Mrs. Girard's application should be accepted, and . when she will be in a position
to .make payment . X 128 Before Anderson could visit Green Lake, Girard responded to Cote :
"Your letter July 29th File 2908948 reference Lot 8 Green Lake Sask . I still desire to acquire
this lot ."" Again the letter appears to be in Teston's handwriting, with Annie Girard's mark .
It was December before Anderson inspected . He reported that Annie Girard was in fact still
living on Lot 8 East, as she had for "about 25 or 30 years . X13' Anderson valued her log home
at twenty-five dollars, adding :
I beg to report that I have inspected above lot - found improvements as stated above .
Mrs. Girard is a Half Breed . She receives Destitute Rations about $15 .00 Per Month
from Dept Public Health Regina . She has one boy depending on her 12 years old
going to school at Green Lake . She says she didn't make application to buy this lot as
she thought the lot was given to her husband at time of survey . I would recommend
allowing her to keep this lot but as to paying for it she has no means of raising any
money and it is very doubtful if she ever will have .
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The Battleford ADL sent Anderson's report to Ottawa, where the Registration Branch
received it 19 December 1922, and the Land Patents Branch received it 3 January 1923 .
As the new year began, matters stood as follows : the department had identified eight
claimants from the Miles survey . It had defined three options for disposal of the Metis settlers'
claims: One (Jean Baptiste Aubichon) had bought a lot under P .C. 1450, one (Philomen
Aubichon) had received a free grant, and the department had registered one (Celestin Merasti)
as a Time Sale . The attempt to decide the status of a fourth settler (Annie Girard) had
delayed action for the last year and a half. Girard had also been the subject of a Homestead
Inspector's report, but her claim still awaited disposition. Disposition had also been delayed
for four other settlers . Josette Sinclair, Norbert Fraser and Francois Laliberte had confirmed
that they wanted their land, but each had put off payment until a later date . Mathias Aubichon
had simply not responded to any of the departmental correspondence directed to him .
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CHAPTER SIX
DISPOSITION OF METIS LAND CLAIMS: 1923-1930
The Department of the Interior's activity between 1919-1923 had been haphazard and
sporadic with respect to the settlement of land claims in Green Lake . However, in 1923 the
personnel of the department began a systematic disposition of the claims, during which they
restricted themselves to the options developed during the earlier period . The original settlers
could buy their land, either immediately or over time ; they might receive a free grant under
the 1908 legislation ; or they could do nothing and run the risk of having someone else claim
their land . Between 1923 and 1930 the department relentlessly pursued those options with
respect to the twenty claims dating from the 1912 survey .
Preparing for the disposition
Ottawa civil servant L .B. Taylor had begun work on the Green Lake claims as early
as January 1921, when he requested the files of Annie Girard and Josette Sinclair. In June
1921, he had sent second notices to several Miles claimants, and it was Taylor who had sent
the memorandum to Cote requesting Cote's opinion about Josette Sinclair's eligibility for a
free grant. He then wrote the notice for payment to Sinclair that signalled Cote's negative
response to Taylor's request about Sinclair . Taylor also wrote the memorandum sent by Cote
to the Deputy Minister recommending the Order in Council regarding the free grant to
Philomen Aubichon. From 1922 on, L .B. Taylor administered departmental policy toward the
Green Lake claimants; he initialled (as the author) practically every departmental document
concerning Green Lake until the transfer of resources to the provinces in 1930 . From 1922
to 1930, then, it was Taylor's responsibility to apply departmental policy to the Green Lake
claims .
Taylor intensified his attention to the claims in 1923 . Having received the homestead
inspector's report on Annie Girard, on 10 January 1923, Taylor sought more information
about the Green Lake Settlement from the Topographical Surveys Branch . He specifically
asked about both the Miles and the Powell survey reports, as "the plan of this settlement
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shows improvements on many of these lots" and the reports "may show what improvements
were located on each lot and the names of the claimants thereof."' On 19 February 1923, the
Surveys Branch responded that the reports did not give the names of the claimants of lots in
Green Lake, adding : "Mr. Miles' returns of survey however, contain some information which
. . . has been added in red to the enclosed copy of the plan . " 2 (See Fig . 6.1) The next day
Taylor (over the signature of N .B . Sheppard) sent the settlement map to Cote, adding "I have
plotted on the plan the lots which have been patented ." Taylor then requested authorization
of a Homestead Inspector's report on "each of the lots which has not been disposed of ." Cote
approved the request .'
Early in March 1923, the department reminded ADL Battleford of the 1912 closure
of township 61-12 and instructed : "no entries are to be granted for any of the lands lying
outside of Green Lake Settlement in this township until you are further advised ."' Battleford
ADL Rose immediately responded, perhaps with some sense of irony : " . . . the whole of this
Township is reserved in accordance with instructions from the Secretary, under three letters
dated 23rd May, 1912, files 2570288 - 2570286 and 2570290, also a telegram of the same
date."' Without doubt, the township was reserved .
On 22 May 1923, Taylor (over Cote's stamped signature) requested the ADL
Battleford to " . . . detail a Homestead Inspector to visit this settlement, when convenient, and
make a full report on each of the lots mentioned below . If any of these lots are occupied by
Indians, this fact should be reported also, i6 He listed Lots 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8 West, and Lots
1 and 3 - 12 East, and included an updated map to help the homestead inspector. Battleford
ADL Rose immediately requested Homestead Inspector D . Anderson to do the inspection .'
The claimants had little reason to be optimistic about the success of their claims
despite the call for another homestead inspector's report . Annie Girard's letter may have been
eloquent enough to spur the department into belated action in the form of Taylor's
exploratory activity, but there was no sign of anyone in the department taking her version of
events seriously. The addition of corroborative stories from fellow Green Lake settlers had
little apparent effect . In January of 1923, Father Teston had sent two letters to the department
detailing his residence there.' Teston related how Pierre Laliberte had located the land for the
church in 1891 . He added: "Now when Mr. C.F. Miles came to survey the lots of land[, he]
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was told how things have happened in the passed [sic] ." Teston appealed to the community
recognition of property rights : "Since [1891] I have always believed bona fide this land
belonging to the mission for that side south . If in the past time some one making objection for
that, that man is not acting openly with me . Everyone in Green Lake is looking as the Mission
land is affright . i9 Like Girard, Teston evidently believed that ownership of the settlement lands
had been secured at the time of survey .
Girard and Teston received further support from the community in February when
Mathias Aubichon finally responded to the department's request for payment for his land :
In regard to lot 7 amounting 4 .27 acres Asking for the payment for same. I must say
that the man who surveyed the lot told me that the lot was given to me by the
government. Therefore in this case I have no intentions of paying for same . I have
been living on this same lot for the last Eighteen years ."
Aubichon's letter was referred by memorandum to Cote, with an added comment :
It is improbable that the surveyor told him he would get a free grant of this lot ; it is
quite probable that he may have informed him that he was surveying the lot for him .
In any event, he is not entitled to a free grant as the Indian Treaty in this district was
concluded in 1876 and I presume that he should be so informed, and further that if he
does not pay for it the Department would be at liberty to dispose of the same to any
future applicant therefor."
Cote annotated the memorandum : "Explain situation to him." Evidently having replaced
Taylor for this task, N.B . Sheppard (over Cote's stamped signature) wrote to Mathias
Aubichon to "explain situation to him ." Because of the clarity of Sheppard's statement of
departmental policy, his letter to Aubichon is repeated here in its entirety :
Referring to your letter of 6th February last in which you state that the man who
surveyed the lot above mentioned told you that the lot was given to you by the
Government, I beg to say that it is thought in this Department that you could not
clearly have understood his statement . The facts are that the survey was made to meet
the requirements of the settlers at this point but the fact of such survey did not imply
that a free grant would be made in each case .
The only case where a free grant might be made is where a squatter was on
the land at the time of the extinguishment of the Indian Title thereto, and as you did
not go into occupation of the lot until the year 1906 and the Indian Title to the land
was extinguished in 1876, you have no claim to a free grant of this lot and therefore
if you still desire to acquire it you must acquire it by purchase as set forth in the
Departmental letter to you of the 1st September, 1920, namely, at the rate of $3 .00
per acre together with the usual patent fee in such cases, of $10.00, which total
amount of $22 .81 should be transmitted to the Agent of Dominion Lands at
Battleford as soon as possible ."
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On 12 June 1923, Homestead Inspector Anderson reported on his latest trip to Green Lake
to provide the information requested by Taylor . He summarized the results of his inspection
of the settlement :
I have recommended the sale of those Lots to the old Settlers that was on the Lots
before the Survey at $3 .00 Per acre, as some of those Lots has been sold to the old
Settlers at that Price & I don't think it would be fair to Raise the Price. From
interviews I had with the Settlers it seems that they understood from the surveyors
that those Lots was a Free Grant and that is the reason they have not made any effort
to Pay for them . I suggest the Department writing each of them a good short letter
& I think they will come through with Payments .
13
The department received Anderson's reports in Ottawa on June 25, 1923 . Where the
townships had been originally closed for the ostensible purpose of protecting Metis claims,
the disposition of lots at $3 .00 per acre was now to proceed in the name of fairness to those
who had already purchased their lots under departmental proposals . In fact, the only sale had
been to J .B. Aubichon in 1920 .
So it was that by June of 1923 Taylor at last had at his disposal both the policy
guidelines and the information about the various claimants that he needed to 'settle' the claims
in Green Lake . The bureaucratic process of the disposition of the claims began in earnest .
The disposition of the claims
The following discussion of the individual claims returns to the sequence of the heads
of households in Chapter Four . Table 6 .1 summarizes the original claimants, their respective
sites, the Department of the Interior's disposition of the claims and the first recorded entry at
the Land Titles Office for each site . The remainder of this chapter follows each claim through
to its final status under the jurisdiction of the Department of the Interior .
Early in June of 1923, L.B. Taylor prepared a memorandum that recommended (over
Sheppard's signature) that Pierre Laliberte be given "a free grant of Lot No . 3 . . . and for the
issue of letters patent for the same ."" The memo first recounted Pierre Laliberte's 1912
declaration and the Homestead Inspector's Report corroborating it, ADL Battleford's
notification to Laliberte of the need to "appear before him and make entry for the land," and
that Laliberte "apparently did not take advantage of the opportunity to secure entry for the
land he claimed."" The memo then recounted the recent 1923 Homestead Inspector's Report
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Table 6 .1 : Summary of dispositions of Metis claims
Name Site Interior Land Titles
Pierre Laliberte ,Lot 3 E Free Grant (1923) Special Grant
Louis Morin Lot 5 E Purchased (1925) Sale
Antoine Laliberte Lot 1 E Purchased (1933) Sale
Philomen Aubichon Lot 4 W Free Grant (1922) Special Grant
Josette Sinclair Lot 12 E Time Sale (1925) Unpatented/*
Napoleon Girard Lot 8 E "reserved" (1925) Unpatented/*
J.B . Aubichon Lot 3 W Purchased (1920) Sale
Francois Laliberte Lot 1 W Time Sale (192?) Unpatented/*
Marcel Desrocher SW 1-62-1 Homestead Entry Unpatented
Celestin Merasti Lot 9 W Time Sale (1922) Unpatented/*
Norbert Fraser Lot 5 W Permission to buy Unpatented
Antoine Kennedy Lot 11 E Purchased (1924) Sale
John Fraser NE 7-61-12 Unpatented
Mathias Aubichon Lot 7 W Permission to buy Unpatented
Clement Laliberte Lot 1E See Antoine Laliberte (above)
Louis Desrocher SE-2-62-13 Homestead Entry Patent (1926)
Pierre McCallum NE 30-61-12 Unpatented
Narcisse Lafleur NW 21-61-12 ? Patent (1942)
Pierre Aubichon Lot 8 W Permission to buy Unpatented
Josephine Kennedy Lot 10 E Time Sale (192?) Unpatented/*
recommending sale of Lot 3 East to Laliberte and the suggestion that it would be paid for by
"his three sons, Able, Emilien and Norbert . . . $15 .00 November 1st, 1923 - balance 1924 ."
The memo concluded :
The extinguishment of the Indian Title is [sic] this locality was completed in
the year 1889 .
It would appear that Mr. Pierre Laliberte is entitled to a free grant of this land
which he has occupied since 1880, under the provisions of Section 76 of the
Dominion Lands Act by virtue of occupation at the date of extinguishment of the
Indian Title in 1889 (adhesion to Treaty No . 6) . Therefore, I beg to recommend that
the authority of the Governor in Council be obtained sanctioning a free grant of Lot
No. 3 . . . to Mr. Pierre Laliberte and for the issue of letters patent for the same."
Sheppard signed the memo . N. 0. Cote annotated the memo "Free grant recommended ." It
was then stamped "Approved, D .M." and signed by the acting Deputy Minister . On July 27
Taylor prepared a memorandum "To His Excellency The Governor General in Council"
recommending the free grant ." Evidently an Order in Council resulted, as Patent issued in the
name of Pierre Laliberte on 2 October 1923 . 18
Taylor had asked ADL Battleford for a report on Lot 6 East, the 1912 home of Louis
Morin. Anderson reported that Lot 5 East was now (1923) "occupied by Theodore and Cyril
Morin, sons of late Louis Morin," who had "lived thereon from about 1900." Theodore was
now about 33 years of age, having been baptised in Green Lake in 1890 . 20 Anderson reported
being unable to see the Morins "as they were not at home . "21 He recommended the sale of Lot
5 East to the Morins at $3 .00 per acre. Taylor wrote an initial letter to the Morins on 6 July
1923 (not found). There was no response. A year later, Taylor again wrote to both Cyril and
Theodore Morin. The letter to Cyril said in part :
A letter of even date has been forwarded to your brother . . . in which has been
enclosed a plan showing Lot 5 referred to above outlined in red and on which he has
been requested to indicate the portion of this lot which he desires to acquire . Will you
be good enough to reach an agreement in this matter with your brother and mark on
this plan also the portion of this lot which you desire to acquire .
22
No mention was made of the 1911 claim to the lot by Louis Morin or his eligibility for a free
grant based on his 1866 settlement on the lot . However, an additional claim to Lot 5 East was
under consideration by Taylor. In May of 1923 A. Bell had applied to purchase Lot 5 A East
and reported:
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we have been looking up the lines and corner posts and find that the main part of
our buildings, our store, pool room and dwelling house are on Lot 5 . We would be
very glad to have Lot 5 A extended or we would take the patent for Lot 5 at once
[underline in original] .
The department agreed to the sale of Lot 5A to Bell . Homestead Inspector Anderson reported
that the Bell buildings were worth $1400, though he did not decide whether they were on Lot
5 or Lot 5A. In August of 1924, Bell repeated his offer to buy all of Lot 5 . That led Taylor
to conclude his second letter to the Morins :
Another application to purchase Lot 5 or a southerly portion thereof has been
received .
If a reply is not received from you within a reasonable time, it may be
presumed by the Department that you have abandoned any claim you may have to a
portion of this Lot and the lot may be disposed of to the applicant therefor referred
to above ."
The same day, Taylor wrote to Bell that his application for Lot 5 East was " . . . receiving
attention by this Department . " 25 On August 25, Taylor reported to Cote :
As no reply has been received from the Messrs . Morin I would recommend the sale
to Messrs. A. Bell & Sons of that portion of Lot 5 applied for . . . . The question of
selling them the remainder of Lot 5 might be held in abeyance until more definite
information is received from the Messrs . Morin . .
. .
26
Before the department could put Taylor's recommendations into action, Theodore Morin's
August 01 response to Taylor's letter forced Taylor to reconsider . Theodore Morin noted that
Cyril Morin "resigned and relinquished" all claim to Lot 5, and that he (Theodore) wished to
buy the lot.' Taylor, evidently with the Bell request in mind, responded by asking Morin
whether he had any improvements on the section of Lot 5 wanted by Bell and whether Morin
had "any objection to a sale of this parcel . . . being made to other applicants therefor,
namely, - Messrs. A. Bell and Sons . . . "28
Morin did object, both immediately and with clarity and detail . 29 He recounted the
survey in 1912, the intrusive building of Revillon Frere Agent McWalton, and the continuous
occupancy and use of all of Lot 5 by first Louis Morin and than Louis' sons . He concluded
his letter :
Apparently, no trouble was ever taken, by any of the different parties who
have one after another been the owners of lot 5a as to the actual extent or size of the
lot 5a, and I maintain that concerning this lot 5 and lot 5a in the Green Lake
Settlement A. Bell & Sons does not rightly know, just where their log buildings stand,
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whereas I, the undersigned applicant for the lot 5 above mentioned, was born right on
this ground. The same ground has been home to me all my life . The ground has
always been properly fenced, and it is so fenced at the present time, by a suitable fence
wire on tamarac posts . The portion of lot 5 fenced is the portion I have marked in
black on the enclosed plan of the Green Lake settlement, and I naturally strongly
object to your department making a sale to A . Bell & Sons of any portion of lot 5, for,
and on account of the reasons stated above .
And I trust your department will now issue patent in my favor for that portion of lot
5 for which I have applied, without any more delay ."
The same day, in a separate letter, Morin sent $15 .00 and asked that the Department bill him
for the balance of the cost of Lot 5 as described." After a further three months of indecision,
the department finally conceded to Morin's request in February 1925 . They informed Morin
that he could purchase the desired portion of Lot 5 at a further cost of $23 .40 . 32 The same
day, they informed Bell of the decision and told him that if he still wanted to buy the land and
secure his buildings " . . . it will be necessary for you to deal with Mr. Morin after he has
received his patent therefor."" Despite further protests from Bell, 34 the departmental decision
remained unaltered, 35 and patent for Lot 5 East was issued to Theodore Morin on May 09,
1925.
Any sense ofjustice having been accomplished by the success of Theodore Morin in
protecting the family claim to Lot 5 must be tempered by the realisation that such purchase
should not have been necessary. Louis Morin had at least an equal claim with Pierre Laliberte
to a free grant, even under the most restrictive interpretations applied by the Ottawa
bureaucracy. The only feature that distinguished the two claims was the fact that Pierre
Laliberte lived to be an octogenarian and Louis Morin did not . This would be a strange
criterion for the recognition of one claim and the denial of another ; however, it was a de facto
criterion applied to other claimants by departmental delay and the inadequate records used
in the departmental decision-making process .
Early in July of 1923 L .B. Taylor prepared a memorandum describing the claims to
Lot 1 East, the 1912 home of Antoine Laliberte . Taylor reiterated the history of the 1912
survey, and then wrongly dated the Treaty Six adhesion as occurring in 1888 (rather than
1889). He then recounted the report of Homestead Inspector Anderson who had reported that
the claimant was now Matilda Laliberte, the widow of Antoine, who had died in 1919.
Anderson had further reported :
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Mrs. M. Laliberte is an old woman, has no other place to live and no way of paying
for this lot, but as her son, John B . Laliberte, also lives on same lot and he and his
mother are both agreeable that he will pay for the lot and have the patent made out
jointly to him and his mother, I would recommend same at $3 .00 per acre, which I
think is a fair price for all those lots, especially to these old timers .37
Taylor then seconded Anderson's recommendation for the sale of the lot . However, in July
27 Taylor amended his memo by adding a particularly tenuous statement :
. . . it would appear that Mrs . Matilda Laliberte lived on this Lot in the year 1889, but
occupancy of this lot by her at the date of the Indian Treaty, 11th February, 1889, has
not been established by evidence furnished to the Department ."
Taylor repeated his recommendation that "John B . Laliberte might be granted permission to
purchase this lot" for $3 .00 per acre ." He then notified Laliberte of this decision (over Cote's
stamp).' There was no reply despite a second letter from Taylor at the end of November ."
However, in February of 1924, Matilda Laliberte wrote :
. . . I have a place at Green Lake south of the Hudson's Bay Co . where I have lived
for the last forty years, and this same place had all very heavy timber and it took my
deceased husband months of very hard work to grub the place to be fit for a small
garden only. I am now a widow and can't hardly do any work for I am disabled . I
therefore beg of you to inform the government and see if he would give me a free
grant on the place I am living on now . It would be impossible for me to pay even if
it was a very small amount .
42
"The government," however, was adamant; they amended the previous Taylor memo in
response to Laliberte's letter :
Although Mrs. Matilda Laliberte may have been living on this lot at the date of the
Indian Treaty (11th February, 1889) no evidence has been furnished the Department
to establish her claim to a free grant in virtue of her occupation thereof at the date of
the extinguishment of the Indian title thereto .
43
The letter took no notice of Matilda's claim to residency since 1884 . Instead, a fallback
position was determined : "that a division of this lot could be made between Mrs . Laliberte and
her son should such a course be considered desirable . X 44 It was not clear whether the latter
alternative was a means to diminish the claim or a response to Mrs . Laliberte's plight .
Whatever the intent, the department sent an even more dubious pair of nearly identical letters
to Matilda on 2 May 1924 . Both denied the request for a free grant because " . . . no evidence
has been provided the Department that your husband occupied the lot at the time of the
extinguishment of the Indian title in 1899 [sic] . " 45 Despite the patent falsity of that statement
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of the situation, the conclusion of the letter could only have increased the affront :
It may be pointed out, however, that in the event of the claim to a free grant of this
lot being entertained, it would be necessary for you, before the patent therefor could
be issued, to obtain letters of administration of your late husband's estate, and the cost
to procure the same would probably be greater than to acquire the land by purchase .
As you are no doubt aware, your son, John B. Laliberte, has already been permitted
to purchase this lot at $3 .00 per acre, amounting to $20 .34 . 46
One week later, a letter to John B . pointed out that the department had not yet received
payment. The treatment accorded to his mother must have had an element of deja-vu for John
B. Laliberte, who had applied in 1920 for a grazing lease on a separate quarter-section in
closed township 61-12 (as described in the previous chapter) . When finally notified in 1923
of the opening of the township, as a veteran of World War I he had asked ADL Battleford
if the land was open for homestead as "I would like to file on this land as I am entitled to file
on 160 acres under the Soldier Settlement Board, and also 160 acres as a civilian . " 47 The
ADL's reply apparently deterred him from his intended course of action :
Before you could obtain a Soldier Grant entry it would be necessary for you to get
in touch with the Soldier Settlement Board and obtain an Attestation Certificate . This
certificate must be surrendered when you make an application for Soldier Grant'
entry . 48
Not surprisingly, neither the "permission to purchase" Lot 1 East nor the Soldier Grant was
pursued by the Laliberte's during the administration of the Department of the Interior . John
B. Laliberte did, however, eventually purchase Lot I East from the province in 1933
.
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Chapter Five described the claim of Philomen Aubichon and its disposal : L.B. Taylor
had reported her claim to the department as part of his effort to resolve the claims identified
by the Miles survey. Philomen Aubichon received a free grant to Lot 3 West, and received
title on September 26, 1922 . 5° Had Taylor known of the Louis Morin claim in 1922 and had
he applied the same test to the Morin claim as to the Aubichon claim, the department would
have made a free grant to Louis Morin . Both claims qualified, even using the earlier date of
Treaty 6 (1876) applicable to Aubichon : they would have applied the adhesion date (1889)
to the Morin claim because of its location east of the lake .
L .B . Taylor clearly applied the same test to the claim of another Miles survey
claimant, Josette Sinclair . Josette had failed the test for a free grant because of her 1912
declaration . To the question "When did you first settle or make improvements on what you
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now claim as homestead?" Josette had replied "40 years ago ."" This would have meant she
had settled in 1872, and would have meant eligibility for a free grant vis-a-vis the applicable
treaty date (1889) . However, to the question "What date did you first go into bonafide
residence upon it, meaning making it your home and living on it?" Josette had replied "22
years ago .
"52
The date of 1890 was then used as the date of settlement for determining
eligibility for a free grant - and led to the denial of the free grant as described in Chapter
Four."
In 1923 Homestead Inspector Anderson reported that Josette continued to live on Lot
12 East with her son Alex . Peter Villebrun, her son-in-law, also resided and owned buildings
on the lot, but he disclaimed any interest in the purchase of any part of the lot . Anderson
again recommended sale to Josette Sinclair at $3 .00 per acre . 54 Taylor sent a couple of letters
requesting payment, but when he had received no reply by May of 1925, he included Josette's
name on a list of settlers for the homestead inspector to revisit." When visited by the
inspector, Josette paid $15 .00 "being part payment of the above lot ."" It turned out to be a
very small part of the payment : they allocated the $15.00 as $2.84 against the principal and
$12.16 against interest, "leaving a balance of $32 .86 (principal) Time Sale No 11791 .
',17
Sinclair made no further payments, and in 1930 the department sent a couple of threatening
letters to Sinclair to no effect ; by that time the amount owing had grown to $42 .82 . 58 Lot 12
East remained unpatented and Josette Sinclair's interest in the title was cancelled in 1939 .
59
As related in Chapter Five, the search for more information about Annie Girard had
aided in Taylor's identification of the size of the claim in Green Lake . At the end of May 1923,
Taylor prepared a memorandum to Cote reciting the history of Napoleon Girard's 1912 claim,
the 1920 permission to purchase Lot 8 East, Annie's letter to the department describing the
promise of free grants, the search to establish her identity, and the Homestead Inspector's
Report of 6 December 1922 . Taylor then drew two conclusions . The first was :
. . . Annie Girard is not entitled to a free grant on account of occupancy of the lot at
the time of extinguishment of the Indian Title in this district, as the first residence by
her or her late husband does not appear to have taken place before 1892, whereas the
Indian Title was extinguished in 1888 . 60
Sheppard's second conclusion was less rigid . As a homestead inspection of seventeen other
lots in Green Lake was to occur soon, "Further consideration of this claim to Lot 8 might be
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withheld until the report requested has been received . " 61 The last recommendation was
annotated "Yes noc" -N.O. Cote .
Anderson's second report on June of 1923 was of little assistance . Anderson repeated
the details of the previous report, and then remarked "I was unable to see Mrs . Girard as she
was not at home . I would recommend selling to her at $3 .00 Per acre but I expect it will be
very hard to collect - living [off?] Charity . " 62 On receipt of Anderson's report, Taylor revised
the memo to Cote by adding the June report . He then concluded : "I beg to recommend that
Mrs. Annie Girard be granted permission to purchase this lot at the rate of $3 .00 per acre as
the purchase money will amount to less than $20 .00, a patent fee of $10.00 will be required
in addition ." However, even in the remote offices of the bureaucracy this must have seemed
a bit callous . For whatever reason, the last paragraph of Taylor's memo was scratched
through later . The Land Patents Branch sent a handwritten note to the Registration Branch
in May of 1925 amending Taylor's earlier recommendation :
In view of the indigent circumstances of this woman I would recommend that she be
allowed to purchase this lot comprising 5 .25 acres at the rate $3 .00 per acre without
any charge for a patent fee and further that she be allowed to make payments as
follows:
1/4 of the purchase price on or before the 1st Nov . next and the balance in 3
equal annual instalments with interest thereon at the rate of 6% per annum .
In view of the very indigent circumstances of this woman it appears to me that
the Dept might reserve this lot for her during her occupancy thereof the same as we
do for individual Treaty and Non Treaty Indians and if at a later date she is in a
position to pay for the land the question of giving her title thereto might be
considered ."
It is not clear who struck off the last paragraph of Taylor's memo and wrote the handwritten
directions reversing it . The handwritten note is the last document on file with respect to the
1912 claim by Napoleon Girard. No patent ever issued on Lot 8 East . Annie Girard's interest
in the lot was cancelled in 1968 when title transferred to the Department of Municipal Affairs
"for the purposes set out in Order in Council 803/48" [May 07, 1948] by means of O .C .
827/68, May 08, 1968 .
65
Jean Baptiste Aubichon purchased Lot 3 West as described in Chapter Five . Patent
was issued on 6 December 1920 .
66
Francois Laliberte continued his refusal to respond to the requests of the department
for payment . He told Homestead Inspector Anderson in 1923 " . . . so far he has not been able
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to pay anything but as soon as trapping starts next fall he will try and make a payment . i 67 A
homestead inspector in 1925 reported: "The occupant of this lot [Lot 1 West] was away
trapping. I left word for him to remit his outstanding dues on his return .X68 Letters sent by
Taylor in April and August of 1925 remained unanswered, with no further entries in
Laliberte's file . A title search showed that Lot I West remained unpatented and, although the
file had not shown any payment, the "Time Sale of Francois Laliberte, Decd . [deceased]" was
cancelled on 7 March 1941 .
Marcel Desrocher may have successfully registered his entry to SW 1-62-13 as
described in Chapter Five, but a title search revealed that the quarter-section was never
patented. No cancellation was discovered .
The Time Sale to Celestin Merasti described at the end of Chapter Five did not go
well. The department sent letters requesting further payments to Merasti in 1924 and 1925 .
The letters contained a payment schedule that included projected interest on the amount
owing. In 1926 the department gave Merasti " . . . a period of sixty days from the date of this
letter . . . to state your intentions . . . failure on your part to do so will in all probability result
in the summary cancellation of the sale in question .X69 Apparently there was no response. In
August 1927 an interdepartmental memo recommended " . . . that the sale be cancelled . "70
Instead, the department made a request to Teston for further information . No reply was
found. When continued attempts to establish contact failed, a 1929 letter to Merasti gave him
thirty days to respond . 71 Early in 1930, the department gave him another thirty-day warning,
without success .' By March of 1930, the last document in the file noted that the addition of
interest had raised the amount owing to $34.47 with "further interest at 7% on 22 .41 from
1/5/30 to date of payment . 0' A title search on Lot 9 West revealed that the lot remained
unpatented. The Time Sale to Celestin Merasti was cancelled November 1939
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Norbert Fraser's claim to Lot 5 West (on behalf of Margaret Aubichon) was equally
unsuccessful. Homestead Inspector Anderson's 1923 report stated "I was not able to see Mr
.
Fraser as he was away from home but he is still in residence and evidently is desirous of
purchasing this lot .X75 In February 1924 Fraser wrote to Cote:
Your letter of the 16th ult . received regarding Lot 5 Green Lake Settlement West of
Green Lake . Area 1 .98 acres . I am sorry to inform you that I do not really know what
to make out of the lot . In the Spring and throughout the summer the water is rather
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high in the hay meadow, and there is about one acre that's any good, that is where my
house is located . The road also passes through my lot, which is rather inconvenient,
and I have to leave it open, on account of my neighbors using it as a traffic road . I
cannot also make a fence around the lot, and very little is open for gardening . Would
like that this be attended to as soon as possible . Will make payment when this is
straightened ."'
Taylor responded that the map showed that the road did not cross the lot and that the entire
1 .98 acres could be fenced." Again there was no response
. A 1925 homestead inspector's
report stated : "The occupant of this lot is a trapper and has promised to remit half of the
amount due by the 1st January next and the balance as soon as he can.""' The file ended at this
point. A title search revealed that no entry was ever granted on Lot 5 West
; no cancellation
was found .
Homestead Inspector Anderson reported on Antoine Kennedy's claim to Lot 11 East
in 1923: "Mr. Kennedy lived on this lot from 1911 to 1917 . He then moved to Meadow Lake
I would recommend selling to him at $3.00 per acre . X79 The department informed
Kennedy of his "permission to purchase,i 80 and he wrote from Meadow Lake that he wished
to purchase the lot ." He paid $28.63 to the ADL Prince Albert, 82
and patent was issued on
January 18, 1924 .
83
Although the department asked Homestead Inspector Anderson to report on the claim
of John Fraser to NE 7-61-12, 84 no report was found. No further documents regarding either
Fraser or the quarter-section were found. A title search on NE 7-61-12 revealed only that the
quarter-section was never patented; no entry or cancellation took place .
Homestead Inspector Anderson in June of 1923 reported on Lot 7 West : "Mr.
[Mathias] Aubichon states that he thought this lot was a free grant - but he wants this lot
and is willing to pay & will make a payment Nov . 1923 . I would recommend selling at 3 .00
per acre."" The department sent letters to Aubichon requesting payment in December of 1923
and April of 1924 . 86 Aubichon returned the 1924 letter with a handwritten message across the
bottom: "Cher Monsieur[ :] Pour repondre a cette lettre je dois vous dire que dis que je serai
capable j'ai 1'intention de vous payer ."" Aubichon signed the letter. Responding to Taylor's
1925 request for an inspection of Lot 7 West, Inspector Fred McKenzie wrote : "The
occupant of this lot is north trapping. I left word for him to remit his dues on his return
."
88
The final document in the file was a May 1926 letter to Aubichon requesting payment . A title
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search revealed that the lot remained unpatented .
Clement Laliberte's name disappeared from the record after his 1912 declaration . The
department subsumed his claim to Lot 1 East under the claim of his mother, Matilda Laliberte,
as described above .
As described in Chapter Four, Louis Desrocher's wife inherited his claim to SE 2-62-
12 in 1919 . In 1922 Mrs. Marie Durocher broke 15 acres and cropped a total of 17 acres
while keeping five cattle and four horses ." She applied for patent in 1924, supported by
statements from Peter Villebrun and Alexander Sinclair . 90 In April 1926 patent was issued to
Mrs . Marie Laboucan, Meadow Lake, "as personal representative of the late Louis Derocher
[sic] ."" A title search confirmed a patent date of April 19, 1926 .
Although the department asked Homestead Inspector Anderson to report on the claim
of Pierre McCallum to NE 30-61-12, no further documents have been found ." A title search
confirmed that the quarter-section remained unpatented .
Narcisse Lafleur remained 'undiscovered' at his home on NW 21-61-12 by the
Department of the Interior and no documentation for the pre-1930 period was found . He first
appeared in the provincial files in 1933, when District Ranger J . Kinnear stated : "Mr. Lafleur
has resided on the above quarter since 1906" and then described his holdings . 93 As part of an
attempt to resolve a conflict of claims, Kinnear further stated :
If Mr. Lafleur was a squatter on this land before the survey, he should have been
notified to file when the land was thrown open after the survey . If he was notified the
record should be on file .94
Kinnear may have been the only one in Green Lake with that kind of confidence in the abilities
of the Department of the Interior . Nevertheless, Lafleur persisted in his claim . He was
granted homestead entry in November of 1933 and received patent in 1942 . 95 A title search
confirmed the issuance of patent .
Homestead Inspector Anderson reported in 1923 that Pierre Aubichon had resided on
Lot 8 East "for a period of two or three years about eight years ago ."' As mentioned in
Chapter Three, the land records of Pierre Aubichon have not been found, so confirming his
Green Lake origins has not been possible . However, Anderson also said: "The buildings which
were located on this land at the time of survey in 1912 have been torn down,i 97 suggesting
occupation of the site by Pierre or possibly his parents . In 1923 Pierre had instructed his
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brother (Mathias?) that "he was very desirous of purchasing this lot and would pay when
requested,"" The inspector and Taylor both recommended sale of the lot for $3 .00 per acre.'
Taylor notified Aubichon by letter that he could purchase the lot for $16 .68 plus a $10 .00
service charge because the purchase charge was less that $20 .00 . 100 When Aubichon did not
reply by the end of 1923, the department sent a second letter."' In May of 1925 Taylor
requested a homestead inspector report on Pierre, but no record of that report has been
found." A title search revealed that Lot 8 West remained unpatented to the present .
Homestead Inspector Anderson reported in 1923 that Josephine Kennedy had resided
on Lot 10 East since 1903 . 103 He further reported :
Mrs. Kennedy is very desirous of buying this lot, but as her only income is $15.00 per
month which she receives from Prov . Gov. she states she will pay $2 .00 per month
payable quarterly commencing July 1st 1923 . I would recommend selling at $3 .00 per
acre . 104
Taylor supported Anderson's recommendation, adding :
In view of her circumstances, I think we might fix the date for payment of the first
instalment ($7.39) [pencilled in above the line at this point] of one-quarter of the
purchase price, namely $29.55, at four months from the 1st July, 1923, that is to say,
on the 1st November next, and the balance on the usual terms .
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Cote annotated the memo : "Recommended, N.O. Cote," and Taylor relayed the disposition
to Josephine Kennedy." The department established a Time Sale account at the Prince Albert
Dominion Lands Office as of 1 November 1923, and interest on unpaid charges began on that
date. The department recorded a payment of $7 .50 on 13 November 1923, but no further
payment was recorded . By 1926 the interest charges had exceeded the original down-
payment.107 In December of 1929 the ADL Prince Albert gave Kennedy 30 days to pay up or
state her intentions,108 and in January extended the deadline another 30 days ." There was no
response. ADL Prince Albert ordered a homestead inspection March of 1930, but no report
has been found . On 30 April 1930 the Commissioner of the Dominion Lands Administration
of the Department of the Interior advised ADL Prince Albert : " . . . unless a satisfactory
explanation is made to the Department as to his [sic] inability to pay, it is probable that the
Department will proceed with cancellation of the sale without further advice to the
purchaser.
11110
The same letter has a postscript : "N.B . The Department requires that all arrears
on time sale accounts be paid off as soon as possible . . . and it is expected you will follow up
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all accounts in arrears until paid in full or recommended for cancellation .""' The postscript
suggested the transfer of resources to the Provinces . However, as it was on the last document
in the file, it was not possible to tell if the recommendation to cancel came from the
Department of Interior. The Time Sale of Lot 10 East to Josephine Kennedy was, however,
cancelled by the Department of Natural Resources of the Province of Saskatchewan in
September of 1934 . 112 Lot 10 East has since remained unpatented .
Of the twenty cases studied, the department granted two special grants based on
occupancy at the time of treaty . They recorded four completed sales, although one was
completed after the period under study . Two successful homestead patents were recorded,
although one occurred well after the tenure of the Department of the Interior . Eleven sites
were never patented. One claim was co-terminus with that of another family member and not
pursued. Claims arising from partial payment (Time Sales) and the unique reservation
accorded Annie Girard were all subsequently formally cancelled .
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CONCLUSIONS
After at least a century of continuous Metis occupation of the settlement site at the
north end of Green Lake, the Department of the Interior had recognized only two small lots,
some 16 acres of land, as belonging to the original settlers . Other than those two exceptional
lots, the department put the claims of the original settlers on a par with those of any new
resident; that is, it offered the choice between immediate purchase and the threat of
dispossession by others . This thesis has identified the primary contextual factor leading to
such a resolution (or lack of it) as the national policy and its shifting requirements for land .
Fundamentally, the question of title to land in Green Lake did not turn on the legitimacy of
prior ownership but on the demands of policies established far from the settlement .
The overwhelming weight of policy considerations was evident in the surveys used
as the basis of personal declarations . The department geared the language of survey
declarations to estimating agricultural occupation . It ordered township surveys for the specific
purpose of "clearing" land for the settlement of more immigrant agriculturalists . The
preference for imported agriculturalists may at times have been justified by the mystical notion
of racial and/or cultural attributes of Aboriginal peoples, but, as Fowke pointed out, the
commerce in the movement of immigrant peoples provided a far more lucrative reason for
such a preference . Refusing all original settler claims was never necessary, but limiting them
to as few claims and as few acres as possible was advantageous .
The linkage of policy to practice was abundantly evident in the administration of
Green Lake land. The restrictive nature of land administration provided prima facie evidence
of the national policy, bias in the administration of lands . Not one incident in the entire
examined record could lead one to claim that an interpretive error or bias worked in favour
of an original settler claimant . Never was Green Lake land mistakenly granted to an
undeserving original settler. Every questionable departmental decision favoured access to land
by outsiders rather than recognition of the legitimacy of the claims of old-timers .
An ardent government apologist might suggest that the closure of the townships
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represented a protection of the rights of the early settlers . That is clearly how the settlers
themselves first interpreted the action . The reasonable grounds on which they made that
assumption were those of agency and those of timing . Agents of the government conveyed
assurances to the settlers regarding their claims. Clouston rather ingenuously told his
superiors "I informed [the settlers] that I would forward their proposition to the Department ."
Napoleon Girard, on the other hand, told his wife that Clouston had said "I will work that
proposition for you." The survey followed, marking out the claimants' lands on the apparent
basis of that agreement . Mathias Aubichon reported one surveyor as having confirmed that
purpose of the survey. The survey instructions stated that the surveyors were to lay out the
lots to meet the needs of the settlers. The department's later denial of the agreement must
have appeared as truly preposterous to a community familiar with the survey. The settlement
could only have taken the delay in the denial of the claims as confirmation of the agreement .
There were sufficient grounds for any reasonable person to assume that what appeared to
have happened (continued ownership of land) actually had happened .
There had been troubling incidents . Early letters from the Department of the Interior
had implied some further government interest in ownership questions, but no follow-up had
ever occurred . Revillon Freres, it appeared, could flout the new land ownership laws without
recrimination. The local priest could not expand his holdings to the adjoining quarter-section,
but Teston may or may not have relayed such information to his parishioners . The department
rebuffed attempts to expand land holdings by a newly returned Metis veteran of WWI,
.possibly simply confirming what other settlers already knew or accepted . Even outside the
closed townships, it took Marcel Desrocher nearly a decade to get his revised claim to his
land confirmed . Overall, absence marked Canadian jurisdiction over land more than any
confirmation or denial of title . In that absence, the community carried on its activities as if the
ownership agreement of 1912 prevailed . That agreement formalised its predecessor, the
consensual mode of ownership that the Metis had developed to meet the needs' of the fur
trade economy .
When the Department finally acted on the Green Lake claims, its administrative modus
operandi was clearly inadequate to the task of protection of Metis claims . The problems
began with the use of the 1919 Order in Council, but also included the application of the 1908
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legislation, the failure to take heed of settler complaints and a general bureaucratic amnesia
regarding earlier precedents for assessing and recognizing original settler status as it applied
to the Metis .
The use of the 1919 Order in Council was fatally flawed from the beginning, in that
it was clearly not intended for use in the circumstances prevalent in Green Lake . Unlike the
villages specified as typical of the region intended for application of the legislation, the
department had surveyed Green Lake for inclusion in agricultural production. The exact force
behind the introduction of the 1919 legislation has not been identified, though it was
contemporaneous with the northward expansion of forest and mineral development . However,
the Order in Council specifically stated the exclusion of surveyed areas, and as a result its use
in Green Lake was clearly ultra vires.
Besides wrongly using the 1919 legislation to clear the townships around Green Lake,
departmental personnel acted in apparent ignorance of any previous relationship between the
settlers and the department. The piecemeal attention to only the Miles survey claimants circa
1920-22 showed ignorance of local conditions, and arguably resulted in a premature
restriction on the options for recognition of legitimate claims . Had the department treated the
claims from the beginning as a larger package of claims, consideration of more applicable
alternatives might have developed before application of the 'right to purchase' option . As well,
cognizance of previous activity by departmental agents should have led to consideration of
the import of the commitments made by such agents. Again, ignorance of that activity would
appear to have strongly influenced the failure to consider adequately the claims of the original
settlers and the resultant narrowness of settlement options .
The use of the 1908 legislation, despite its favourable impact on two of the twenty
claims examined, invited criticism . Again, the larger purposes of that legislation were not
explicitly obvious . However, legislative intention for its use in the Green Lake circumstance
was dubious . Canada brought several additional areas into treaty in the first decade of the
twentieth century . Treaty Ten in northern Saskatchewan (1906) had followed Treaty Nine in
northwestern Ontario (1905), and large adhesions to Treaty Five in northern Manitoba began
in 1908 . That year also saw the amendment of the legislation in question to apply the relevant
treaty date for settlement of original settler claims . Application of section 76(c) to recent
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treaty areas could have been both equitable and sensible. Both of those rationales for the
administration of 76(c) greatly diminished with respect to the Treaty Eight (1899) area, and
become increasingly problematic when applied to the Adhesion to Treaty Six of 1889 . The
retroactive nature of the use of that section becomes repugnant to principles of fair play with
respect to Treaty Six, signed some thirty years earlier . Legislative intent for that usage would
appear unlikely .
The 1908 legislation posed further problems for the settlement of original settler
claims. The use of the date of treaty as the date of claims recognition was inappropriate when
applied to Metis original settlers . Original settler claims were not based on Aboriginal title and
are outside the realm of treaty-making . The difficulty of the Canadian state recognizing claims
to land in non-treaty areas had been resolved in the Red River negotiations by the Canadian
promise to recognise such claims after the making of the relevant treaty . The actual question
became when after treaty the government would effectively recognise such claims to land . To
suggest today that the Canadian state could not recognise land titles in non-treaty areas would
create legal havoc in most of British Columbia. In those circumstances, any insistency on the
relevance of the treaty date for the settlement of original settler claims would appear more
arbitrary than appropriate .
A major peculiarity of the retroactive application of the treaty date to the Green Lake
situation was the creation of a right of ownership based on personal longevity . The result, as
pointed out in the text, was that those who lived to an old age were rewarded with title .
However, for those like Louis Morin who died before the Department of the Interior
discovered the possibilities of the use of the 1908 legislation, there would be no free title . The
absurd situation arises where Louis Morin could not pass on any title rights to his sons ; like
any other would-be claimants, they could use their residency (on the soil they were born on!)
as a basis for only a right of first refusal . Had they instead immigrated to Green Lake from
Great Britain just before the survey, they would have had the same right to purchase open
land they had occupied.
Even if one were to accept the selection of the date of treaty as the benchmark date
for recognition of original settler claims, the actions of the department bear further scrutiny .
Returning to the Red River negotiations highlights the difficulty of determining what usages
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would be recognized as sufficient. Despite Flanagan's and Ens' assurances of the ease of such
recognition, the complaints of Father Ritchot about implementation must be kept in mind,
especially his remonstrances that the agreement he negotiated had not required agricultural
settlement like that which government officials eventually insisted on .
In Green Lake, the question of which usages the department would recognize for
claims was framed as bonafide settlement. Although Josette Sinclair had lived in Green Lake
as early as 1872, her declaration claimed bona fide residence only in about 1890 . The
department took the latter declaration to mean that she was ineligible for a free grant by virtue
of settlement before treaty . Given the long residence of the Sinclairs at Green Lake, the point
at issue was what the question had been that had elicited Josette's answer of "22 years ago"
as the date of her bonafide settlement. We cannot adequately answer that question at this late
date. Yet, because of that question and its answer, the department denied another Metis claim
to land in Green Lake .
The nature of the denial of the Sinclair claim raised a further question about the source
of such decision-making ability . No evidence in the Department files suggested reference of
the Sinclair decision to other persons or indicated any appeal process available to the Green
Lake residents . Access to relevant political representatives was at best remote for Green Lake
applicants. Even had there been far better communication between the claimants and the
department, the lack of representation, either legal or political, placed the claimants at an
insurmountable disadvantage . In effect, they were the captives of a remote bureaucratic elite
carrying out policies well outside local cognizance . Perhaps no better example of bureaucratic
indifference was evident than that displayed toward Mathilda Laliberte . The suggestion that
pursuit of her rights would cost her more than simple compliance showed the basic nature of
the relationship between claimant and bureaucrat .
The burden of proof for claims recognition rested entirely on the claimant . The
treatment of the Mathilda Laliberte claim amply evidenced that fact, but so also did the
general refusal of the department to do any research of its own into the question of whether
individual claimants had legitimate claims . The single instance of departmental reference to
local sources of information was the attempt to reach a claimant through Father Teston .
There evidently was no recourse to the records of the church for information on claimants .
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Yet the record of baptisms, weddings and funerals of the Ile-a-la-Crosse/Green Lake Catholic
Churches would have provided evidence of occupation and settlement . Teston himself could
have added greatly to an understanding of the longevity of settlement, and the residents
would have verified for other claimants their term of residency . Furthermore, the department
apparently did not examine its own scrip records . In fact, the department carried out no
research beyond the homestead inspections . The burden of proof conveniently worked to the
advantage of the policy directives of the department and against the interests of the original
settlers .
The department not only refused to research original settler claims, but also it actively
denied evidence presented by residents . Annie Girard's spirited defense of her right to her land
may have elicited a search for her possible benefactors, but then only in the hope of the
temporary quieting of her claim. Teston's protestations for his church appeared to get ignored,
and the department treated Mathias Aubichon's version of events as the obvious mistake of
an incompetent observer with perhaps the bias of self-interest . Overall, we can say that the
department ignored or at least fail to take seriously settler information about claims born of
long settlement and\or prior agreements .
Considering the general tenor of departmental activity, it was not surprising that the
department would ignore precedents favourable to original settlers . The Red River claims
agreement had been reached under duress, and the Pearce treatment of the Prince Albert
claims served similar political purposes. Those events and the circumstances that surrounded
them had passed into historical obscurity, at least for the department . The longer the time that
passed, the less likelihood of the recurrence of similar pressures . The further those events
receded into the past, the less relevant the economic and social reality that had underwritten
the resistance appeared in the remote offices of the Ottawa bureaucracy . Fur trade claims to
land were mere anachronisms, deserving of little consideration beyond the narrow confines
of laws written for other purposes but occasionally impinging on departmental action .
In effect, by 1923 the Department of the Interior had placed original settler claims on
a par with the claim of any new settler who occupied land before departmental action . Riel's
last memoir summed up the inadequacy of the Department of the Interior's disposition of the
Green Lake claims as well as if he had written it about Green Lake itself
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The lands that they owned and which belonged to them once, by the Indian title, twice
for having defended them with their blood, and thrice for having built and lived on
them, cultivated, fenced, and worked on them, were returned to them for a
consideration of [three] dollars an acre .
Because of the slowness of the advance of the national policy northward and the resultant
uneven development of north and south, Green Lake hung in the balance between increasingly
disparate realities for a half-century . Like the Metis of Red River, the Metis of Green Lake
faced restrictive criteria in the attempt to establish their claims . Unlike Red River, no second
generation of settlers came to Green Lake to lay claim to the land . Green Lake remained a
Metis settlement, though it did so without formal title .
14 1
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Primary Sources
Sources located in the Saskatchewan Archives Board have been identified by the
abbreviation SAB . Three significant sets of land records have been used . Files originally
created by the Department of the Interior and not subsequently renumbered by the provincial
Department of Agriculture are identified by the Department of the Interior's
numerical name,
as '2908946'. A second set of files has been identified within the files of the Department of
Agriculture; these have been identified by 'AG11-I' followed by the legal description of the
site in question. A third set of files had been created by the Department
of Agriculture to
specifically deal with administration of the Green Lake Settlement
. That set of files has been
identified with 'AG11-1' followed by the relevant legal description .
Occasional references to following have been made :
Green Lake Index to the Register of Baptisms, Marriages and Funerals, St
. Joseph Catholic
Church, Ile-a-la-Crosse, Saskatchewan .
RG 15, Volume 1515, Department of the Interior Index to North West Half-Breed Claims
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APPENDIX A
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES, 1912
These sketches introduce some of the people who lived around Green Lake in 1912 .
The 1912 perspective is supplied primarily from the records of the Department of the Interior,
which surveyed selected aspects of individual and community life in the settlement that year .
Occasionally, the land record from later dates contained historical material regarding
1912,
and these sketches include that information . Genealogical materials collected in 1990 for the
Green Lake Home Care Board augment the descriptions gleaned from the land record
.' As
well, occasional reference has been made to the Index of the Register of the Births, Marriages
and Funerals of the Catholic Church in Green Lake
. 2
Some limited use has also been made of
scrip records .' Further examination of the latter two sources would interest those wishing to
find additional genealogical information .
Table A-1 is a tentative and somewhat arbitrary outline of surname groupings in Green
Lake in 1912. Its purpose is to help reduce the large number of individuals resident in Green
Lake into comprehensible units. Where information about family relationship was incomplete,
the location of an individual's home occasionally augmented the analysis . Although the outline
format of Table A.1 depicts generations where possible, inclusion of a person under a family
"head" does not necessarily depict ancestral lineage . For example, it is not known if Antoine
Laliberte was the son of Pierre and therefore the brother of Pierre the younger
. However, as
they had the same surname and were of the same general age, the table treats them as the
same generation in the outline format . Similar inconsistencies apply to other family headings
;
the text details those instances
. The individual biographical sketches follow the order of Table
A-1 . Both Table A-1 and the text use underlining to identify individuals claiming land in 1912
.
The Laliberte family
The oldest Metis in the land record was 'old' Pierre Laliberte, who died in 1903 at the
age of 87 years
.' Because the Department of the Interior did not establish the land records for
Green Lake until 1911, no direct record recorded the land rights of old Pierre
. The land
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Table A. 1 : Tentative family groupings, 1912
I. Pierre Laliberte (deceased)
A. Pierre Laliberte
B . Antoine Laliberte and Mathilda
1 . Clement Laliberte and Aldina Morin
2 . John B. Laliberte
3 . Francois Laliberte and Couronne Soskwatcap
II . Louis Morin and Margaret Jourdian
A. Theodore Morin
B . Cyril Morin
C. Pelagie Morin and Celestine Merasty
D . Joseph Morin
E . J.B. Morin
III . Philomene Aubichon and Baptiste Aubichon (deceased)
A . Jean Baptiste Aubichon
B. Margaret Aubichon and Norbert Fraser
C. Mathias Aubichon
D. Pierre Aubichon and Philomene McCallum
E . Theophile Aubichon
F. ; John Fraser
G. Pierre McCallum
IV . Josette Sinclair and James Nicol Sinclair, (deceased)
A. Alexander Sinclair
B. John Sinclair
C. Flora Sinclair and Gilbert Roy
D. Mrs. V. Roy
E. Peter and(?) Catherine Villebrun .
V. De[s]rocher
A. Marcel De[s]rocher and Marie
B. Louis Derocher and Marie
VI. Kennedy
A. Antoine Kennedy
B . Josephine Kennedy
VII . Napoleon Girard and Annie Girard
VIII.Baptiste Merasti
A. Narcisse Lafleur and Flora Merasti
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record does however, contain evidence of his exercise of jurisdiction over land in Green Lake .
Father Jules Teston wrote in 1923: "The Missionaries my predecessors having told me that
piece of land was given by the late old Pierre Laliberte for a future mission as a donation to
the church ."' Teston, in charge of the mission since 1886, said that old Pierre Laliberte had
donated the land to the Church sometime before the construction of a chapel "in the summer
time before the Rebellion," the summer of 1884 . 6 The title to church land was formalized by
the registration of Green Lake Lot 4 East to the Roman Catholic Episcopal Corporation of
Keewatin in 1923 .'
The land record provided evidence that old Pierre Laliberte lived in Green Lake in
1844, as his son, Pierre Laliberte,
was born there at that time .' The younger Pierre was in fact
himself an old man of sixty-seven by the time of the survey in 1912
. The younger Pierre
Laliberte (from now on simply Pierre) was himself the father of eleven children by 1912
.
Pierre's oldest child was forty-seven years old at the time of survey, although his youngest
was still only ten years old then .'
The Pierre Laliberte family occupied three houses in Green Lake in 1912 . They
operated two stables in the management of their thirty cattle and ten horses
. The location of
the family just north of the Hudson's Bay Company suggested the family's historical
relationship to the fur trade . 10 Pierre Laliberte began residency about 1872, when he "was
working for [the] H.B. Company."" In 1912 he testified that he had settled for good in Green
Lake in 1880 . 12 He would have been about thirty-five years old in 1880, and his claim to
settlement in that year may have simply been the description of a time in his life when he
became established in his own right on land historically occupied by his parental family . The
land record provides no other commentary on whether he had lived elsewhere between his
birth and his eventual settlement in Green Lake in 1880
. However, since 1880 the Pierre
Laliberte family had maintained the cattle and horse operation and since 1890 had cropped
a five-acre vegetable and root garden
." The ownership of a train of dogs suggested significant
winter travel ." Laliberte described himself as a "Trapper, fisherman and rancher
."" In 1912,
the homestead inspector described Pierre as "a Fur Trader .
"16
The Antoine Laliberte family resided just south of the HBC
. In 1912, at sixty-five
years of age, Antoine was two years younger than Pierre
. Antoine had been born in Red River
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in 1847 . 17 Antoine was married to Mathilda,
l8
and together they had nine children between
the ages of six and thirty years old
." The Antoine Laliberte family lived in two houses, with
the smaller of the two housing the family of Clement Laliberte, the thirty-year-old son of
Antoine and Mathilda . 20 The Antoine Lalibertes claimed permanent residence just south of the
HBC in 1889 . 21 They had broken a two-acre garden in 1890
and had cropped it each year
since." By 1912,
three stables provided shelter for five horses and sixteen cattle . 23 Antoine
described himself as a "Rancher and Trapper," and, like Pierre, kept a train of dogs
.
24
Antoine and Mathilda's son Clement Laliberte had been born in Lac-La-Biche in
1882 . 25 Clement evidently moved into the second house in
1906 . 26 By 1912, he and his wife,
Aldina Morin, had two young children . 27 Clement described himself as a "Trapper and
Fisherman," although he also owned four horses and four cattle in the family ranching
operation . 28
The land record names a second son of Antoine and Mathilda, John B . Laliberte, in
conjunction with Mathilda's effort to retain title to the family's land
.' No other personal
information about John B . is available through the land record, although he later gains title
to the land originally claimed by Antoine .
The Laliberte name is associated with a third landholding in Green Lake, this one
directly west across the lake from the BBC and the other two Laliberte sites . The recorded
landholder, Francois Laliberte, was forty-two years old in 1912 ; 3°
he may be a son of Pierre
Laliberte, whose oldest child in 1912 was forty-seven years of age .
Francois was married to Couronne Soskwatcap .
31
They had four children between the
ages of five and twenty-four, and had permanently resided on the site since 1906 . 32 Besides
their log home, the family had constructed one additional outbuilding
." Francois claimed
"Trading only" as his occupation
." He owned three horses, but they recorded no cultivation
of the site ."
The Morin family
The eldest Morin in the land record is Louis Morin,
who at the age of sixty-six (in
1912) was clearly a contemporary of Pierre Laliberte, age sixty-seven, and Antoine Laliberte,
sixty-five . 36 Louis Morin's land lay directly north of that of Pierre Laliberte,
37 and had been
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in the Morin family since at least 1866, when Louis had begun permanent residency ." Louis
had been born in lle-a-la-Crosse . 39 His permanent residency in Green Lake in 1866 coincided
with the birth of his oldest child, who was forty-six years old in 1912 .4° During their residency
in Green Lake, Louis and his wife, Margaret Jourdian, 41 had nine children, the youngest of
whom was fifteen years old in 1912 .
42
The land record verified continuous land occupancy by two sons of Louis Morin,
Theodore and Cyril Morin . 43 These two brothers occupied the Morin land from "about
1900."' Again, it is likely that this date is more representative of increased ownership and
operation of the Morin holdings by the brothers rather than movement to Green Lake from
another community .
The Morin family holdings in Green Lake were extensive . The family occupied four
houses, including a substantial one-and-a-half-story main dwelling and three smaller single-
story houses." The Morin livestock operation incorporated five log stables and considerable
fencing; In 1912, the family owned six horses and thirty cattle .' Since first starting to work
the land in 1866, the Morins had broken a little more ground each year; By 1912, they were
cropping ten acres .' Louis Morin described himself as a "Rancher and Trader .
"48
Louis Morin's daughter Pelagie was the wife of Celestin Merasty . 49 Pelagie and
Celestin had probably grown up together in Green Lake, and had settled together on the west
bank of the Green River, about one mile north of the lake ." Celestin had been born in Green
Lake in 1872, suggesting earlier parental residency ." Celestin and Pelagie had settled on their
residency in 1900, at a time when their oldest child was seven years old . 52 By 1912, they had
eight children ranging from a newborn of two months to the oldest who had reached the age
of nineteen." The family lived only "around the place of Green Lake .
"54 .
Celestin Mirasty exemplifies the range of labouring activities of the men of Green
Lake. He reported occupational activity in "Hunting, Fishing, Freighting[,] trapping and
cutting of hay ."" In addition, two acres of broken land had provided crops for Celestin and
Pelagie for the last ten years .' The family kept three head of cattle ." Besides their log house,
the Merasty's maintained a log stable and some fencing .
58
Two more references to the Morin surname occur in Green Lake in 1912 . In that year,
Joseph Morin built (but reportedly never lived in) a large house on the West side of the lake,
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almost directly across from the BBC warehouse ." The land record does not tell of Joseph's
relationship, if any, to Louis Morin .
The record does, however, repeatedly contain the signature of "J.B Morin J.P .," who
witnessed many 1912 documents in the record, evidently in his role as a Justice of the Peace .
Several contemporary Green Lake residents show descent from potential candidates likely to
have been alive circa 1912, but the evidence in the land record regarding further identification
of this Morin remains inconclusive ."
The Aubichon family
The oldest living member of the Aubichon family in Green Lake in 1912 was Philomen
Aubichon, widow of Baptiste Aubichon . Philomen was sixty-three years old in 1912, making
her and her deceased husband contemporaries of Pierre Laliberte, Antoine Laliberte and
Louis Morin (66) . 61 Philomen and at least one son maintained homes on the west shore of
Green Lake, directly across from the Roman Catholic Mission and the BBC .' Philomen's
daughter, Margaret, lived on the Northwest corner of Green Lake, directly north of her
parental home .' Two Aubichons, Pierre and Mathias, had established homes about one mile
north of Green Lake, on the western shoreline of Green River as it flowed north to meet the
Beaver River ."
Philomen had been born in Red River in 1849, and had first settled with Baptiste on
the western shore of Green Lake in about 1872 . 65 Philomen had given birth to twelve children ;
in 1912 the oldest was forty-eight, the youngest was twenty-four . 66 In her forty-some years
of living in Green Lake, Philomen lived only there, "going only around Green Lake ." 67
About 1892 the Aubichons had broken one and one-half acres of land, which had since
been cropped regularly, yielding "about 40 bushels of potatoes" each year ." In addition,
Philomen said she had done "any kind of works but not one well determined . X69 In 1912,
Philomen continued to live in a log house and kept three horses and five head of cattle in a
single stable .' She had several acres of her site fenced to retain the livestock and protect the
cropped area ."
Of the children of Baptiste and Philomen Aubichon, Jean Baptiste Aubichon resided
the closest to Philomen's. home. Settled south of his mother's house, Jean Baptiste lived
approximately halfway between her and the house that Joseph Morin built in 1912 . 72 Jean
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Baptiste was forty-three years old in 1912 ; his birth in Green Lake in 1869 seems to suggest
that Baptiste and Philomen had resided in Green Lake before the 1872 date that Philomen
recorded as the date of their permanent settlement there . 73
Jean Baptiste claimed to have taken up permanent residence in 1888 . 74 He was
married to Suzanne Merasti, 75 and since settling they had remained "around the place of
Green Lake . " 76 By 1912 they had ten children of their own, with the oldest being twenty-one
years of age and the youngest only eleven months old . 77 The record did not show how many
Aubichon children continued to reside with the couple in 1912, although by that time they had
constructed a small second house, a stable and some fencing . 78 The stable housed the
Aubichon's five horses and two cows. 79 Jean Baptiste cited fishing and trapping as his major
occupations, although he also did "labour works" which involved his absence from Green
Lake."
Philomen and Baptiste's daughter Margaret was thirty-nine years old in 1912 . 81 Born
in Green Lake in 1873, by 1912 Margaret was married to Norbert Fraser
and had two
children by him." In addition Margaret " . . .
had five children by a previous marriage,i 83 to
Baptiste Morin.
84
Margaret Aubichon and Norbert Fraser lived on the northwest corner of the lake, a
couple of hundred yards directly north of Margaret's mother Philomen . 85 It is not known
whether this site represented an, extension of traditional Aubichon lands or the site of Norbert
Fraser's parental settlement . The fact of Norbert's birth in Green Lake in 1874 enhances the
latter possibility.' Norbert had first made improvements of his own to the site in 1899, at the
age of twenty-five . 87 He had taken up residence there, either on his own or with Margaret,
in 1906 . 88
The land he and Margaret claimed had "been cleared, but [was now] overgrown
with brush and scrub . [The] House [had] burned down
."" In the last several years before
1912, Fraser had lived "Only around here, Green Lake
.
"90
Norbert's occupation while living on his land in Green Lake was fishing, but when not
living on his land he was "Fishing, freighting, trapping [and] cleaking hay . " 91
The meaning of
the latter occupational description was not evident on first reading
. However, subsequent
consideration has suggested that the word cleaking is, in fact, to be pronounced 'clekking' and
is a phonetic rendering of 'collecting' hay . This interpretation would fit well with reliance on
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naturally occurring marsh grasses for the purposes of livestock fodder .
The land record does not specifically identify either Mathias Aubichon or Pierre
Aubichon as brother to Margaret and Jean Baptiste . However, Mathias's birth in Green Lake
in 1882 would be consistent with the ages of the children of Baptiste and Philomen
Aubichon . 92 As well, Mathias and Pierre lived close to one another
; their homes were situated
about one mile north of the lakeshore ancestral home of the Aubichons . 93 Unfortunately, the
land file of Pierre Aubichon was not found
.' As a result, we know little more than his
residence next to that of Mathias
. His wife's birth name was Philomene McCallum .
95
Mathias Aubichon was thirty years old in 1912, having been born in Green Lake in
1882 . 96 He was married, with three children
; the oldest was ten and the youngest was two
years.' He had first settled on the piece of land he now claimed as his own in 1906
. 98 He had
maintained that home, meanwhile "Going only around Green Lake 15 - 20 -
40 miles
distance.""
The Mathias Aubichon's lived in a small log house ." Their stable housed their two
horses and four head of cattle ."' They had built some fencing and a small warehouse
.'
°2
Mathias worked at trapping, freighting and fishing . 103
In addition, the family had broken and
now cropped a one acre plot that provided "Only a few potatoes[,] 3 or 4 Bu[shels] . " "'
The land record identifies Theophile Aubichon as the son of Philomen, and so a
brother to Margaret and Jean Baptiste . 105
Unfortunately, the only other information in the land
record about Theophile is that he resided with Philomen in 1912 and spoke for her claim to
the land on which they resided ."
Adding to the probability of an earlier Fraser presence in Green Lake was the 1912
residence of a second Fraser, John, in Green Lake
. The land record is not helpful with respect
to the relationship, if any, between John and Norbert
. John was six years younger than
Norbert, having been born in 1880 in Lac la Biche . 107
However, when one recalls the birth of
Clement Laliberte in Lac-la-Biche in 1882, Norbert's birth at that location suggested some
common pattern of work and residence between the Laliberte and Fraser families rather than
a lack of familial relationship between John and Norbert .
John's most recent settlement in Green Lake in 1909 had occurred ten years later than
had Norbert's . 108
His taking up of more permanent settlement at the age of twenty-nine seems
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consistent with the pattern of male settlement displayed by other residents at that age . Again
there is the possibility of the taking up of parental lands, although John and his wife and their
children (ages one and five) had settled some distance from Green Lake ."
Pierre McCallum was twenty-four years old in 1912, having been born in Green Lake
in 1888. Pierre was married and had a two-and-one-half-year-old daughter . Pierre had settled
on NE 30-61-12 in May of 1911, and as yet had not made any improvements on that piece
of land. A "Trapper and Fisherman," Pierre had no stock, cultivation or buildings to report .
When not living on their land, the McCallums resided on SW 25-61-13 . 110 We should note
that this is the same quarter-section as Celestine Merasty, Pierre Aubichon and Mathias
Aubichon. Pierre or his wife may have been related to one of those settler families ; for
example, Philomene, wife of Pierre Aubichon, may have been Pierre McCallum's sister .
The Sinclair family
Josette Sinclair was sixty years old in 1912, having been born Josephtte Durocher in
the Pelican Lake Indian Settlement in 1852 . 111 In 1872, at the age of twenty, she had taken
up residence in Green Lake with her husband, James Nicol Sinclair ."' By 1912, James was
dead. Josette and James had fourteen children, eight girls and six boys, the oldest of whom
was forty years old and the youngest twenty-one."'
The Sinclairs' operation had combined "Farming [and] raising a few head of cattle .
""'
Josette and probably Nicholas worked outside their own land as well, doing what Josette
described as "labour works .""' On their own land, they had broken two acres in 1897, and
cropped them since ."" Josette Sinclair's stable in 1912 provided shelter for her six horses and
eight head of cattle."' When asked in 1912 if she had lived anywhere else since taking up
residence, she replied "Going only around Green Lake .
""'
Josette resided in one of the largest
houses in Green Lake, a thirty-five by twenty-five foot, one-and-a-half story, log home . "9 The
relatively low value ascribed to the house (relative, for example to the smaller Morin house)
suggested a decline in the Sinclair family's material wealth following the death of James .
120
Nonetheless, they still maintained considerable fencing at the time of survey .
121
Several other people appeared sporadically in the land record concerning the Sinclair
subdivision . We know that her son Alexander shared the house with Mrs .
Sinciair .
122
Alexander Sinclair was twenty-three years old and single in 1912 ; in 1919 he would describe
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himself as a farmer, but no record was made of his occupation in 1912 .1 John Sinclair was
born in Green Lake and resided there continuously ." He was thirty-one years old in 1912 and
was ranching on NW 36-61-13 in 1912 .
125
Gilbert Roy was thirty-one years old in 1912. His
wife, Flora Sinclair, was also thirty-one years old . Their oldest daughter was age ten, while
two boys were ages nine and seven . The Roys may also have had younger children. Gilbert
listed his occupation as "Trapper" in 1919 . 126 On an application for transfer (1926), a Mrs .
V. Roy claimed 1910 residence on SE 30-61-12 . 127 Peter Villebrun, who aided several
claimants to pursue title, took up residence on Lot 12 East in 1912125 Catherine Villebrun
witnessed the signature of Marcel Desrocher in 1913
.
129
The pursuit of the land claim in the
sole name of Josette Sinclair after 1912 resulted in there being little further information about
family or friends associated with the Sinclair site .
The De(s)rocher Family
l30
Marcel Derocher was born in Green Lake in 1870, and "always lived there .
"131
At the
age of forty-two, Marcel applied for entry as a homesteader in Green Lake in 1912, although
he had been living there with his family "for years .
,132
Marcel was the husband of Marie, age
thirty-seven.
133
Their son Joseph was age eight in 1912, and their daughter Anne was
Six. 131
They owned five horses and five head of cattle .
135
They had "one dwelling house and three
stables, one hay yard one Pasture and there are about 140 acres of farm land, bluffy, the rest
swamp land surrounded by willows .
"136
Derocher described himself as a "Hunter and
Trapper .
"137
Louis Derocher was twenty-five years old in 1912 . His wife was also named Marie,
131
and she was the same age as he was .
13'
They had one child age six and a sixteen-year-old
female living with them ."' They "became . . . resident upon and began to cultivate the said
land before the same was surveyed" in 1912
.
141
Louis listed his previous occupation as
"Hunter.
"142
Annie and Napoleon Girard
Napoleon Girard was fifty years old in 1912, married to Annie and the father of six
children between the ages of one and twenty years." Napoleon had been born (with only one
arm) 144 at Lake Athabaska in 1862 .
14'
Napoleon had begun residence in Green Lake in about
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1907
146 ,
and since then had lived "only at Green Lake ." 147 The Girards lived in a small log
house and had no other buildings .
141
Napoleon supported the family through hunting, fishing and trapping .
149
In addition,
the Girards had "cleared a few acres" and maintained a small potato patch .'
5°
They kept no
livestock . "'
The Kennedy family
Antoine Kennedy was thirty-five years old in 1912 .
112
He was married, with five
children between the ages of one and eleven ."' He had been born in Il-a-la-Crosse in 1877,
and had settled in Green Lake in 1900
.
154
He had been a continuous resident there since then,
working as a trapper and a fisherman ."' The Kennedy family lived in a sixteen-by-eighteen-
foot house valued at $150 .
156
Josephine Kennedy settled in Green Lake at about the same time as Antoine and lived
nearby . 157 It is suspected that Josephine was the mother of Antoine .
The Merasti and Lafleur families
In 1912 Baptiste Merasti camped on the west side of Green Lake "when at Green
Lake for a few days at a time .""' He also for some time had a ranch at Sled Lake,'" although
it is not certain that he did so in 1912 .
Narcisse Lafleur was married to Flora Merasti, the daughter of Baptiste Merasti
.
16°
The Lafleurs settled on their land in 1906,
161
building their first house upon it in June of
1907 . 162 They built their home some two miles to the east of Green Lake; a more detailed
description of their holdings is not available .
Non-Aboriginal residents
The non-Aboriginal population of Green Lake was clearly a small minority in 1912 .
The following list is fairly complete, but the possibility of Revillon Freres and HBC personnel
living on their respective lots could change that assumption .
Edward Beatty was forty-two years old in 1912 . He had been born in Lakefield,
Ontario in 1870, and had left Peterborough, Ontario to go northwest at the age of sixteen . His
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occupations after coming to the northwest included those of "Fur trader, trapper etc ." He had
started building on his present land in May 1911 and took up residence in September of that
year. He was married and had four children between the ages of one and six years of age .
In 1912 Beatty reported employment as a Dominion Forest Fire Ranger when not
living at home . The Beatty home was a thirty-by-sixteen-foot structure worth an estimated
$350. Although Beatty had not yet broken any land, he stated "will fence 1/2 of 1/4 sect : next
spring and will break up as much as possible clearing gradually[,] will file as soon as land is
open for entry.""' Beatty owned one horse .
114
He claimed "Farmer" as his occupation when
applying for Entry ."'
Florence B . Beatty corroborated the statement of Edward Beatty . 16' If, as' seems
likely, she was the wife of Edward, she was twenty-nine years old in 1912 . 167
The residency of Jules Emile Teston, O .M.I ., has been described above in the
corroboration of information concerning "old" Pierre Laliberte .
Robert P. White began residing in Green Lake "Nov . 1912 as Govt. Telegraph
agent.""' No further record of White was found .
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